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Untersuhung von atmospharishen Einussen auf die Entwiklung von
ausgedehnten Luftshauern und auf deren Beobahtung mit dem
Pierre Auger Observatorium
Fur die Entwiklung ausgedehnter Luftshauer, die von der kosmishen Strahlung induziert werden,
spielt die Atmosphare eine entsheidende Rolle. Zudem werden beim Pierre Auger Observatorium
die Observablen von den atmospharishen Bedingungen beeinut. Die Untersuhung dieser Eekte
wird durhgefuhrt einerseits auf der Basis von generellen Atmospharenmodellen und andererseits an-
hand von argentinishen Atmospharenmodellen, die aus Daten von Radiosondierungen gewonnen wer-
den. Die Atmospharenprole wurden in funf Messkampagnen in allen vier Jahreszeiten gemessen.
Bei der Luftshauersimulation wird die longitudinale Entwiklung mittels der atmospharishen Tiefe
beshrieben, und auh fur die Rekonstruktion der Energie und Art des Primarteilhens ist dies die
entsheidende Groe. Die Fluoreszenz-Teleskope des Auger Experimentes detektieren die Luftshauer
jedoh in einem festen geometrishen Blikfeld. Somit ist die Transformation der atmospharishen
Tiefe zu geometrisher Hohe ein wihtiger Shritt, der sehr stark von dem Prol der Luftdihte abhangt.
In Bezug auf die Beobahtungsgroen der Teleskope werden die atmospharishen Abhangigkeiten
der Fluoreszenz-Ausbeute und der Lihttransmission untersuht. Das Elektron- zu Myon-Verhalt-
nis der Sekundarteilhen am Erdboden ist eine wihtige Eigenshaft, die von den Wasser-Cherenkov-
Detektoren vermessen wird. Der atmospharishe Einu auf die Elektronzahl ist leiht untershiedlih
zu dem auf die Myonzahl, was zu variierenden Verhaltnissen bei vershiedenen atmospharishen Be-
dingungen fuhrt. Shlielih werden einige Aspekte der Kurz- und Langzeitvariabilitat der Daten
der argentinishen Atmosphare diskutiert, sowie moglihe Alternativen fur die Bestimmung der at-
mospharishen Bedingungen in Argentinien.
Investigation of Atmospheri Eets on the Development of
Extensive Air Showers and their Detetion with the
Pierre Auger Observatory
For the development of extensive air showers indued by osmi rays, the atmosphere plays a major role.
Additionally at the Pierre Auger Observatory, the atmospheri onditions inuene the observables.
The investigation of the eets is based on the one hand on more general atmospheri models and on the
other hand on Argentine atmospheri models derived from radio sounding data. These measurements
of atmospheri proles were performed in ve ampaigns in all four seasons. Within air shower
simulations, the longitudinal development is desribed by the atmospheri depth and also for the
reonstrution of the energy and type of the primary partile, this quantity is deisive. However, the
uoresene telesopes of the Auger experiment detet extensive air showers in a xed geometrial eld
of view. Thus, the orret transformation of the atmospheri depth proles to geometrial altitudes is
an important step whih is strongly dependent on the atmospheri density prole. With respet to the
observables of the uoresene telesopes, the atmospheri dependenes of the uoresene yield and
of the light transmission are studied. The eletron-to-muon ratio of the seondary partiles at ground
is an important quantity whih is measured by the water Cherenkov detetors. The atmospheri
inuene on the eletron number is slightly dierent from that on the muon number and therefore
small variations of this ratio are expeted for dierent atmospheri onditions. Finally, several aspets
of the short- and long-term variability of the Argentine atmospheri data are investigated as well as
possible alternatives for the determination of atmospheri onditions in Argentina.
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Deutshsprahige Zusammenfassung
Die Beobahtung von ausgedehnten Luftshauern (EAS) beshaftigt die Physiker seit nunmehr
vielen Jahrzehnten. Anhand der Observablen konnen Informationen uber Teilhenreaktionen
gewonnen werden, die teilweise in Energiebereihen ablaufen, die weit oberhalb der Energien
sind, die an von Menshen gebauten Teilhenbeshleunigern erzeugt werden konnen. Die
Rekonstruktion der Eigenshaften des Primarteilhens, der eigentlihen kosmishen Strahlung,
ermogliht zudem auh Aussagen uber kosmologishe Quellen der Strahlung, eventuelle Be-
shleunigungsmehanismen und Wehselwirkungen in den Feldern im inter- und intragalak-
tishen Raum. Da die Ereignisrate der hohstenergetishen kosmishen Strahlung, bei der die
PrimarenergieE
0
> 10
18
eV ist, hier auf der Erde sehr gering ist, ist eine direkte Beobahtung
kaum realisierbar. Deshalb werden die Sekundarteilhen der kosmishen Strahlung, die aus-
gedehnten Luftshauer, detektiert. Die Teilhenkaskade entwikelt sih in der Erdatmosphare,
sendet dabei Liht aus und ein gewisser Teil der Sekundarteilhen erreiht die Erdoberahe.
Dies eronet zwei vershiedene Nahweismethoden, die im Pierre Auger Observatorium kom-
biniert werden.
Wie bereits angedeutet, ubernimmt die Atmosphare bei diesem Experiment eine wesent-
lihe Rolle. Der Luftshauer entwikelt sih in der Atmosphare, womit diese als Kalorimeter
dient. Durh Ionisationsprozesse wird vom Luftshauer Fluoreszenzliht emittiert. Die Atmo-
sphare stellt somit ein Szintillator-Medium dar. Letztendlih treten weitere Abhangigkeiten
von den atmospharishen Bedingungen bei der Transmission des Lihtes vom Emissionsort
hin zum Detektor auf. Die atmospharishen Einusse auf die Entwiklung der ausgedehn-
ten Luftshauer und auf die Shauer-Beobahtungsgroen, so wie sie vom Pierre Auger Ob-
servatorium gemessen werden, sollten in dieser vorliegenden Arbeit untersuht und wenn
moglih quantiziert werden. Besondere Shwerpunkte waren dabei sowohl die jahreszeitlihe
Variabilitat der Atmosphare, als auh die hohenabangigen Veranderungen der einzelnen Zu-
standsgroen der Atmosphare.
Zur ersten quantitativen Abshatzung der zu erwartenden jahreszeitlihen Eekte wur-
den die ubliherweise in der Analyse verwandte US Standard Atmosphare 1976 (US-StdA)
und zwei extreme Atmospharenmodelle fur Sommer und Winter in Suddeutshland zugrunde
gelegt. Die hohenabhangigen Prole dieser Modelle zeigen groe Variationen untereinan-
der auf, die, wie in der vorliegenden Arbeit gezeigt wurde, sih auh in der Entwiklung
und Beobahtung der Luftshauer niedershlagen. Die Ergebnisse dieser theoretishen Un-
tersuhungen legen die Notwendigkeit von Messungen der atmospharishen Prole am Ort
des Experimentes nahe. Es wurden daraufhin zunahst an vershiedenen Orten im Ge-
biet des Pierre Auger Observatoriums in Argentinien meteorologishe Radiosondierungen
durhgefuhrt. Die erste Mekampagne war im Winter und vier weitere Kampagnen in allen
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weiteren Jahreszeiten folgten, wobei die letzte Kampagne im darauf folgenden Winter statt-
fand. Ab der zweiten Mereihe wurde die Empfangsstation fur die Radiosondierung fest am
Fluoreszenzdetektor-Gebaude Coihueo installiert. Automatishe Radiosonden wurden mit
Helium-gefullten Ballonen auf Hohen von 20 - 25 km uNN gebraht, wobei beim Aufstieg
etwa alle 20 m Daten aufgezeihnet wurden. Es wurden insgesamt 52 Aufstiege erfolgreih
durhgefuhrt, so dass die markanten Eigenshaften der einzelnen Jahreszeiten und auh die
Variationen innerhalb der Jahreszeiten erfat werden konnten. Funf jahreszeitlih gemittelte
Atmospharenmodelle wurden erstellt, wobei extrem untershiedlihe Winterbedingungen zwei
Wintermodelle erforderten.
Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wurden mittels Simulationsstudien hauptsahlih drei Einusse
der Atmosphare untersuht. Diese sind die Transformation der vertikalen atmospharishen
Tiefe in geometrishe Hohen, die Erzeugung des Fluoreszenzlihtes und die Transmission des
Lihtes hin zum Teleskop, welhe nun detailliert zusammengefat werden. Vom physikalishen
Standpunkt aus ist das Ma der durhquerten Materie, die sogenannte atmospharishe Tiefe,
fur die Luftshauerentwiklung die ausshlaggebende Groe. Daher werden EAS in Simula-
tionsprogrammen und Rekonstruktionsprozeduren mittels dieser Variable beshrieben. Die
Fluoreszenz-Teleskope beobahten die longitudinale Shauerentwiklung in dunklen Nahten
in einem geometrish festgelegten Blikfeld. Daher kann in diesem Zusammenhang die Be-
shreibung der Luftshauer niht uber die atmospharishe Tiefe erfolgen, sondern es mu die
geometrishe Hohe herangezogen werden. Die Transformation dieser beiden Groen ineinan-
der unterliegt dem funktionalen Zusammenhang zwishen der Luftdihte und der Hohe. Da
die Luftdihte von der Lufttemperatur und dem Luftdruk abhangt, ist eine jahreszeitlihe
Shwankung oensihtlih. Im Vergleih zur US-StdA treten die groten Untershiede in
der atmospharishen Tiefe zwishen Sommer und Winter in der Hohe von 4 bis 10 km uNN
auf. Die optishe Beobahtung der EAS erfolgt uber die Messung des Fluoreszenzlihtes
mit Teleskopen. Die Sekundarteilhen im Luftshauer regen die Stiksto-Molekule der Luft
durh Ionisation an, und ein Teil der Abregung erfolgt uber die Emission von Fluoreszenz-
liht. Die Fluoreszenz-EÆzienz hangt von der Lufttemperatur und dem Luftdruk ab, folg-
lih weist die EÆzienz ein hohenabhangiges, zeitlih variierendes Prol auf. Die abgeleitete
Fluoreszenz-Ausbeute ist proportional zum lokalen Energiedeposit des Luftshauers und zum
Luftdihteprol. Damit weiht das im Fluoreszenzliht mebare Luftshauerprol etwas vom
EAS Prol der geladenen Teilhen oder des Energiedeposits ab. Eine weitere Quelle fur at-
mospharishen Einusse resultiert daher, dass die Atmosphare auh als Transportmedium
fur das Liht dient. Auf seinem Weg von der Emission hin zum Teleskop wird das Liht
teilweise absorbiert und gestreut. Die Streuung kann in zwei Aspekte untershieden werden.
Der erste bezieht sih auf Streuung an Gasmolekulen, die sogenannte Rayleigh-Streuung, und
der zweite Teil auf die Streuung an Aerosolen, die Mie-Streuung. Die Rayleigh-Streuung ist
exakt berehenbar, wohingegen die Mie-Streuung je nah Groe und Form der Aerosole stark
uktuiert. Um den Einu der Mie-Streuung beruksihtigen zu konnen, wird die Konzentra-
tion und Natur der Aerosole im Rahmen des Pierre Auger Projektes mehrere Male pro Naht
gemessen. Die Rayleigh-Streuung hangt von der Lufttemperatur, dem Luftdruk und der
Luftdihte ab, was abermals eine Abhangigkeit von der Hohe und eine jahreszeitlihe Vari-
ation induziert. Der Aspekt der Lihtabsorption ist vernahlassigbar fur den beobahteten
Wellenlangenbereih von 300 bis 400 nm, da die infrage kommenden Absorber wie Ozon und
NO
2
nur in niedrigen Konzentrationen in der unteren Atmosphare vorkommen und einen
niht ausreihend groen Wirkungsquershnitt in diesem Wellenlangenbereih haben.
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Fur Luftshauer, die von der ultrahohenergetishen kosmishen Strahlung mit einem
Einfallswinkel von > 30
Æ
ausgelost werden, stimmt der Hohenbereih der moglihen Posi-
tion des Shauermaximums mit dem Hohenintervall der groten saisonalen Variation der
atmospharishen Tiefe uberein. Da die Natur des Primarteilhens des EAS von der Position
des Shauermaximums abgeleitet werden kann, ist dies fur die Analyse von EAS Daten der
wesentlihe Bereih, wenn die Fluoreszenz-Tehnik Anwendung ndet. Die gesamte, siht-
bare Vershiebung des Shauermaxiums, die durh Sommer- gegenuber Winterbedingungen
hervorgerufen wird, ist etwa genauso gro wie die Vershiebung, die z. B. durh einen Proton-
induzierten statt eines Eisen-induzierten Shauers hervorgerufen wird.
Im Folgenden werden die Ergebnisse der Messungen in Argentinien zusammengefat und
die argentinishen Daten auf die Berehnungen der Luftshauerentwiklung und deren Beobah-
tung mit den Auger Detektoren angewandt. Legt man die Prole der atmospharishen
Tiefe zugrunde, kann festgehalten werden, dass die groten Untershiede zwishen dem mitt-
leren Sommer und Winter in Argentinien ebenfalls im Bereih zwishen 5 und 10 km uNN
auftreten. Es treten im Bereih der Positionen der Shauermaxima Shwankungen von 20
bis 30 g/m
2
auf. Allerdings sind diese Untershiede niht so stark ausgepragt wie fur die
gewahlten deutshen Bedingungen. Der kaltere Wintertyp ist sehr ahnlih zu der US-StdA,
wahrend der argentinishe Sommer die Abweihungen des deutshen Sommers von der US-
StdA ubersteigt. Auh der argentinishe Herbst ist sehr untershiedlih zur US-StdA, was zu
einer starken Verzerrung der Luftshauerprole in der unteren Atmosphare (0 - 7 km uNN)
fuhrt. Dies hat groen Einu auf die Energierekonstruktion der EAS. Die atmospharen-
abhangige Fluoreszenz-Ausbeute variiert die sihtbaren EAS Prole nur leiht im Vergleih
zu den Prolen des Energiedeposits. Hohere Lufttemperaturen bewirken eine Reduktion
der Fluoreszenz-Ausbeute, ein Anstieg der Lufttemperatur um +5
Æ
C verursaht 1% weniger
Fluoreszenz-Photonen. Somit wird, in Kombination mit dem Dezit des Energiedeposits
in der unteren Atmosphare im Sommer und Herbst, die Energie des Luftshauers system-
atish untershatzt, wenn die US-StdA in den Rekonstruktionsprozeduren angewandt wird.
Die Vershiebung der Position des Shauermaximums konnte eine shwerere Komposition
der einfallenden kosmishen Strahlung im Sommer vortaushen. Die Variation der Rayleigh-
Transmission aufgrund der Jahreszeiten ist reht klein. Die atmospharishen Eekte auf die
Beobahtungsgroen der Bodendetektoren des Auger Observatoriums wurden nur angerissen.
Die TriggereÆzienz sollte uber den Bodenluftdruk korrigiert werden konnen. Der Einu auf
das Verhaltnis der Elektronen zu Myonen kann jedoh niht so einfah korrigiert werden. Die
Myonzahl wird durh die gesamte longitudinale Entwiklung beeinut. Daher wird ein Un-
tershied in dem Verhaltnis der Elektronen zu Myonen in der Groenordnung einiger Prozent
erwartet.
Fuhrt man nun jahreszeitlih gemittelte argentinishe Atmospharenprole ein, so konnen
die Shwankungen und die damit verbundenen Unsiherheiten in der Simulation und Rekon-
struktion reduziert werden, insbesondere im Hinblik auf die atmospharishe Tiefe. Innerhalb
der einzelnen Jahreszeiten treten im Bereih der Position der Shauermaxima Untershiede
in der atmospharishen Tiefe von bis zu 10 g/m
2
. Dies ist eine deutlihe Verbesserung
gegenuber der Anwendung der US-StdA, zeigt aber zugleih die verbleibenden Unsiherheiten.
Somit wird es auh in Zukunft unumganglih sein, Radiosondierungen durhzufuhren. Die
jahreszeitlih gemittelten Atmospharenparamater, die aus den argentinishen Daten abgeleitet
werden konnten, sind ab jetzt in dem Luftshauer-Simulationsprogramm CORSIKA anwend-
bar.
x Deutshsprahige Zusammenfassung
Die kontinuierlihe Messung von atmospharishen Prolen stellt jedoh einen hohen -
nanziellen und personellen Aufwand dar. Deshalb wurden einige Moglihkeiten untersuht,
die zu einer Reduktion der notwendigen Radiosondierungen fuhren sollen. Hierfur wurden wei-
tere Atmospharenmodelle getestet. Das vielversprehendste war ein Modell, welhes atmos-
pharishe Prole fur alle 5
Æ
geographisher Breite und fur jeden Monat liefert. Ein Vergleih
mit den Medaten fuhrt zu dem Shlu, dass die generellen Eigenshaften der Atmosphare
in Argentininen mit diesem Modell erheblih besser beshrieben werden konnen als mit der
US-StdA. Ein Vergleih der einzelnen Monate zeigte jedoh einige Ungereimtheiten. Eine
weitere Moglihkeit ist die Nutzung von bodengebundenen Wetterstationen, die kontinuier-
lih Daten erfassen. Dies konnte eine sinnvolle Erganzung zu Radiosondierungen sein, die
nur noh an drei bis vier Nahten pro Dunkelperiode im Monat durhgefuhrt werden. Aller-
dings sind die Daten der Bodenwetterstationen nur dann aufshlureih, wenn zwei Stationen
in untershiedlihen Hohen (z.B. 1750 und 2500 m uNN) errihtet werden. Erste Indikator-
Variablen wurden bereits erarbeitet, weitere detaillierte Untersuhungen mussen jedoh noh
durhgefuhrt werden. Besonders in diesem Zusammenhang deuteten sih moglihe Eekte
durh die El Ni~no Southern Osillation (ENSO) an. Dieses Thema konnte aber auh hilf-
reih sein, denn es hat derzeit hohe Prioritat im Bereih der Klimatologie und daher wer-
den detaillierte Atmospharen-Informationen auf groahiger Skala angeboten. Langzeit-
Untersuhungen mussen zeigen, ob die hier erarbeiteten Atmospharenmodelle fur Argentinien
allgemein gultig sind und wie gro die Shwankungen durh ENSO Ereignisse sind.
Introdution
The fasination of the osmi rays aptivates the physiists sine almost 100 years. In 1911,
Vitor Hess was one of the pioneers exploring these highly energeti partiles from outer spae.
Years later, in 1938, Pierre Auger and his olleagues gured out that the energy of osmi rays
is so high that they may initiate a large asade of seondary partiles in Earth's atmosphere.
First assumptions lead to reonstruted energies of the primary partiles of several 10
13
eV.
This was far beyond every man-made energy onentrated in an elementary partile. The
hallenge of disovering new, possibly theoretially predited, partiles was aepted.
Nowadays, the energy of measured osmi ray events has risen up to 10
20
eV being still
high above the energies ahieved in modern partile aelerators despite huge eorts in that
eld. Thus, also the probability of disovering new partiles rstly in osmi ray events and
their extensive air showers is still valid. However, the large energy of osmi rays is not the
only fasinating fat. Cosmi rays are massive partiles from outer spae, not only a glow
of the visible universe. The partiles are able to teah us details about the omposition of
spae and the elds between the massive objets like solar systems or galaxies. Their odyssey
has began millions of years ago when they were produed and aelerated or were born as
daughter partiles of muh heavier or elder relit partiles of the Big Bang.
The osmi rays and their extensive air showers ombine the exploration of the smallest
strutures in the Universe, the elementary partiles, and the largest and farthest objets as the
struture of the Universe itself. This growing eld in physis, named Astropartile Physis,
was already insinuated by Werner Heisenberg: \Die kosmishe Strahlung erwekt heutzutage
vor allem aus zwei Grunden Interesse. Sie erlaubt, mit Elementarteilhen hohster Energie
zu experimentieren und bringt Kunde von Vorgangen auf den Sternen und im interstellaren
Raum. ..." (W. Heisenberg, 1953, Vortrage uber kosmishe Strahlung) With the Pierre
Auger Observatory, we want to study osmi rays at the upper end of the known energy
spetrum, events with E
0
> 10
18
eV. Theoretial preditions however, postulate a strong
derease in ux above  5  10
19
eV whih might reet the upper limit of the observable
spetrum. Cosmi rays with energies above this uto lose part of their energy while inter-
ating with the osmi mirowave bakground, thus reahing the Earth with strongly redued
energy. In reent years, two experiments using two dierent tehniques have been trying to
measure the osmi ray spetrum around this so alled Greisen Zatsepin Kuz'min uto. One
experiment is based on the measurement of the uoresene emission of extensive air show-
ers while the other detets the seondary partiles at ground. Their results diverge in the
onrmation of the uto's existene, but both experiments have only low statistis at these
energies. The Pierre Auger Observatory is expeted to measure the energy range of interest
aurately enough to resolve the enigmas of osmi rays. One of the main advantages of this
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experiment is its hybrid tehnique, ombining the observation of the uoresene emission
and the seondary partiles at ground. Furthermore, the setup in size and sensitivity gives
the opportunity to detet osmi rays at highest energies and at highly inlined inidene
angles with high statistis.
In ontrast to partile aelerator experiments, the osmi ray experiments take plae
in the Earth's atmosphere and not in vauum. On the one hand, this enables us to detet
the osmi rays via their seondary partiles. The primary partile of the osmi ray ould
hardly be observed sine its inoming path is not known. The indiret measurement via
the extensive air shower makes it easier to \nd" the event. On the other hand, this also
represents a diÆulty while simulating and reonstruting the events. It is not possible to
simulate all seondary partile reations and the experimental \laboratory" onditions hange
from event to event and even during one event while rossing large spatial areas. Therefore,
the inuene of atmospheri onditions on the development of extensive air showers and on
their detetion with the Pierre Auger Observatory has to be investigated. A hek has to
be done how realisti the usually applied US standard atmosphere is, stritly speaking, how
large the indued errors on the observables are while using that model. For this study, the
Monte Carlo ode CORSIKA is applied for simulating the osmi ray indued extensive air
showers and meteorologial tehniques are applied for reording the atmospheri onditions
in Argentina, the loation of the rst part of the Pierre Auger Observatory. Mainly, the
moleular aspets of the atmosphere are examined like temperature, pressure and density
proles. These onditions diretly inuene the development of air showers and their emission
of uoresene light. The aerosol onditions of the atmosphere are not deteted by the used
methods within this work and are reorded by other groups of the ollaboration.
A general desription of the osmi ray phenomenon and the Pierre Auger observatory is
given in Chapter 1. The struture of the atmosphere and physial proesses of air moleules
are introdued in Chapter 2. Some atmospheri models used in this work are presented as well
as the onditions in Argentina, the plae of the rst part of the Auger experiment. In Chap-
ter 3, the atmospheri inuenes on the development of extensive air showers and on their
detetion with the observatory are studied on the basis of the previously introdued atmo-
spheri models. After revealing the main variables, the appropriate measurements performed
in Argentina are presented in Chapter 4. Proles of atmospheri variables are measured by
launhing radiosondes. The data obtained are applied to shower development simulations and
the onsequenes for the observables of the Auger uoresene detetor are disussed in detail
in Chapter 5.1 and more briey for the data of the Auger surfae detetor in Chapter 5.2. For
deduing more general desriptions of the Argentine atmospheri onditions, the atmospheri
data measured are ompared with other atmospheri models in Chapter 6.1. In Chapter 6.2,
possibilities for avoiding too frequent radio soundings by operating ground-based weather
stations are outlined.
Chapter 1
Cosmi Rays and the Pierre Auger
Observatory
The Earth's atmosphere is permanently exposed to relativisti partiles from outer spae, the
osmi rays. These partiles arry information about far regions and objets of the universe
as well as partile physis proesses (re.
1
[Nagano & Watson 2000℄). Using osmi rays as
probes, we try to eliit these information by measuring partile energy, type of partile, and
arrival diretion. One of the most advaned instruments for this purpose is the Pierre Auger
Observatory. This detetor, urrently under onstrution, is based on two dierent tehniques
observing the seondary produts of the ollisions of osmi rays in the Earth's atmosphere.
1.1 Cosmi Rays
The osmi rays are mainly nulei of large kineti energy whih overs a range of ten magni-
tudes (Fig. 1.1). With inreasing energy E of partiles the dierential intensity observed at
Earth dereases whih an be approximated by a power law (re. [Sokolsky 1989℄):
dN=dE / E
 
: (1.1)
Apart from the steeply falling shape of the overall energy spetrum of primary osmi rays,
three remarkable regions indiated by a hanging spetral index  an be laimed.
The low energeti part of the spetrum reahes up to the \knee" being at  3 10
15
eV.
The ux at the lower end amounts to roughly 1 partile per m
2
and seond, thus these osmi
rays an be observed diretly by satellite or balloon borne experiments. Partly, the partiles
are assoiated with solar ares [Hagiwara et al. 2002℄. Towards higher energies, the osmi
rays mainly originate from outside the solar system. The aeleration of the partiles may be
desribed by the rst order Fermi mehanism
2
at strong shoks aused by supernova remnants
(re. [Gaisser 1997℄). This happens in the disk of the galaxy. However, not all partiles ael-
1
re. = reensuit (lat.) = reviewed from
2
The average frational energy gain of a partile per yle is of rst order in the relative veloity between
the shok front and the isotropi osmi ray frame. A yle is dened as one rossing and the re-rossing of
the shok after the partile is turned bak by the magneti eld (re. [Bhattaharjee & Sigl 2000℄).
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speculated GZK cutoff
Balloon and
Satellite experiments
EAS experiments
Figure 1.1: Observed energy spetrum of pri-
mary osmi rays (re. [Nagano & Watson 2000℄,
[Bertou et al. 2000℄).
erated reah the Earth, some of
them are esaping from the galaxy
with an energy dependent rate.
This explanation of the osmi ray
aeleration with energy < 10
15
eV
ts quite well: the power law spe-
trum is indued by the Fermi meh-
anism and the power available in
kineti energy of supernova ejeta
mathes well with the requirements
to maintain the observed ux.
The seond region in the os-
mi ray spetrum ranges from the
knee up to the \ankle" at several
10
18
eV to 10
19
eV. The spetral in-
dex  has hanged from 2.7 to 3.0
whih most likely reets the up-
per energy limit of some aelera-
tors. Despite a less lear situation
in this region, the ankle is some-
times interpreted as a rossover
from a galati to an extra-
galati omponent [Hillas 1984℄,
re. [Bhattaharjee & Sigl 2000℄.
Experimental results, e.g. from
the KASCADE
3
experiment, give
evidene for a omposition be-
oming heavier above the knee
[Antoni et al. 2002℄. This would
oinide with a re-aeleration pro-
ess during the osmi ray propa-
gation by interating with multi-
ple supernova remnants in the in-
terstellar medium (re. [Nagano & Watson 2000℄). The re-aeleration is less eÆient beause
the partiles undergo the seond order Fermi mehanism
4
originally introdued by Fermi (re.
[Gaisser 1997℄). This extended aeleration may take partiles up to  10
18
eV, the seond
knee. Another possibility is also given by supernovae. The dierent types of supernovae may
lead to dierent aelerated spetra whih provide a omposition beoming heavier, too.
The region of interest for the Pierre Auger observatory is the spetrum above the an-
kle. Mainly two experiments have measured osmi rays with an energy > 10
19
eV so far,
3
KArlsruhe Shower Core and Array DEtetor
4
The average frational energy gain is proportional to (u=)
2
, where u is the relative veloity of the mag-
netised plasma with respet to the frame in whih the osmi ray ensemble is isotropi, and  is the veloity
of light [Bhattaharjee & Sigl 2000℄.
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Figure 1.2: Calulation of the mean energy of
protons due to the interation with the 2.7 K
radiation as a funtion of distane for various
initial energies [Cronin 1992℄.
Figure 1.3: Calulation of the energy of the
heaviest fragment of initial iron and oxygen nu-
lei as a funtion of distane due to photo-
disintegration by the 2.7 K bakground radi-
ation [Cronin 1992℄.
these are AGASA
5
and HiRes
6
(re. [Sommers 2001℄). The spetrum beomes again more
at and the arrival distribution seems to be isotropi. The most important feature in this
spetral region is the predited Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuz'min uto (GZK uto) [Greisen 1966℄,
[Zatsepin & Kuz'min 1966℄. Protons with energy above 6 10
19
eV interat with the osmi
mirowave bakground (CMB), mainly via photo-pion prodution with subsequent Bethe-
Heitler pair-prodution (re. [Nagano & Watson 2000℄):
p+ 
2:7K
! n+ 
+
! p+ 
0
! p+ e
+
+ e
 
:
(1.2)
Heavy nulei of mass A suer photodisintegration and pair-prodution proesses:
A+ 
2:7K
! (A  1) +N
! (A  2) + 2N
! A+ e
+
+ e
 
;
(1.3)
where N is a nuleon. The resulting eets of these proesses an be seen in Figs. 1.2 and
1.3. The probability of partiles arriving at Earth with an energy above 6  10
19
eV and
soures farther away than 50 to 100 Mp is strongly suppressed. However, in partiular the
5
Akeno Giant Air Shower Array
6
High Resolution Fly's Eye, advaned suessor of Fly's Eye
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AGASA experiment has observed several events with energy above the GZK uto whih
even nowadays stresses the validity of the old question: \On what an we now plae our
hopes of solving the many riddles whih still exist as to the origin and omposition of osmi
rays?" (V. F. Hess, Nobel Leture 1936 \for his disovery of osmi radiation" in 1911).
One way to explain the existene of suh high energeti osmi rays is to ontinue the ideas
of aelerating partiles within astrophysial objets like for energies below 10
18
eV. The
dierent models are summarised as \Bottom-Up" theories. Partiles are aelerated in a
region of a size omparable to their Lamor radius in a magneti eld. This magneti eld
must be weak enough so that the synhrotron losses are smaller than the energy gain. The
aeleration proess is believed to be diusive shok aeleration [Greisen 1965℄, [Hillas 1984℄.
The maximum energy a partile of harge Z  e an obtain is approximately
E / ZeBR; (1.4)
where  is the shok speed, B the magneti eld strength, and R the size of the shok re-
gion (re. [Nagano & Watson 2000℄). The relevant known astrophysial soures an be seen
in Fig. 1.4. Galaxies with ative nulei and the Virgo luster are the most probable extra-
galati soures for ultra high energy osmi rays. Also interating galaxies and Gamma Ray
Bursts were suggested [Ptuskin 2001℄. In order to arrive at Earth, the aelerated partiles
Figure 1.4: Size and magneti eld strength of possible aeleration sites. Objets below the
diagonal lines annot aelerate the orresponding elements (Iron with  = 1 or protons  = 1
and  = 1/300) above 10
20
eV [Hillas 1984℄, re. [Bertou et al. 2000℄.
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have to traverse the intergalati and galati spae. Interations may ause deetion and
energy loss. However at the highest energies above 10
19
eV, the trajetories of partiles are
not aeted signiantly neither by galati nor intergalati magneti elds [Olinto 1999℄.
Therefore, protons should reveal a strong anisotropy and also arrival diretions of heavier nu-
lei up to iron should be anisotropially distributed assuming a magneti eld in the galati
halo of a thikness of  2 kp [Cronin 1992℄. Thus, the pure existene of events with energy
above the GZK uto demands soures of distanes less than 50 Mp. This subsequently
inludes anisotropi arrival distributions, meaning point soures related to astrophysial ob-
jets. However, these objets have not been found up to now.
Motivated by the diÆulties to explain at the same time the energy spetrum and the
isotropy of the arrival distribution, many exoti physis senarios have been proposed. These
models are alled \Top-Down" theories. Most of them introdue a new unstable supermas-
sive \X-partile" with energies exeeding 10
21
eV. The soures of the X-partiles ould be
topologial defets, like magneti monopoles or osmi strings, that ould be produed in
the early Universe during symmetry-breaking phase transitions envisaged in Grand Unied
Theories (re. [Bhattaharjee & Sigl 2000℄). Its deay produts inlude quarks and leptons.
The quarks hadronise and form the known osmi rays (re. [Bertou et al. 2000℄). Other
andidates are superheavy metastable reli partiles from the post-ination era. Also ideas of
stable supersymmetri hadrons as primary osmi rays and a suppression of the GZK uto
due to breaking of the Lorentz invariane are onsidered (re. [Nagano & Watson 2000℄).
1.2 Extensive Air Showers
Cosmi rays that enter the Earth's atmosphere interat with air nulei. The ollision results
in seondary partiles and these themselves may interat again with air nulei or deay. For
high energy primaries, the shower of seondary partiles is alled an Extensive Air Shower
(EAS). A sheme of an EAS is illustrated in Fig. 1.5, right part.
As the density of air is quite low at higher altitudes, the height of rst interation is
strongly utuating. The inoming partiles represent the projetiles and the resting air nulei
are the target similar to the setup in xed-target aelerator experiments. In the ase of nulei,
not all nuleons of the projetile interat with the target, most of them are only spetators.
In high energy hadroni interations, mostly nuleons, harged and neutral pions (

; 
0
),
and kaons (K

;K
0
L;S
) are produed (re. [Knapp 1997℄). In general, the desription of EAS
an be divided into three partile omponents: the eletromagneti, muoni and hadroni
(Fig. 1.5, left). The 

and K mesons have relatively long lifetimes of 10
 8
s, thus they an
interat with air nulei or deay depending on their energy [Khristiansen et al. 1980℄. If the


deay before interating, they ll up the muoni omponent aompanied by neutrinos:


! 

+ . Many of the muons reah the Earth's surfae due to the relativisti time
dilatation of their lifetime of 2.2 10
 6
s and small energy loss. Those whih deay, produe
parts of the eletromagneti omponent: 

! e

++. The neutral pions are the dominant
soure of the eletromagneti shower omponent. Their lifetime is muh shorter than that of
the harged pions, about 10
 16
s. The main deay hannel (98.8%) produes two photons. 
rays with energy exeeding 1.022 MeV undergo pair-prodution ( ! e
+
+e
 
). The resulting
e

suer bremsstrahlung, emitting again  rays. The partile multipliation is large and the
eletromagneti omponent is the most numerous part in the EAS (re. [Allkofer 1975℄).
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Figure 1.5: Shemati EAS development. In the left part, the three omponents reated by the
partile prodution are outlined. The lateral distribution is strongly elongated. In the right part,
the urvature of the shower front an be seen, whih moves through the atmosphere with almost
speed of light. The Auger Observatory is shematially indiated.
The longitudinal shower development is therefore formed by partile prodution and en-
ergy losses. All these proesses are steered by the amount of matter traversed, whih is in
the ase of EAS the atmosphere. Therefore the unit length is replaed by atmospheri depth
representing the amount of traversed air dened as (re. [Knapp 1997℄):
X(h
0
) =
Z
1
h
0
(h) dh; (1.5)
with h = geometrial height
7
.
The number of partiles (N(X)) inreases in the upper part of the EAS. After reahing a
maximum (N
max
), it dereases. An analytial funtion desribing the shower size was given
by Gaisser and Hillas [Gaisser & Hillas 1977℄. Nowadays it is rened by simulation studies
to the form [Knapp & Hek℄:
N(X) = N
max


X  X
0
X
max
 X
0

X
max
 X
0
a+bX+X
2
 e
X
max
 X
a+bX+X
2
: (1.6)
The depth of shower maximum is indiated by X
max
related to X as the slant depth along
the shower axis. Already a simple toy model an demonstrate the relation between the basi
features of an EAS [Gaisser 1990℄. The energy of the primary osmi rays E
0
is the total
energy the EAS distributes. Thus, at a given depth X the energy per partile is E(X) =
E
0
=N(X). This holds up to E(X) = E

, the partile reahes a ritial energy below whih
7
Here written for a vertial partile trajetory.
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the energy loss dominates over partile prodution. Therefore, the number of partiles and
the atmospheri depth of shower maximum is orrelated to the primary energy:
N(X
max
) = E
0
=E

(1.7)
X
max
= X


ln(E
0
=E

)
ln 2
; (1.8)
where X

is one interation length. The energy loss of harged partiles is due to ionisa-
tion. The atmosphere represents the matter traversed and the Bethe-Bloh formula an be
applied [Hek et al. 1998℄.
For simulating EAS with all partile and energy developments Monte Carlo odes are
used. A ommon program whih is applied to this study is CORSIKA
8
, [Knapp & Hek℄.
Within this simulation ode, the longitudinal and lateral distribution of partiles and their
energy development is alulated. Additionally, the energy deposited in air via ionisation and
exitation of air moleules is stored [Risse & Hek 2002℄. Optionally, the Cherenkov photons
produed by the harged partiles in the EAS an be written out.
1.3 The Pierre Auger Observatory
As indiated previously (see Chap. 1.1), osmi rays with energy > 10
14
eV are quite rare.
Thus, a diret detetion an hardly be performed but their indued EAS an be observed.
One tehnique is to measure seondary partiles arriving at the Earth's surfae. These surfae
detetors mainly reord the lateral distribution, the energy, and the type of partiles. Another
tehnique is to observe the uoresene light indued by the EAS. The energy deposit in air
exites the nitrogen moleules and part of the de-exitation proeeds via luminesene (for
details see Chap. 3.3). The uoresene detetors are telesopes viewing the lear night sky
and supply diret information on the energy deposit and the longitudinal shower development.
The Auger Observatory is the rst experiment whih ombines these two detetion meth-
ods, and therefore it is alled a hybrid detetor. It provides shower information to a greater
degree than either tehnique alone [Auger-DR 1997℄. Both omponents measure the shower
energy, diretion and primary partile type in independent, omplementary ways. A sub-
sample of the observed EAS is deteted by both detetors and an be used for ross heks.
Furthermore, the Auger Observatory onsists of two parts: the rst system is urrently in-
stalled in the southern hemisphere in Argentina and the seond will be built in a ouple of
years in the northern hemisphere. Eah part is loated at around 35
Æ
- 40
Æ
latitude guaran-
teeing together a full sky exposure. The southern system is desribed in the following.
The partile detetors are plaed on an area of about 3000 km
2
spaed out by 1.5 km on a
triangular grid. The atmosphere above the array will be viewed by four uoresene detetor
stations eah overing 180
Æ
 30
Æ
eld of view (see Fig. 1.6). The neessity of a large almost
at area lead to the hoie of a plain 1400 m a.s.l. with sparse human settlement, but with
some infrastruture nearby the array. The visibility for the telesopes is good: no signiant
soures of light pollution and a loud over of less than 15%. The data ommuniation system
onsists of two integrated radio networks. The high apaity bakbone network supports the
8
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Figure 1.6: Auger Observatory array in Argentina near Malargue, Mendoza. Eah dot represents
one of the 1600 water Cherenkov tanks. At the boundaries of the array are 4 telesope stations.
uoresene detetor stations and also the distributed olletion points of the surfae detetor
wireless LAN network. It is based on a ommerial 34 Mbps teleommuniation arhiteture.
The surfae detetor wireless LAN network uses ustom radio hardware operating in the 902
- 928 MHz ISM radio band supporting eah of the 1600 water Cherenkov tanks. The whole
data are olleted at ve teleommuniation towers and from there transmitted to the entral
observatory buildings. Via TCP/IP the data are passed from the network to the Central
Data Aquisition System [Auger-TDR 2002℄.
The experimental setup is designed for measuring EAS indued by osmi rays of E
0
>
10
18
eV. The limiting fators at the lower end of the detetable energy spetrum are for the
uoresene detetor the uoresene rate and the absorption of the light on the path from
the shower towards the telesope. The surfae detetor sensitivity is given by the distane
between the water Cherenkov tanks. At the upper end of the detetable energy spetrum,
the only limiting fator is the low ux of osmi rays with very high energies.
1.3.1 Fluoresene Detetor
The uoresene detetor onsists of four telesope stations eah built up of six separate
optial systems eah with a eld of view of 30
Æ
 30
Æ
, starting 2
Æ
above the horizon. A
onstrution drawing of one building is shown in Figure 1.7.
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Figure 1.7: Fluoresene detetor building with 6 telesope bays and omputing rooms (Courtesy
of H. Huker).
Figure 1.8: Shemati drawing of one uoresene
telesope system (Courtesy of H. Huker).
The telesopes use a Shmidt optis
omprising a segmented spherial mir-
ror with 3.4 m radius of urvature,
a orretor ring at the aperture, a
UV lter, and a amera of 440 pho-
tomultipiers (PMT) plaed in the fo-
al plane [Waldenmaier 2001℄, see Fig-
ure 1.8. The surfae of the mirror
amounts to  12 m
2
, the radius of the
aperture is 1.1 m. Sine the uoresene
light emitted by the EAS is mainly in
the ultraviolet wavelength region ( =
300 - 400 nm), the UV lter has its main
transmission window between 290 nm
and 410 nm. The reetivity of the mir-
rors reahes  90%. The PMT have a
irular photoathode with 1.5
Æ
eld of
view [Blumer 2003℄. For olleting all
photons falling on the matrix of hexag-
onal pixels, light olletors in the form of
a \Meredes" star are put at the spaes
between the PMT. Eah amera inside
a uoresene detetor building is read
out separately, see Figure 1.9. The data taking of the PMT is done with a 10 MHz yle.
The whole system in eah building is guarded by a slow ontrol unit. The status of the ele-
tronis, the environmental onditions and other relevant data are monitored and in ase of
an emergeny the shutters in front of the telesopes are losed and the system is shut down.
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Figure 1.9: Readout sheme for the uoresene detetor eletronis. Eah amera is ontrolled
by a Mirror PC, transferring all data to the Eye PC. The Eye PC supervises the equipment of one
uoresene detetor building [Auger-TDR 2002℄.
Sine the amount of emitted uoresene light is quite small, measurements are only
possible in lear nights with illuminated moon less than 50%. This indues a duty yle of
10 - 15%. Using the uoresene detetor, one method to identify the primary partile is the
determination of the position of shower maximum (see Chap. 1.2). The visible energy will
be alulated as the integral of a t funtion to the longitudinal energy deposit development.
The desired resolution is 10 g/m
2
in the depth and 10% in the energy depending on signal-
to-noise requirements [Auger-DR 1997℄.
1.3.2 Surfae Detetor
The surfae detetor is a luster of water Cherenkov tanks. Seondary partiles of an EAS
that hit a tank will emit Cherenkov light if their energy is above the Cherenkov threshold
in water. This light is deteted by three PMT (see Fig. 1.10). The height of the sensitive
volume, 1.2 m water, provides a muh better aeptane of very inlined showers than thin
sintillation ounters. Eah tank is lled with 12 m
3
ultrapure water. The high water quality
is neessary as the absorption of light must be minimised and a lifetime of 20 years must be
ensured [Esobar et al. 2001℄. The surfae detetors measure time and shape of the PMT
signals in 25 ns time intervals. It is possible to distinguish between the muoni and the
eletromagneti omponent of the EAS. In general, muons produe a small number of early,
large pulses whereas the partiles of the eletromagneti omponent indue a large number
of relatively small pulses with later arrival times.
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Figure 1.11: Blok diagram of the tank ele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s
[Auger-TDR 2002℄.
The duty yle of the surfae detetor will be 100%. The angular diretion resolution
is expeted to be better than 1.1
Æ
depending on the EAS energy, type of primary parti-
le and inlination angle. The energy resolution has been estimated to be in the order of
10% [Ave et al. 2001℄.
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Chapter 2
The Atmosphere
The importane of meteorologial inuenes on EAS was already disussed in the early years
of this eld of researh. The variations of the EAS intensity with hanging atmospheri ondi-
tions in partiular and qualitative details of interation proesses in the shower were pointed
out [Biermann & Shluter 1953℄. Higher temperatures at the prodution height of pions ause
lower densities and thus higher intensities of muons at ground beause of inreasing deay
rates for 

into  (positive temperature eet). The negative pressure eet desribes the
hane of survival of a reated  while losing energy via ionisation whih depends on pressure
and by this on atmospheri depth. Nowadays, all these proesses an be simulated and quan-
tied with Monte Carlo odes like CORSIKA requiring a well established knowledge of the
atmosphere. More over, using the uoresene tehnique for deteting EAS, the atmosphere
aets the measured signal as it serves as alorimeter and light propagation medium.
2.1 Physis of the Atmosphere
The Earth's atmosphere is a gaseous envelope. Its upper boundary is not well dened as
it passes into the outer spae. Below  18 km a.s.l. 90% of the mass of the atmosphere is
aumulated and only 1% is left above 32 km a.s.l. (re. [Roedel 1992℄). The omposition
of the atmosphere is given in Table 2.1. The most important ontributions relevant to EAS
development are nitrogen and oxygen, but for the limatologial lassiation of the Earth the
small fration of water vapour is a deisive fator. However, most of the physial proesses
in the atmosphere are due to the solar radiation and its spatial and temporal variations
aused by the yling of the Earth around the Sun and the rotation around its axis. These
two movements of the Earth lead to hanges in the input of solar radiation whih an be
reognised by the seasons, daily and zonal variations (re. [Weishet 1977℄).
State Variables
The atmosphere an be desribed by several state variables. The most pereived is the
temperature T whih is a measure of the average kineti energy of the moleules. The unit
is given in
Æ
C or K, where T=
Æ
C = T/K - 273.15. The temperature is inuened by fators
like [DWD 1987℄
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Table 2.1: Composition of the atmosphere near the Earth's surfae [Ahrens 1994℄.
Perent
Gas Symbol (by Volume) Gas Symbol Perent
Dry Air (by Volume)
nitrogen N
2
78.08 water vapour H
2
O 0 to 4
oxygen O
2
20.95 arbon dioxide CO
2
0.036
argon Ar 0.93 methane CH
4
1.710
 4
neon Ne 0.0018 nitrous oxide N
2
O 310
 5
helium He 510
 4
ozone O
3
410
 6
hydrogen H
2
610
 5
partiles (dust, soot, et.) 110
 6
xenon Xe 910
 6
hlorouoroarbons 110
 8
 heat budget, dependent on the position of the sun and loud over;
 vertial exhange of sensible
1
and latent
2
heat between Earth's surfae and atmosphere;
 horizontal transport of heat by air ow;
 kind of Earth's surfae (snow, water, forest, desert, et.) whih determines the radiation
and energy budget of a loation aording to the albedo
3
, thermal ondutivity and
apaity, and evaporation;
 altitude of the loation;
 wind onditions;
 topography.
Going up higher in the atmosphere, the temperature dereases. This an be understood in
terms of the adiabati expansion of a rising air 'parel'.
The atmospheri pressure p is dened as the fore per unit area ating perpendiular to
the surfae. It is aused by the weight of the air above the surfae due to the gravitational
fore. The humidity speies the ontent of water vapour in air. Assuming atmospheri air
to be a mixture of two gases, namely dry air and water vapour, the latter an be expressed
as the vapour pressure e. The maximal vapour pressure of air is alled saturation pressure
E
s
depending on temperature (Magnus formula):
T  0:0
Æ
C :
E
s
= 6:1078  exp

17:08085  T (
Æ
C)
234:175 + T (
Æ
C)

(2.1)
T < 0:0
Æ
C :
E
s
= 6:10714  exp

22:44294  T (
Æ
C)
272:44 + T (
Æ
C)

: (2.2)
1
Sensed by humans; portion of total heat assoiated with temperature hange (re. [Stull 1995℄).
2
Hidden heat, stored or released in phase transitions (re. [Stull 1995℄).
3
Ratio of total reeted to total inoming solar radiation (re. [Stull 1995℄).
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The relative humidity u (%) is the ratio of the pressure of atually ontained water vapour
and the saturation pressure for a given temperature [DWD 1987℄.
The density  of air is a derived quantity. For dry air we use the ideal gas law, thus the
density an be written as
(h) =
p(h) M
m
R  T (h)
; (2.3)
where R is the universal gas onstant = 8.31451 J/(Kmol) and M
m
the molar mass of air
in g/mol. Taking into aount the humidity, either the virtual temperature
4
or a molar mass
inluding the water vapour ontributions an be used. In this work, the molar mass of air is
parameterised by [Bodhaine et al. 1999℄:
M
m
=
28:95949
g
mol
 vol%(air)
100
+
44:01
g
mol
 vol%(CO
2
)
100
+
18:016
g
mol
 vol%(vapor)
100
: (2.4)
The rst term gives the ontribution of dry air without CO
2
, the seond the CO
2
ontribution,
and the third is an additional term for water vapour in whih measured values of u are put in
the expression vol%(vapor) = (E
s
 u)=p. The resulting vol%(air) is 100%   (vol%(CO
2
) +
vol%(vapor)).
An appliation of equation (2.3) is the alulation of the altitude dependene of p. A good
approximation for the atmosphere is the hydrostati equilibriummodel (re. [Visonti 2001℄):
dp
dh
=  (h)g(h) =  g(h) 
p(h) M
m
R  T (h)
: (2.5)
Often the simpliation of the aeleration due to gravity g(h)  g is done and also the height
dependene of T is negleted:
) p(h) = p
0
 exp

 
M
m
 g
R  T
 h

: (2.6)
For estimating the atmospheri depth, the following approximation an be found:
p(h
0
)  g 
Z
1
h
0
(h)dh (2.7)
(1:5)
=) p(h
0
) = g X(h
0
): (2.8)
Performing a fully height-dependent alulation inluding the latitude dependene, the ex-
pression for g an be written as (re. [Bodhaine et al. 1999℄):
g(; h) = g
0
  (3:085462  10
 4
+ 2:27  10
 7
 os(2))  h
+ (7:254  10
 11
+ 1:0  10
 13
 os(2))  h
2
(2.9)
  (1:517  10
 17
+ 6:0  10
 20
 os(2))  h
3
;
with  = geographial latitude, g in m/s
2
, h in m, and g
0
at sea level:
g
0
= 980:616  (1:0   0:0026373  os(2) + 0:0000059  os
2
(2)): (2.10)
4
Theoretial variable for ompensating the overestimation of the density while using dry air onditions
instead of humid air [DWD 1987℄.
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Based on this knowledge, the orresponding lapse rate
5
for an air parel an be alulated.
Starting point is the First Law of Thermodynamis (re. [Boeker & van Grondelle 1997℄):
ÆQ = 
V
dT + pdV; (2.11)
where 
V
is the spei heat in a volume V and ÆQ is the added heat. For a rising air parel,
the mass will be onstant. Regarding a unit mass, the volume written as V = 1= hanges:
) ÆQ = 
V
dT + pd

1


= 
V
dT + d

p


 
1

dp
= 
V
dT +RdT  
1

dp = 
p
dT  
1

dp;
(2.12)
using 
p
= 
V
+ R being the spei heat for onstant pressure. If the asent and desent of
the air parel is adiabati, ÆQ is Zero. Still we have to distinguish two ases: dry adiabati
(no water vapour in air) and moist adiabati air (air that ontains water vapour). For the
dry adiabati ase we nd:

p
dT =
1

,
dT
dp
=
R  T

p
 p
(2.13)
(2:5)
=)
T
h
=
T
p

p
h
=  
g

p
: (2.14)
Near the Earth's surfae this value amounts to 10 K/km. For the moist adiabati ase,
equation (2.14) an be extended by:

p
=
100   u
100
 
p(air)
+
u
100
 
p(vapor)
: (2.15)
The ooling of the air parel while rising entails partly ondensation of the water vapour.
The positive evaporation heat is designated as H

leading to:
ÆQ =
H

 d!
)
T
h
=  
g

p
 
H


p

!
h
: (2.16)
Thus, the moist adiabati lapse rate is smaller than the dry adiabati.
Vertial Struture
In addition to the zonal variation of the atmosphere, there is a vertial struture (see Fig. 2.1).
A large sale separation is based on the omposition of air. Up to 80 km the mean moleular
mass of dry air is onstant, therefore it is alled homosphere. This region is well-mixed
by permanent onvetion in horizontal and vertial diretion. Above, in the heterosphere,
deomposition appears as heavier atoms and moleules tend to settle at the bottom of the
layer, while lighter gases oat to the top. Within the homosphere, a ner distintion an be
arried out. It is mainly indiated by the temperature gradient. In the troposphere, short-
time variations our and most weather phenomena take plae. The lowest part of this layer
is alled boundary layer or peplosphere beause it is strongly inuened by the orography
6
.
5
Dereasing rate of air temperature with height [Ahrens 1994℄.
6
Desription of the relief of a landsape.
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Figure 2.1: Layers of the atmosphere. The values are given for the US-StdA, nevertheless the priniple devision is valid for every atmospheri
ondition. Rightmost, an EAS is adumbrated. Further explanations are given in the text.
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The troposphere is haraterised by a ontinuous lapse rate, whih amounts to 6.5 K/km for
the US Standard Atmosphere (US-StdA) [US-StdA 1976℄, (re. [Kraus 2000℄). A detailed
desription of the US-StdA will be given in 2.2. The boundary separating the troposphere
from the stratosphere is alled tropopause. Within this region, the temperature stays roughly
onstant, although the lower altitude for the tropopause varies depending on the latitude.
Around the equator, the lower limit is highest (16 - 17 km) and goes down towards the poles
to 8 - 9 km. Consequently, the temperature in the tropopause also depends on latitude.
It is only -45
Æ
C at the poles but  -75
Æ
C around the equator (re. [Weishet 1977℄). The
temperature inreases slowly in the stratosphere due to hemial proesses ativated by solar
UV light:
O
2
+ h( < 240 nm) ! O+O (2.17)
O +O
2
+ Y ! O
3
+ Y: (2.18)
The Y represents a further moleule, e.g. N
2
, whih is neessary for the energy and momentum
onservation (re. [Roedel 1992℄). The produed O
3
is a strong absorber for radiation between
200 and 300 nm proteting us from dangerous solar radiation. The main prodution region
for O
3
is indiated in Fig. 2.1 as the ozone layer. The stratosphere reahes up to nearly
50 km and ontinues to the stratopause where the remaining pressure is only about 1 hPa.
In the adjaent mesosphere, the temperature dereases similarly to the troposphere and the
absolute temperature minimum of the atmosphere is at 90 - 100 km (mesopause). In the
thermosphere, solar ultraviolet radiation is strongly absorbed, partiularly by moleular and
atomi oxygen, warming the air rapidly. Thus, the ahieved temperature is strongly aeted
by the solar ativity yles [Ahrens 1994℄.
Variations of the State Variables
The temperature is the most important variable showing a daily and annually periodi yle.
It is strongly orrelated with the relative humidity assuming a onstant value for the absolute
humidity (re. [Malberg 2002℄). Firstly, the ourse during the day is disussed. The lowest
temperature of a day is reahed early in the morning shortly after sunrise. During the morning,
the temperature inreases quite fast. The rate beomes lower around noon and the maximum
temperature is  2 h after the sun has reahed its highest point (re. [Ahrens 1994℄). Then
the temperature derease is again fast until evening, slow down during night. This daily
spei variation is often distorted by loal wind systems or moving fronts
7
. The ourse
of the relative humidity is inverse to the temperature beause warm air is able to ontain
more water vapour than old air. The daily variation of the relative humidity is therefore
only aeted by the temperature dependene of the saturation pressure E
s
. The air pressure
shows almost no daily variation. It is haraterised by high (antiylones) and low pressure
areas (ylones). On very alm days with high pressure onditions, a double wave with an
amplitude of only 2 hPa an be measured. All these ourses are valid in eah season, however
being most pronouned on lear summer days.
For disussing annual variations, the data of eah day are averaged and afterwards again
averaged to monthly mean values. The onsequenes are the known seasons, not reviewed
here in detail. Some eets are pointed out for Argentina in Chapter 2.3.
7
Transition zone between two air masses of dierent densities most often aused by temperature dierenes
(re. [Ahrens 1994℄).
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2.2 Atmospheri Models
As disussed above, the atmosphere is a omplex system suering several hanges with time.
Therefore, general parameters and values are needed for omparable alulations inluding
atmospheri eets. The World Meteorologial Organization has derived a denition of a
standard atmosphere:
\... A hypothetial vertial distribution of atmospheri temperature, pressure and density
whih, by international agreement, is roughly representative of year-round, mid-latitude on-
ditions. Typial usages are as a basis for pressure altimeter, alibrations, airraft performane
alulations, airraft and roket design, ballisti tables, and mete(o)rologial diagrams. The
air is assumed to obey the perfet gas law and hydrostati equation whih, taken together,
relate temperature, pressure and density with geopotential. ..." [US-StdA 1976℄
Underlying these words, the U.S. Committee on Extension to the Standard At-
mosphere (COESA) established the U.S. Standard Atmosphere, 1976 (US-StdA), with tables
and graphs extending to 1000 km in altitude. It is a revision of the U.S. Standard Atmosphere,
1962, also inaugurated by COESA. The portion of these two atmospheri models are, up to
32 km, idential with the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) 1964
\Manual of the ICAO Standard Atmosphere" and the International Standards Organi-
zation (ISO) Standard Atmosphere 1973. COESA has been established in 1953 and onsists
nowadays of 30 U.S. organisations representing government, industry, researh institutions,
and universities [NSSDC℄.
For studying the eets of annual variations on the EAS development and their detetion,
two further atmospheri models are hosen. They represent quite extreme mid-latitude (Eu-
ropean) summer and winter onstellations, as measured by the Deutsher Wetterdienst
[DWD℄. A omparison of the temperature and pressure proles for the three, further on nom-
inated as \standard", atmospheres within the troposphere are given in Figs. 2.2 and 2.3. The
formulas used to obtain these numbers and also for the density are given in Appendix A. Some
values of the dierent models are summarised in Table 2.2. The hosen summer atmosphere
Table 2.2: Comparison of the three standard atmospheri models.
US Standard (US-StdA)
Pressure (hPa) Temperature (K) Atmos. Depth (g/m
2
)
0 km 1013.3 288.2 1036.1
1.4 km 856.0 279.0 875.5
Summer (AT822)
Pressure (hPa) Temperature (K) Atmos. Depth (g/m
2
)
0 km 1011.7 302.0 1025.5
1.4 km 861.4 292.0 871.6
Winter (AT223)
Pressure (hPa) Temperature (K) Atmos. Depth (g/m
2
)
0 km 1022.9 269.6 1044.6
1.4 km 854.5 258.8 871.9
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(AT822) was measured on August 22nd, 1993, and the winter atmosphere (AT223) on Febru-
ary 23rd, 1993, in Stuttgart, Germany. Sine the Auger Observatory is situated on a plain
around 1.4 km a.s.l., the most important observables are also itemised for that height. At sea
level, the relative pressure dierene for summer to the US-StdA is -0.2% and for winter +1%.
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Figure 2.4: Atmospheri depth proles for the standard atmospheres
up to 10 km a.s.l.
At 1.4 km height the
dierenes are inverse,
here the summer value
exeeds by +0.6% and
the winter value by
-0.2% the US-StdA. Cal-
ulating the atmospheri
depth using equations
(2.3) and (1.5), a height
dependene visualised in
Fig. 2.4 is obtained. For
emphasising the annual
variations of this quan-
tity, the dierenes a-
ording to the US-StdA
are plotted in Fig. 2.5.
The largest disrepany
between summer and
winter ours at heights
from 4 to 10 km a.s.l.
reahing a X of ap-
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Figure 2.5: Dierene in the atmospheri depth in g/m
2
from the summer / winter atmosphere
to the US-StdA.
proximately 40 g/m
2
. At heights around 8 km a.s.l., a 10
19
eV EAS with 60
Æ
inlination
reahes its maximum. The smaller the inlination angle of an EAS is, the deeper it penetrates
in the atmosphere. At around 3 km a.s.l., the position of the shower maximum is situated
for the vertial ase. The simulation of the EAS is done with CORSIKA where the atmo-
sphere is represented by the atmospheri depth prole. The atmospheri depth is tted up
to 112.8 km a.s.l. taken here as the upper limit of the atmosphere [Hek et al. 1998℄. Up to
100 km a.s.l., the prole is divided into four layers parameterised by
X(h) = a
i
+ b
i
e
 h=
i
(2.19)
and in the fth layer the atmospheri depth dereases linearly with height
X(h) = a
5
  b
5
h

5
: (2.20)
The US-StdA is parameterised aording to J. Linsley and also the European standard at-
mosphere an be hosen within the simulation ode [Ulrih et al. 1997℄. The values for the
parameterisations are listed in Appendix B.
2.3 Conditions in Argentina
Argentina is the seond largest ountry in South Ameria overing an area of 2.78 Mio. km
2
.
Its expansions range from 22
Æ
S to 55
Æ
S and from 57
Æ
W to 74
Æ
W. Therefore, several limate
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zones an be found within this ountry. The Auger Observatory is being built in the provine
Mendoza, near the ity Malargue around 100 km east of the Andes Cordilleras. The Koppen
limate lassiation for that landsape is given by BS and BW. The B stands for dry
limates, subdivided into BS - semi-arid or steppe and BW - arid desert. For eah region, the
dry/humid boundary is alulated based on the mean annual temperature. If the mean annual
preipitation in a region is below that boundary value, it belongs to B. The orresponding
formulas, whih Koppen found empirially, are [Muller 1987℄:
N = 2  (T + 14); using for dry winter - most rain falls during summer (2.21)
N = 2  T; using for dry summer - most rain falls during winter (2.22)
N = 2  (T + 7); using for rain falls regularly during the year. (2.23)
Here, T is the mean annual temperature in
Æ
C and N the mean annual preipitation in
m. The subdivision between BS and BW is xed at one-half of the dry/humid boundary.
Figure 2.6 shows the orresponding limatologi diagram. The data have been obtained at the
airport of Malargue and are mean values of the years 1971 - 1980. The annual variations of the
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Figure 2.6: Walther Lieth Diagram for Malargue. The data are taken at the airport, 35.3
Æ
S,
69.35
Æ
W, 1425 m a.s.l. (Courtesy of W. Endliher).
temperature are omparable with mid-latitude onditions even though the provine Mendoza
belongs to the subtropis or warm temperate zone. Maps of isotherms for summer and winter
of a part of South Ameria are given in Figs. 2.7 and 2.8. The ompliate strutures of the
isotherms near the Andes are due to the mountain mass eet or mass elevation eet. Large
mountain systems reate their own surrounding limate. They serve as elevated heat islands
where solar radiation is absorbed and transformed into long-wave heat energy, resulting in
muh higher temperatures than those found at similar latitudes in the free air.
More interesting onerning osmi ray experiments are the pressure onditions (ompare
equation (2.8)). This annual variation for South Ameria an be seen in Figs. 2.9 and 2.10.
Despite this typial annual variations of the atmospheri onditions in Argentina or
more generally in South Ameria mentioned above, the region is aeted by the spaious
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Figure 2.7: January isotherms in
Æ
C for South Ameria [Shwerdtfeger 1976℄.
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Figure 2.8: July isotherms in
Æ
C for South Ameria [Shwerdtfeger 1976℄.
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Figure 2.9: Summer isobars for South Ameria.
The values are redued to sea level and average
of the three months Deember - February. 20
= 1,020 hPa [Shwerdtfeger 1976℄.
Figure 2.10: Winter isobars for South Amer-
ia. The values are redued to sea level and
average of the three months June - August. 96
= 996 hPa [Shwerdtfeger 1976℄.
ENSO phenomenon. ENSO is standing for El Ni ~no-Southern Osillation desribing the
sustainable breakdown of the Walker irulation and the sea urrents in the Pai oean
[Endliher et al. 1988/89℄. The oeani and atmospheri omponents are skethed in Fig-
ure 2.11 for a \normal" year in the upper plot and for an El Ni~no episode in the lower. In
intervals of about 3 up to 8 years, the air pressure above southeast Asia and west Pai
oean inreases for unknown reasons while it dereases above the east Pai oean. Thus,
the southeast trade winds abate nearly entirely whih normally \push" the surfae water of
the Humboldt urrent from South Ameria towards Indonesia [Baldenhofer 2001℄. The system
of oean and atmosphere gets into a positive feedbak. The weakening of the trade winds
leads to higher sea surfae temperatures and also to an inreased sea level in the east Pai
oean and vie versa while the sea surfae temperature and the sea level derease in the west
Pai oean. The intensity may vary however the symptoms exeed those of the annual
weakening of the trade winds during southern summer above the southeast Pai oean.
Suh an El Ni~no episode may ontinue for several months.
The ounterpart of the El Ni~no is the La Ni~na eet. It may appear diretly after an El
Ni~no but not neessarily. La Ni~na has a periodi appearane every 3 to 5 years and ontinues
for 9 - 12 months, sometimes even 2 years. During this episode, the sea surfae temperatures
in east and entral Pai oean are even lower than during the normal situation. In the
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Figure 2.11: Oeani and atmospheri irulation in and above the Pai oean in \normal"
years (upper part) and during a ENSO episode (lower part). After [Endliher et al. 1988/89℄.
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tropi west Pai oean, the sea surfae temperatures tend to higher values than usually.
At the same time, the air pressure above Indonesia and North Ameria is lower while it is
inreased above the east Pai oean.
For quantifying the intensities of the eets, a Southern Osillation Index (SOI) has been
introdued. The air pressure is measured at least above the Eastern Islands and Darwin
(north Australia). The deviation of its dierene (east minus west) from the many years
mean values reets the index. In Figure 2.12, the data of the last three years are shown.
A positive SOI indiates low pressure in West (north Australia and Indonesia) and higher
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Figure 2.12: Southern Osillation Index and Phase of the years 2001 - 2003. The numbers given
next to the graph represent the radio soundings ampaigns performed in Argentina, see Chapter 4.
After [Queensland 2003℄.
values in East (South Ameria). Thus, large positive amplitudes are orrelated to the La
Ni~na episode and large negative amplitudes to El Ni~no. It an be seen that the amplitudes
during these years are not very pronouned induing only small ENSO eets. For a real
El Ni~no or La Ni~na, the absolute value of SOI exeeds 20. Thus for Argentina, east of the
Andes, the eets in terms of hanged pressure onditions should be quite small. However, a
signiant hane of the onditions between August 2002 and July / August 2003, the dates
of our rst and fth measurement ampaign (see Chapter 4), has been observed.
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Chapter 3
Atmospheri Inuenes on the EAS
Development and Detetion
The atmospheri onditions an mainly be desribed by temperature, pressure, and density
proles. These variables alter the development and detetion of EAS.
The rst onern is the interation of the partiles within the EAS and the atmosphere.
Aording to the amount of traversed matter, the proesses of ollision and deay in the EAS
asade ounterat. This behaviour an be desribed by the atmospheri depth being the
integral of the air density prole (Chap. 1.2). However, the use of uoresene telesopes
for observing EAS stresses the geometrial aspets. The transformation from atmospheri
depth to geometrial height is given by equation (1.5). The third point is the emission of
uoresene light. It is also density dependent but furthermore the temperature inuenes
the amount of emitted photons. The last part deals with the transmission of the uoresene
photons towards the telesopes. On this way, the photons suer absorption and sattering by
the atmospheri moleules and aerosols.
The four aspets of the role of the atmosphere for EAS development and detetion are
now disussed in detail.
3.1 Shower Simulation and Longitudinal Development
A powerful tool for simulating EAS is the Monte Carlo ode CORSIKA [Hek et al. 1998℄. It
generates shower asades in the Earth's atmosphere initiated by photons, hadrons, or nulei.
The program is able to treat 50 dierent elementary partile types like , e

, 

, 
0
, 

,
K

, K
0
S=L
, , baryons with the orresponding anti-baryons, some resonane states, and the
orresponding anti-baryoni resonanes. Eah partile above an adjustable energy (ut-o
energy) is traked individually. For this study the hadroni interation model QGSJET01
1
[Kalmykov et al. 1997℄ and the eletromagneti interation model EGS4
2
[Nelson et al. 1985℄
1
Quark Gluon String model with JETs version of the year 2001, based on exhanging superritial
Pomerons.
2
Eletron Gamma Shower version 4, provides detailed information on momentum, spae oordinates, and
propagation time for all eletromagneti partiles.
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is used. CORSIKA delivers not only average numbers of the observables, it also desribes
the intrinsi shower-to-shower utuations. The mean free path of a partile is determined
based on the ross setion for a hadroni reation, the atmospheri density along the ight
path, and the deay probability. The deay length and the interation length for eah partile
are alulated independently at random. The shorter one is taken as the atual path length,
whih inludes the deision whether a partile deays or interats. For stable partiles, only
the interation length is aquired. In addition to the atmospheri density, also the atmospheri
omposition is dened in CORSIKA. The gas mixture is set to 78.1% N
2
, 21.0% O
2
, and 0.9%
Ar of volume.
However, Monte Carlo odes like CORSIKA imply a number of systemati unertainties.
The rst problem is the limited knowledge of the hadroni interations. The parameters,
e.g. ross setions, are derived from aelerator experiments. Compared to EAS, energies
reahed at man-made aelerators are small. Thus, the simulation programs have to extrap-
olate the measured information to higher energies, without knowing the exat dependenes.
Furthermore, existing ollider experiments annot detet partiles in extreme forward dire-
tion. These are lost in the beam pipe, but arry the largest fration of energy and thus
represent the most important partiles in the EAS development. This leads to unertainties
in the shower predition. Another problem in Monte Carlo odes is the large number of
seondary partiles produed, espeially for showers with E
0
> 10
16
eV. The omputing time
beomes exessive and one has to use thin sampling. The idea is to adopt the same tehnique
used by the EAS detetion (re. [Knapp 1997℄). The large amount of seondary partiles at
ground are spread over wide areas. The real detetor area is omparatively small and only a
statistial sample of the shower partiles is registered. Applying thin sampling for simulating
the showers, also a statistial sample is produed whih is suÆient to onlude to the en-
tirety. The proedure an be steered by a thinning level "
th
= E=E
0
, adjusting the fration
of the primary energies below whih not all partiles are traked separately anymore. After
an interation, only one seondary partile is followed if the energy sum of all j seondary
partiles in an interation falls below the thinning energy
"
th
E
0
>
X
j
E
j
: (3.1)
The seletion probability is
p
i
= E
i
=
X
j
E
j
(3.2)
while all other partiles are disarded. For onserving the partile number and energy, the
hosen partile is weighted with w
i
= 1=p
i
. The values an be set independently for ele-
tromagneti and hadroni interations. A further steering option is a weight limit. Partiles
exeeding this value are no longer subjeted to the thinning algorithm. For the following
simulated EAS an "
th
= 10
 4
is seleted being an optimised value for ahieving reasonable
omputing times and artial utuation in the EAS development [Risse & Hek 2002℄. The
weight fator is also limited following the onept of \optimal thinning" [Kobal 2001℄.
The output of the simulation are detailed tables of partile numbers and their energy
as well as the amount of energy deposited in the atmosphere. These data are available for
a seletable step size, in this work a step size of 5 g/m
2
is hosen. In the partile tables
, e

, 

, hadrons,
P
(all harged),
P
(nulei), and optional Cherenkov-photons are listed
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Figure 3.1: Average of the longitudinal shower development for 100 iron indued showers. The
upper line represents the number of harged partiles, the lower the energy deposit.
separately. For the energy deposit, several types of energy losses are distinguished. , e

, 

,
and hadrons falling below the ut-o energy are not totally lost. Their energy is tabulated,
just as the energy of those partiles rejeted by angular uts (only partiles with zenith angles
. 90
Æ
are traked). The losses due to ionisation are alulated by the Bethe-Bloh formula.
In Fig. 3.1, the average of the longitudinal development of 100 iron indued, 10
19
eV showers
with vertial inlination is shown. The upper urve represents the number of harged partiles
in the shower. Nearly 10
10
partiles are reated at the shower maximum whih is reahed at
about 700 g/m
2
. After the shower maximum, the shower size dereases slowly and  510
9
partiles arrive at the Auger level at around 840 g/m
2
. The lower urve reets the energy
deposit given in GeV/(5 g/m
2
). This development is very similar to the partile number and
the maximum aording to the energy deposit is reahed at nearly the same height. In the
following, the shower harateristis are disussed based on the energy deposit. Assuming a
proportionality between energy deposit and uoresene yield, the former one is the simulation
quantity being of interest to the observable of the uoresene telesopes of the Pierre Auger
Observatory.
The ionisation losses of e

and the energy of those falling below the ut-o ontribute
with  99% to the energy deposit, see Fig. 3.2. Muons and hadrons play a minor role.
The shower-to-shower utuations are mainly aused by the height of rst interation
of the osmi ray with the atmospheri nulei. The deeper a osmi ray penetrates into
the atmosphere before interating, the later the shower develops and also the maximum is
reahed deeper in the atmosphere. The other extreme ase are osmi rays whih interat
very high up in the atmosphere. These showers develop earlier and espeially the ontributing
eletromagneti part of the shower has diminished out at ground. The range of utuations
an be illustrated by the behaviour of the position of the shower maximum, Fig. 3.3. The
maximal variation of the shower maximum position of p-indued showers is larger than for
Fe-indued ones and amounts to 130 g/m
2
ompared to 40 g/m
2
for E
0
= 10
19
eV. This
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Figure 3.2: Contributions to the total energy deposit, shown for the average of 100 proton indued
showers at 10
19
eV with vertial inidene.
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Figure 3.3: Shower-to-shower utuations desribed by the position of the shower maximum for
inreasing E
0
. For the p-indued showers 500 simulations are performed and for the Fe-indued
200. The bands are orrelated to one standard deviation (Courtesy of J. Knapp).
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number dereases slowly with inreasing primary energy of an EAS. However, for the inves-
tigation of atmospheri eets, the onsideration of the average energy deposit is suÆient.
As mentioned in Chap. 1.2, the longitudinal development of the shower size an be alulated
by the Gaisser-Hillas formula, equation (1.6). This formula an also be applied to the energy
deposit [Knapp & Hek℄:
dE
dX
(X) =
dE
dX




max


X  X
0
X
max
 X
0

X
max
 X
0
a+bX+X
2
 e
X
max
 X
a+bX+X
2
: (3.3)
For the following analyses, 100 iron indued showers with E
0
= 10
19
eV have been simulated.
The average shower development by the energy deposit an be ompared for dierent atmo-
spheres, in doing so the energy deposit is obtained by equation (3.3). In Fig. 3.4, examples
of vertial showers and  = 60
Æ
inlined showers are presented for the three hosen standard
atmospheres. For the inlined showers, also the vertial atmospheri depth is given at the
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Figure 3.4: Longitudinal shower development of the energy deposit for three dierent atmospheres.
Inlined showers reah their maximum higher in the atmosphere than vertial, both shown as a
funtion of vertial atmospheri depth. Therefore the amount of energy deposit is larger for
inlined showers, beause they traverse more matter per eah vertial 5 g/m
2
.
absissa and not the slant depth, whih is dened as X= os. The variations aused by the
atmospheres are hardly visible. In Figure 3.5, the US-StdA is hosen for performing a om-
parison between 60
Æ
inlined showers vs. slant depth and vertial showers vs. vertial depth.
However, it should be mentioned that for vertial showers the slant depth is the same as the
vertial depth. The variations aused by hanged inidene of the EAS are also quite small.
In Figures 3.6 and 3.7, the orresponding relative dierenes are plotted. The variations
due to hanging seasons are small, less than 2%. Around the shower maxima and deeper
towards the ground, the utuations due to dierent atmospheres are even < 1%. Higher up
in the atmosphere, the vertial showers show larger utuations than the inlined beause
they are at an earlier development stage. The omparison between vertial and 60
Æ
inlined
EAS in one atmosphere are also less than 2%.
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Figure 3.5: Longitudinal shower development for the energy deposit in the US-StdA for a vertial
and 60
Æ
inlined shower. Both showers are plotted vs. slant depth.
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Figure 3.7: Relative dierene for the energy
deposit simulated in the US-StdA of the 60
Æ
in-
lined shower vs. slant depth to the same shower
with vertial inidene.
These results t to the introdued image of the EAS development. The deisive fator
is the amount of traversed matter, given as the slant depth. This value is independent of
dierent density distributions in air indued by the seasons or dierent paths in ase of
slant inidene. Only small inuenes aused by atmospheri variation an be found due
to a hanged ratio of deay and interating probabilities. For simulating whih proess will
happen, the mean free paths are extrated from the atmospheri depth, thus onverting X
to geometrial heights h whih is not independent of the density distribution. Conluding
for further simulations, it an be stated that simulations of EAS in the US-StdA is suÆient.
The atmospheri dependenes an be inserted at subsequent steps.
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3.2 Transformation from Vertial Atmospheri Depth to Geo-
metrial Height
The Auger uoresene telesopes detet the longitudinal shower development within a xed
eld of view. The visible height range depends on the distane of the shower to the telesope
and is given for several values in Fig. 3.8.
To estimate the geometrial features of EAS images, the simulated shower proles have to
be transformed from a desription based on vertial atmospheri depth to geometrial height.
The relation between these two was already shown in Chap. 2.2. Applying the transformation
to the longitudinal energy deposit proles, the inuene of dierent atmospheres beomes
obvious. The rst set of plots (Figs. 3.9 and 3.10) are given for iron indued, 10
19
eV,
showers with vertial inidene. The shower proles are distorted, mostly in the range
between 4 and 10 km. This onrms the expetation that the largest dierene between the
atmospheri proles of summer and winter ours at those heights (ompare Fig. 2.5). The
position of the shower maximum, whih indiates the type of the primary partile, is only
slightly aeted. For this vertial ase, the maximum is reahed in average at 694.3 g/m
2
whih is 3.260 km a.s.l. in the US-StdA. The same atmospheri depth orresponds to 3.327 km
(+67 m to the US-StdA) in the summer and at 3.099 km (-161 m to the US-StdA) in the
winter atmosphere. Deteting suh a shower with the Auger uoresene telesope, the pixel
resolution has to be taken into aount. Eah pixel has a eld of view of 1.5
Æ
whih an be
assumed as a very onservative estimate for the resolution. This resolution is only given by
the detetor geometry. No time information of the PMT pulses is taken into aount for this
rough estimation on the resolution. The losest distane at whih the shower maximum of
 700 g/m
2
an be deteted is 5.28 km. The pixel, whih has that maximum in its eld of
view, overs a height range of 190 m. The vertial dierene in the shower maximum between
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Figure 3.8: Telesope eld of view from 2
Æ
up to 32
Æ
above horizon.
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Figure 3.9: Longitudinal development of the energy deposit vs. height in km for Fe-indued,
vertial showers.
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Figure 3.10: Relative dierenes of the energy deposits between the summer / winter atmosphere
and the US-StdA for Fe-indued, vertial showers.
summer and winter amounts to 228 m. Thus, the \same" maximum will be deteted during
summer with a dierent pixel than during winter. For larger distanes, the height range
overed by one pixel is of ourse larger, at 12.5 km distane it is already 350 m for the pixel
viewing at heights around 3.3 km. Therefore, the shift of the shower maximum an hardly be
deteted by the Auger uoresene telesopes for vertial, iron indued showers with 10
19
eV
beause all possible maxima fall into the same pixel. However for that distane, the part of
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Figure 3.11: Longitudinal development of the energy deposit vs. height in km for Fe-indued, 60
Æ
inlined showers.
the EAS loser to the ground an be observed. In summer, the intensity would be inreased
ompared to the US-StdA. At 7 km a.s.l., the energy deposit is enlarged by 12%. During
winter, the situation is turned around and at 7 km height, there is a deit of 16% in the
energy deposit ompared to US-StdA.
Inlined showers reah their maximum higher in the atmosphere. Choosing 60
Æ
as the
inoming angle, the shower maximum is reahed in average at 347.0 g/m
2
for Fe-indued,
10
19
eV EAS (Fig. 3.4). The EAS transformed to geometrial heights is shown in Fig. 3.11 for
the three atmospheres. The shower maximum is situated at 8.361 km a.s.l. in the US-StdA
whih happens to be the region of largest atmospheri eets. The same EAS observed in
winter reahed the maximum at 7.915 km, 446 m deeper than in the US-StdA. In summer, the
development starts earlier and the maximum is at 8.666 km a.s.l. (+305 m to the US-StdA).
This shift of the shower maximum position an learly be deteted by the Auger uoresene
telesopes, even so the EAS only an be \seen" for distanes larger than 13.4 km. The height
resolution for the orresponding pixel at that distane amounts to 480 m, muh smaller than
the maximum position shift between summer and winter of 751 m. Thus, the same event
will be deteted by dierent pixels as the ase may be summer or winter. Even at a distane
of 20 km, the eet an be observed as the resolution for pixels viewing at heights around
8.4 km is 611 m.
For suh inlined showers, also the distortion of the energy deposit proles is important,
see Fig. 3.12. Below the shower maximum, the energy deposit in winter is inreased up to
26% at 4.5 km a.s.l. The summer ondition shows the opposite behaviour with -14% energy
deposit at around 5 km. The EAS energy is derived by integrating over the visible part of the
longitudinal shower prole. Thus, distorted proles ould lead to inorret primary energy
estimations while ignoring the atmospheri inuenes.
In Figs. 3.13 and 3.14, it is pointed out that the shower proles in dierent atmospheres
are not only shifted parallel aording to their maximum position. The left panel exhibits
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Figure 3.12: Relative dierenes of the energy deposits between the summer / winter atmosphere
and the US-StdA for Fe-indued, 60
Æ
inlined showers.
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Figure 3.13: The longitudinal shower proles of
Fig. 3.11 are shifted parallel suh that all max-
ima are at the same position namely the position
of the maximum in the US-StdA.
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Figure 3.14: Relative dierenes for the shifted
proles. The energy deposits at the maxima
are nearly the same, therefore the shifted urves
hardly show any dierene around 8.4 km.
the longitudinal shower proles of Fig. 3.11 shifted parallel suh as all maxima are at the
maximum position of the US-StdA. Higher in the atmosphere, before the maximum, the
showers dier not as muh as they do deeper in the atmosphere. The right panel gives the
orresponding relative dierenes. During summer, the EAS develops slower than in the
US-StdA at altitudes below 8 km and during winter faster.
The transformation from atmospheri depth to geometrial height reveals large depen-
denes on the atmospheri onditions. The distortions of shower proles lead to shifts of the
EAS maximum position whih an learly be deteted by the Auger uoresene telesopes
for inlined events. Also inorret primary energy estimates are likely.
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3.3 Fluoresene Light
The atmospheri uoresene light indued by EAS is mainly emitted by nitrogen moleules
in the wavelength region between 300 and 400 nm. The angular distribution of the emission
is isotropi.
Figure 3.15: Term sheme of N
2
for the seond positive
(2P) and rst negative (1N) system. [Bunner 1967℄
It is generally assumed that the
uoresene yield is proportional
to the energy deposit of a shower
[Kakimoto et al. 1996℄. However,
a ommon way for alulating the
emitted light using simulated air
showers is the appliation of the
partile number in eah step of
the shower [Song et al. 2000℄. In
the following, the theoretial bak-
ground of nitrogen uoresene in
air is presented and also the alu-
lation for EAS based on the energy
deposit of the EAS.
3.3.1 Theory of Fluores-
ene Light Emission
The N
2
uoresene is an ele-
troni band spetrum aused by
transitions between rotational lev-
els of dierent vibrational lev-
els of an eletroni state and
the rotational and vibrational lev-
els of another eletroni state
[Haken & Wolf 1998℄. For both,
absorption and emission, the Frank-
Condon priniple
3
is taken for
granted. The term sheme or energy level diagram for the important systems of N
2
an
be seen in Fig. 3.15. For the exitations, three proesses an be disriminated:
 diret exitation: The energy deposited in air exites the nitrogen moleules propor-
tional to an energy dependent ross setion 

(E) with  indiating the exitation level.
This proess mainly ats on the N
+
2
1N system
N
2
+ e! N
+
2
+ e+ e: (3.4)
 via ionisation: High energeti partiles of the EAS ionise N
2
produing several lower
energeti seondary eletrons, alled delta eletrons. These e
 
are able to exite also
3
The transition takes plae so rapidly in omparison to the vibrational motion that the position and veloity
of the nulei are hardly hanged, the internulear separation stays onstant [Herzberg 1950℄.
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the N
2
2P system with a resultant spin hange
N
2
+ e(")! N

2
(
3

u
) + e(#): (3.5)
However, the 2P system also an be exited by asading from higher levels
N
+
2
+ e! N

2
(
3

u
): (3.6)
 via Auger eletrons: Sine high energeti partiles of the EAS have about the same
probability of interating with any atomi eletron, a ertain number of ionisations will
release K-eletrons whih leads to the emission of Auger eletrons. These are on their
part again able to exite the N
2
moleules.
With the knowledge of the energy dependent exitation, the ontribution to the energy deposit
aording to the initial kineti energy distribution in an air shower has been studied elsewhere
[Risse & Hek 2002℄. Only 10% of the energy deposit stems from partiles with energies
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Figure 3.16: Contribution to E
dep
in the next vertial 1 mg/m
2
as a funtion of the initial
partile energy. Simulations for primary iron, 10
19
eV, at shower maximum. The sum e

and
their individual distributions are shown. Additionally, the total ontribution has been divided in
three dierent distane ranges from the shower axis as indiated. The hoie of a very thin layer
ensures a small relative energy loss of the penetrating partile [Risse & Hek 2002℄.
less than 0.1 MeV, as shown in Fig 3.16. Partiles with energies between 0.1 and 10 MeV
ontribute 35%, between 10 and 100 MeV also 35%, and between 100 and 1000 MeV 17%. The
remaining 3% are assoiated with partiles of energy above 1000 MeV. Depending on their
initial energy, the partiles produe seondary eletrons with various low energies. These an
on the one hand exite the N
2
but on the other hand they may suer an attahment proess: if,
on their way from the prodution site to the N
2
moleules, the seondary eletrons enounter a
strong eletronegative pollutant (oxygen or water vapour), they are attahed to this pollutants
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and annot exite the N
2
moleules anymore [Lebrun 2002℄. This proess is not quantied in
this work.
During the de-exitation also some proesses an our whih follow non radiative han-
nels, e.g. ollisional
4
and internal
5
quenhing. Thus, the quantum eÆieny of uoresene
is dened as
rate of de-exitation by radiation
total rate of de-exitation
=
(
0
=

)
1 + (
0
=

)
photons per exitation. (3.7)
The mean life times aording to the exited states are 

(radiation to any lower state), 

(ollisional quenhing), and 
i
(internal quenhing). For simpliation, the life time 
0
was
introdued by the relation
1

0
=
1


+
1

i
: (3.8)
The mean life time with respet to ollisional quenhing is derived from the theory of moleular
motion:


=
1
p
2  
n
 
Nx
 v
=
r
M
m
kT

1
4
n
 
Nx
; (3.9)
with v = mean moleular veloity =
q
8kT
M
m
, 
n
= partile number density, 
Nx
= ollisional
ross setion between nitrogen and a further moleule (nitrogen or oxygen), T = temperature,
k = Boltzmann onstant, and M
m
= moleular mass. Now the uoresene eÆieny an
be dened as
"

(p; T ) =
"

(p! 0)
1 + (p=p
0

(T ))
(3.10)
=
radiated energy in the form of uoresene photons
energy deposit in the observed medium
=
n  E

E
dep
; (3.11)
with "

(p ! 0) = uoresene eÆieny for every transition at wavelength  without ol-
lisional quenhing, n = number of photons, and p=p
0

= 
0;
=
;
. The pressure p is of the
observed medium (e.g. air), p
0

is a referene pressure, 
0;
, and 
;
are the mean lives for
speial exitation level .
At this stage of the alulation, the rst important inuene of the atmospheri onditions
on the uoresene light an be reognised. The eÆieny is pressure dependent and, by the
non-radiative de-exitation via ollisions, a further temperature dependene is obtained. Now
air is presumed to be a two-omponent gas with 79% N
2
and 21% O
2
, omitting the hanging
parts of water vapour
6
and the existene of argon
7
. This expands the given relation between
p and p
0

to
p
p
0

= 
0;


1

NN;
(
NN;
)
+
1

NO;
(
NO;
)

; (3.12)
4
De-exitation by impats with further moleules [Bunner 1967℄.
5
Any proess by whih an isolated moleule an aomplish a downward eletroni transition without
radiation [Bunner 1967℄.
6
Being another ontributor to ollisional quenhing, thus reduing the uoresene eÆieny.
7
On the one hand: a further andidate for quenhing; on the other hand: enhanement of eÆieny due to
new exitation reation: e+Ar! Ar

followed by Ar

+N
2
! Ar+N

2
(3
u
); in air eÆieny enhanement
< 1% [Bunner 1967℄.
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where 
NN;
and 
NO;
are now the expliit terms for the ollisional quenhing time 

:
,
p
p
0

=

0;
 
air
(p; T ) N
A
0:79 M
m;N
+ 0:21 M
m;O

r
kTN
A



4  0:79  
NN;
s
1
M
m;N
+ 2  0:21  
NO;
s
2(
1
M
m;N
+
1
M
m;O
)

;
(3.13)
with Avogadro's number N
A
, the moleular weights for nitrogen M
m;N
and oxygen M
m;O
,
and the ross setions for ollisional de-exitation for nitrogen-nitrogen 
NN;
and nitrogen-
oxygen 
NO;
. The number for the deativation an be extrated from Table 3.1. By following
Table 3.1: Deativation onstants for air in the lower atmosphere, T  300 K. [Bunner 1967℄

NO

NN

0
in m
2
in m
2
in 10
 8
s
1N  = 0 1310
 19
4.3710
 19
6.58
2P  = 0 2.110
 19
1.010
 20
4.45
 = 1 5.010
 19 a
3.510
 20
4.93
 = 2 7.010
 19 a
8.810
 20
4.45
 = 3 8.010
 19 a
1.210
 19
6.65
a
This value is determined by the given results of [Bunner 1967℄ and not given in his original publiation.
the introdued way and applying the US-StdA, the uoresene eÆieny is alulated. The
obtained values are ompared with two elder alulations inluding measurements in Ta-
ble 3.2. The numbers obtained for this alulation are a little bit larger than the results from
[Bunner 1967℄. However, the data given in [Davidson & O'Neil 1964℄ even exeed all others.
Rewriting the uoresene eÆieny as
n
E
dep

photons
MeV

= "

(p; T ) 

h
; (3.14)
with  = wavelength,  = speed of light, and h = Plank's onstant, the number of emitted
photons an be ompared, see Figure 3.17. Adding up the values between 300 and 400 nm,
the sum of all 19 ontributing wavelengths for Bunner is 14.6 photons/MeV and for this work
it is 18.0 photons/MeV. For a omparison with the value of Davidson & O'Neil, only the
numbers between 328.5 and 400 nm are taken into aount: Bunner = 13.0 photons/MeV,
Davidson & O'Neil = 17.0 photons/MeV, this work = 16.3 photons/MeV. The unertainty
within the elder measurements is large, in the order of 10%. Therefore it an be stated, that
the introdued way of alulating the uoresene eÆieny ts to the measurements and it
oers a possibility of inluding several atmospheri onditions.
In the following, the atmospheri eets on the emission of uoresene light is studied
using the previous alulations and the US-StdA. The height dependene of the uoresene
eÆieny is expeted to be dierent for eah band system espeially for the N
+
2
1N b= 391.4 nm
(Fig. 3.18). With inreasing altitude, the eÆieny beomes larger due to lower rates of
ollisional quenhing. This inrease is largest for the 391.4 nm line. At sea level its ontri-
bution to the total spetrum amounts to 8.6%, at 20 km a.s.l. it is already 10.7%, and at
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Table 3.2: Preditions for osmi ray uoresene eÆienies at sea level in the US-StdA. Com-
parison of alulations inluding atmospheri models with two further publiations. Davidson &
O'Neil measured only above 320 nm.
Fluoresene EÆieny 

(p; T )
Wavelength  Band 

(p! 0)
a
Bunner Davidson & O'Neil this work
(nm) % 10
 4
% 10
 4
% 10
 4
%
311.7 2P (3-2) .005 0.16 - 0.17
313.6 2P (2-1) .029 1.74 - 1.80
315.9 2P (1-0) .050 4.3 - 4.60
328.5 2P (3-3) .0154 0.5 0.64 0.53
330.9 2P (2-2) .002 0.12 -
b
0.12
333.9 2P (1-1) .0041 0.35 -
b
0.38
337.1 2P (0-0) .082 15.9 21.00 21.00
346.9 2P (3-4) .0063 0.21 0.26 0.22
350.0(1)

2P (2-3) .004 0.24 0.22 0.25
353.7 2P (1-2) .029 2.48 3.20 2.70
357.7 2P (0-1) .0615 11.9 15.00 16.00
367.2 2P (3-5) .0046 0.15 0.19 0.16
371.1 2P (2-4) .010 0.60 0.76 0.62
375.6 2P (1-3) .0271 2.31 3.00 2.50
380.5 2P (0-2) .0213 4.12 5.20 5.50
389.4 2P (3-6) .003 0.10 -
b
0.10
391.4 1N (0-0) .33 4.33 7.00 4.90
394.3 2P (2-5) .0064 0.38 0.49 0.40
399.8 2P (1-4) .016 1.36 1.80 1.50
a
Fluoresene eÆieny of a band at 
i
without ollisional quenhing =
eV of optial output
eV deposited
. Based on these
values, the following numbers of Bunner and also for this work have been determined.
b
This transition has not been measured.

In the work of Davidson & O'Neil, the wavelength for this transition is given with 350.1 nm.
30 km a.s.l. 16.8%. However regarding EAS, the rate of emitted photons per metre traversed
matter of the EAS is the observed variable. Introduing the energy deposit of an EAS or in
the rst step of a ertain partile, the uoresene yield is
F l: Y ield

= "

(p; T ) 

h

dE
dX
 
air

photons
m

: (3.15)
The uoresene yield is proportional to the loal energy deposit
dE
dX
. Another atmosphere
dependent parameter is given with the air density 
air
, by whih the number of exitable
nitrogen moleules and quenhing partners is asertained. For instane, a 1.4 MeV, minimal
ionising eletron as exiting partile is hosen. The loal uoresene yield is determined as-
suming that this partile deposits 1.668 MeV/(g/m
2
) in air. The uoresene yield prole for
dierent atmospheres is shown in Fig. 3.19. Up to  10 km, the uoresene yield inreases
aording to the inreasing uoresene eÆieny and the derease of the air density only
bates the eet. Higher in the atmosphere, the redution of nitrogen moleules dominates
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Figure 3.17: Fluoresene eÆieny for 19 wavelengths in the US-StdA at sea level.
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Figure 3.18: Fluoresene eÆieny prole for the three main wavelengths in the US-StdA.
the inreasing eÆieny and the resulting uoresene yield diminishes. The harateristis
in dierent atmospheres is quite similar among eah other, however below 10 km a.s.l. lower
temperatures in winter entail larger uoresene yield and vie versa in summer. The en-
hanement of the yield in the standard winter atmosphere is about 3.5% at sea level and the
redution in summer nearly 2.5% near ground. The relative dierenes sale somewhat down
for higher altitudes, nevertheless at 8 km a.s.l., the position of the shower maximum for 60
Æ
inlined shower with 10
19
eV, the eet remains to +2.2% in winter and -1.7% in summer.
Thus, an additional shift of the shower maximum position aording to the uoresene yield
is expeted for EAS developing in dierent atmospheres.
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Figure 3.19: Fluoresene yield prole for a 1.4 MeV eletron with vertial inidene in three
atmospheres.
3.3.2 Exitation by Extensive Air Showers
For the disussion of the uoresene light emission of EAS, again the average of 100 iron
indued showers with 10
19
eV primary energy is seleted. As a rst approah, the vertial
inidene is regarded, Fig. 3.20. These showers reah their maximum at around 3 km a.s.l. im-
plying a quite large eet on the uoresene light emission. This expetation is derived from
the knowledge obtained by alulations for a 1.4 MeV eletron (Fig 3.19). The EAS in the
US-StdA is brightest at 3.317 km a.s.l. whih orresponds to a shift of 57 m towards higher
altitudes with regard to the maximum for the energy deposit of this shower (see Chap. 3.2).
The additional maximum shift for the summer ase is even 71 m higher up (maximum at
3.398 km) and in winter 46 m (maximum at 3.145 km). Thus, the optial vertial dierene
in the maximum position between summer and winter has been enlarged from 228 m in terms
of energy deposit to 253 m in terms of uoresene yield. For the losest distane at whih the
shower maximum an be deteted by the Auger telesopes, this elongation is still separated
into two pixels. The seond eet of the atmosphere dependent uoresene prodution is
the dierent amount of emitted photons. Despite the same amount of energy deposit at the
shower maximum for all 3 atmospheri ases, the winter shower emits 3.6% more photons
and the summer shower 2.1% less aording to the US-StdA shower at their maximum posi-
tions. The relative dierenes of the summer / winter EAS to the US-StdA EAS are shown in
Fig. 3.21. Around the maximum position, the hanged amount of emitted photons is in the
order of 5%. At  4.5 km a.s.l., the urves for the uoresene yield interset and higher in
the atmosphere, the winter EAS emits less photons and the summer EAS more than the EAS
in the US-StdA. A relative dierene of 20% is reahed at 8 km a.s.l. This relative dierene
is a superposition of the energy deposit and the uoresene yield proles. However, these
signals only an be deteted with the Auger telesopes for air showers being about 13 km
away from the station.
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Figure 3.20: Fluoresene yield vs. height for a Fe-indued, 10
19
eV, vertial shower traversed
through three dierent atmospheri models.
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Figure 3.21: Relative dierene of the uoresene yield from summer / winter Fe-indued,
10
19
eV, vertial shower to the EAS in the US-StdA.
Like in the disussion of the longitudinal energy deposit proles, it is glaned at 60
Æ
inlined showers. The transformation of atmospheri depth to geometrial height entails
large seasonal variations of the showers but at their maximum position around 8 km a.s.l.,
the uoresene yield diers not so muh between the seasons. The uoresene emission of
a Fe-indued EAS with 10
19
eV and 60
Æ
inlination results in the urves of Fig. 3.22. The
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Figure 3.22: Fluoresene yield vs. height for a Fe-indued, 10
19
eV, 60
Æ
shower traversed through
three dierent atmospheri models.
shift of the shower maximum position is enlarged from 751 m for the energy deposit between
summer and winter to 783 m for the uoresene yield of that showers. The maximum for the
EAS in the US-StdA has moved 35 m higher up in the atmosphere, for the EAS in summer
40 m, and in winter only 8 m. Also the amount of emitted photons at shower maximum
is onsistent. The relative dierenes are -1.4% in the summer ase and +1.9% in winter.
However, large seasonal variations for inlined showers appear at lower altitudes, Fig. 3.23.
The most extreme relative dierenes (energy deposit plus uoresene yield) amount to 30%
more uoresene photons for EAS in winter at 5 km a.s.l. and 15% less photons in summer
at the same altitude.
To stress the extent of the shift of the shower maximum position, proton and iron indued
showers an be ompared. Applying the uoresene tehnique, the type of the primary par-
tile of the EAS is determined by the position of the shower maximum for a given primary
energy. As already disussed in Chap. 3.1, iron indued showers develop faster and onse-
quently reah their maximum higher up in the atmosphere. The resulting uoresene yield
proles for p- and Fe-indued showers, both in the US-StdA, are given in Fig. 3.24. The posi-
tions of the maxima are learly separated by 783 m vertial height. Therefore, it is expeted
to identify the type of the primary partile by the position of the shower maximum. However
ignoring the atmosphere dependenes, a misinterpretation of the type is very likely. Exem-
plarily a proton indued EAS developing in summer onditions and an iron indued EAS in
winter onditions are ompared, Fig. 3.25. The deeper penetrating proton shower develops
earlier in summer onditions than in US-StdA. A shift of the maximum position of 317 m
higher up in the atmosphere an be seen. The fast developing iron shower penetrates deeper
in winter onditions and here a shift of 469 m towards ground happens. The two showers are
hardly distinguishable, the maxima are just separated by 3 m and the iron shower reahes in
this ase its maximum even deeper in the atmosphere than the proton shower.
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Figure 3.23: Relative dierene of the uoresen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shower to the EAS in the US-StdA.
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Figure 3.24: Fluoresene yield proles for p- and Fe-indued EAS in US-StdA with 10
19
eV and
60
Æ
inlination. The uoresene yield is the sum of all emitted photons between 300 and 400 nm.
The shower proles for the emitted uoresene photons show a sensitivity on seasonal
variation of atmospheri proles. The extent of this eet is a superposition of the atmospheri
variation of energy deposit proles and dierent uoresene emission during a year. Mainly,
the energy deposit vs. geometrial height is aeted and the hanging emission ontributes
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Figure 3.25: Fluoresene yield proles for p-indued EAS in summer and Fe-indued EAS in
winter both with 10
19
eV and 60
Æ
inlination. The uoresene yield is the sum of all emitted
photons between 300 and 400 nm.
less than 5% to the total eet. Therefore, the shower reonstrution proesses or simulations
have to take into aount the resulting emission urves of an EAS for determining the position
of the shower maximum orretly as well as the amount of energy deposited in air. The
interpretation of the energy is ritial for those EAS from whih only a small part of the
longitudinal development has been observed. E.g. assuming an inlined EAS in winter visible
between 3 and 6 km a.s.l., the use of the US-StdA instead of winter onditions leads to a
large overestimation of the reonstruted energy.
3.4 Transmission of Fluoresene Light
While the emitted light traverses through the atmosphere towards the telesope, it suers
absorption and sattering aused by dierent omponents of the air. In the following, some
aspets are disussed separately beause it is not suÆient to treat the total transmission at
one.
An important aspet is the bakground of Cherenkov photons whih are also emitted by an
EAS traversing the atmosphere (see Chap. 3.5). The Cherenkov emission is strongly peaked
into forward diretion in ontrast to the isotropially emitted uoresene light. Therefore,
the dierent sattering proesses have to be investigated separately. One sattering proess is
due to air moleules (Chap. 3.4.1) and the other due to aerosols. The aerosol sattering, alled
Mie sattering, an hardly be desribed analytially. The ontent of aerosols in air is strongly
utuating in terms of aerosol type and size as well as density. Thus, the aerosol sattering
will be measured in dependene of its angular distribution (phase funtion) at the Auger
experiment site several times a night. However, for analysing the obtained data one has to
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know the ontribution of the Rayleigh sattering very well whih an be determined orretly.
The Mie sattering is most important for the subtration of the Cherenkov bakground and
is not disussed here in detail. The alulation of the Rayleigh sattering is applied to the
uoresene light but the theory is also valid for Cherenkov light.
3.4.1 Rayleigh Sattering
The Rayleigh sattering is due to the moleules in air assuming that the sattering entres are
muh smaller than the wavelength of the inoming light (re. [Haferkorn 2003℄, [Bolle 1982℄).
Using this simpliation, the partiles may be onsidered to be plaed in a homogeneous
eletri eld E
0
of the inoming unpolarised light. The indued dipole moment an be written
as [Van de Hulst 1957℄
p =   E
0
; (3.16)
with  being the polarisability of the partile. The sattered eletri eld for that dipole is
given at large distanes r as
E
0
=
1

2
1
r
p
t
sin(); (3.17)
with  = angle between sattered dipole moment and diretion of observation. The resulting
intensity of the sattered light is
I =
I
0
r
2
 
2

2


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(3.18)
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(3.19)
and the Rayleigh sattering phase funtion is dened as
P (os()) =
3
4
(1 + os
2
()) (3.20)
) I(os()) =
I
0
r
2

R
P ()
4
: (3.21)
Thus, the sattering ross setion for a single moleule is

R
= 
2
128
5
3
4
: (3.22)
For the polarisability , the Lorentz-Lorenz equation is applied [Lide 2000℄
() =
3
4N

n
2
()  1
n
2
() + 2

; (3.23)
by whih the wavelength dependent refrative index of air is introdued. The optial depth
Æ
R
onerning the Rayleigh sattering an be alulated by
Æ
R
=
Z

R
Nds; (3.24)
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with N = partile number density of the medium and ds = path length [Bolle 1982℄. The
transmission oeÆient 
R
an be onluded:

R
= exp( Æ
R
) (3.25)
= exp( 
Z
24
3
 (n
2
  1)
2

4
N  (n
2
+ 2)
2
 F
air
 ds): (3.26)
The King fator F
air
is a orretion term whih takes into aount the anisotropy of air
moleules (re. [Bodhaine et al. 1999℄, [Buholtz 1995℄)
F
air
=
6 + 3
D
6  7
D
; (3.27)
with 
D
= depolarisation fator.
For the appliation of the formulas to the medium air, a suggested approah is to treat
the omponents of air separately [Owens 1967℄, [Bodhaine et al. 1999℄. The disrimination is
done in three parts:
1. dry air without CO
2
, index: air
2. CO
2
ontribution, index: CO
2
3. water vapour, index: vapour.
The empirial formulas for the refrative index of these omponents are
(n
air
  1)  10
8
= 8059:20 +
2480588
132:274   
 2
+
17452:9
39:32957   
 2
(3.28)
(n
CO
2
  1)  10
8
= 22822:1 + 117:8  
 2
+
2406030
130  
 2
+
15997
38:9   
 2
(3.29)
(n
vapour
  1)  10
8
= 295:235 + 2:6422  
 2
  0:03238  
 4
+ 0:004028  
 6
: (3.30)
Furthermore, the refrative index is dependent on temperature and pressure induing a de-
pendene on atmospheri proles [Edlen 1966℄, [Lide 2000℄
(n  1)
Tp
= (n  1)
s

p  [1 + p(61:3   T )  10
 10
℄
96095:4  (1 + 0:003661  T )
: (3.31)
The index Tp indiates the expression for the temperature and pressure dependene, s= sea
level, p must be in Pa, and T in
Æ
C. The King fator of air an also be ombined of several
omponents
F
air
=
78:084  F (N
2
) + 20:946  F (O
2
) + 0:934  F (Ar) +C
CO
2
 F (CO
2
)
78:084 + 20:946 + 0:934 + C
CO
2
: (3.32)
Nowadays, the CO
2
ontribution is 360 ppmv = 0.036%. The formulas for the depolarisation
F are also again wavelength dependent exept for F (Ar) and F (CO
2
)
F (N
2
) = 1:034 + 3:17  10
 4
 
 2
(3.33)
F (O
2
) = 1:096 + 1:385  10
 3
 
 2
+ 1:448  10
 4
 
 4
(3.34)
F (Ar) = 1:00 (3.35)
F (CO
2
) = 1:15 : (3.36)
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Applying these equations to eah of the 19 emitted wavelengths of the uoresene light,
the transmission due to Rayleigh sattering an be obtained in a spetral resolution. In
order to perform the alulations, a geometry for the light emitting EAS has to be hosen.
Exemplarily, a uoresene detetor station is situated at 1700 m a.s.l. whih is a realisti
ondition for the Auger observatory. The EAS passes parallel to the detetor front in a
distane of 15 km to redue geometri indued eets. The exemplary geometry is visualised
in Fig. 3.26. The EAS enters the atmosphere with a zenith angle of 30
Æ
in a manner that
0o 30o
1700 m a.s.l.
plain
telescope T
32
2
o
o
a
30
30
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Q
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Figure 3.26: Exemplary geometry for alulating the transmission due to Rayleigh sattering.
the shower is observable in the whole eld of view of a single telesope. The transmission
oeÆient 
R
is plotted vs. the elevation angle of the telesope . Fig. 3.27 shows the values
for the given onditions for the three main wavelengths of the uoresene light. The shorter
wavelengths suer more sattering proesses during the passage beause of the fator 1=
4
in equation (3.26). Also the light traversing mostly in the lower part of the atmosphere
is strongly redued. The variation of the transmission for dierent atmospheri proles is
obvious. The relative dierenes are given in Fig. 3.28. In summer, the atmospheri density
is lower near ground than in the US-StdA beause of warm air rising up. This entails less
sattering entres and therefore a better transmission. In winter, the situation is reversed.
However using the Rayleigh transmission for orreting further alulations, more sophis-
tiated determinations are possible. Usually, the values of T , p, and  are known at ground.
Then the transmission oeÆient an be extrated based on atmospheri proles shifted a-
ording to the ground values. In the ase shown below (Figs. 3.29, 3.30), the summer and
winter proles are shifted so that the values at ground are the same as for the US-StdA but
the gradients of the proles are unmodied. The large dierenes between summer / winter
and US-StdA in Fig. 3.28 ould be redued strongly. Only small variations within 1% are left
indued by the slightly dierent gradients.
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Figure 3.27: Transmission due to Rayleigh sattering for the onditions given in the text. The
alulations are performed in the US-StdA, European summer and winter.
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Figure 3.28: Perent dierene in transmission due to Rayleigh sattering of European sum-
mer / winter to the US-StdA, for the 337.1 nm wavelength.
The atmospheri inuene on the transmission due to Rayleigh sattering is quite large.
For the European summer and winter onditions dierenes to the US-StdA an our in
the order of several perent. These numbers are larger for shorter wavelengths and also for
light traversing mostly through the lower part of the atmosphere. Nevertheless, a relative
orretion of the transmission oeÆient an be ahieved. Assuming unknown atmospheri
proles e.g. in summer or winter, one an use the prole for the US-StdA. The prole is
shifted aording to the ground values of the real atmospheri onditions and the variations
due to the seasons are redued to a suÆient auray.
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Figure 3.29: Transmission due to Rayleigh sat-
tering with shifted summer / winter proles a-
ording to the onditions at ground in the US-
StdA.
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Figure 3.30: Perent dierene in the transmis-
sion due to Rayleigh sattering of the shifted
European summer / winter proles to the US-
StdA, for 337.1 nm.
3.4.2 Ozone Absorption
The ozone onentration in the atmosphere is largest in the stratosphere just below 30 km a.s.l.
(Fig. 2.1) with 5.5 ppmv. For lower altitudes, the onentration dereases fast, at 12 km a.s.l.
there is only 1 ppmv left. The derease ontinues towards ground and the lowest ozone on-
entration is between 7 and 0 km with only 0.04 ppmv (Table 2.1). These onditions are not
stable but vary with hanging seasons and degree of industrialisation at a given loation.
The ozone ats as an absorber of light. The main absorption spetrum ranges between
230 and 300 nm, the Harley band. For the uoresene light emitted by the EAS, the adjaent
wavelength region towards longer wavelengths is more important. The Huggins band reahes
up to nearly 350 nm. The absorption ross setions 
O
for this band are plotted in Fig. 3.31.
A strong derease of the ross setion an be seen whih indiates less signiane of ozone for
the uoresene detetion above  330 nm. Not only a wavelength dependene of the ross
setion is stated but also a temperature dependene. The funtion has been parameterised
in wavelength intervals:

O
(T ) = a
i
+ b
i
 (T   230) + 
i
 (t  230)
2
: (3.37)
With respet to the emission wavelengths of the uoresene light, only ve intervals have
been taken into aount, see Table 3.3.
The alulation of the transmission oeÆient due to ozone absorption 
O
is similar to
the ase for Rayleigh sattering.

O
= 1  exp(Æ
O
) (3.38)
= 1  exp( 
Z

O
(T )  v(h)  (h)  ds); (3.39)
with v(h) = mixing ratio of ozone in air, (h) = air density, and ds = path length of the
transmitting light. First alulations onrm that the ozone only disturbs the transmission
of light below 330 nm signiantly. The arising question is, how important this eet is
for the Auger experiment and if we have to measure the loal ozone onentration proles
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Figure 3.31: Ozone absorption ross setions in the region 310 - 350 nm, the Huggins band, for
dierent temperatures [Molina & Molina 1986℄.
Table 3.3: Parameters for the ozone absorption ross setion as a funtion of temperature (equa-
tion 3.37). T has to be in Kelvin and the resulting 
O
is in units of 10
 20
m
2
/moleule
[Molina & Molina 1986℄.
Wavelength Range a
i
b
i

i
in nm
307.692 - 312.5 10.459 -2.883110
 2
1.390910
 4
312.5 - 317.5 5.4715 -2.009210
 2
9.88710
 5
327.5 - 332.5 0.69373 -2.979210
 3
3.103810
 6
332.5 - 337.5 0.32091 -1.950210
 3
5.645610
 6
342.5 - 347.5 7.57810
 2
-5.735910
 4
1.605510
 6
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Figure 3.32: Transmission through all uoresene detetor omponents in dependene of wave-
length, folded with PMT quantum eÆieny (Courtesy of R. Gumbsheimer).
in Malargue, Argentina. To answer, the detetor transmission, whih eÆieny is small for
shorter wavelengths, has to be inspeted (Fig. 3.32). A reduing fator of the system is the
quantum eÆieny of the photomultipliers. Espeially below 320 nm, also the transmission of
the photomultiplier glass is low. Combining the detetor transmission with the transmission
due to ozone absorption, the minor importane of the ozone onentration in the atmosphere
beomes obvious (Fig. 3.33). The ozone absorption is alulated for light with vertial ini-
Figure 3.33: Combined transmission of the detetor response funtion and the transmission due
to ozone absorption. For the wavelengths suering ozone absorption, the detetor transmission is
so small that this eet dominates.
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dene diretly hitting the detetor. The site of emission is assumed to be at 20 km a.s.l. For
shorter paths of transmission, the ozone absorption is of ourse redued.
It an be onluded that the ozone absorption needs not to be onsidered for further
alulations onerning uoresene observations. The ozone absorbs light only below 330 nm
in a signiant way but within this wavelength range the poor transmission properties of the
uoresene detetor dominate.
Also the absorption by NO
2
needs not to be taken into aount. For the important
wavelength region, the ross setions are very similar to those of ozone, in the order of 2 -
310
 19
m
2
/moleule [Davidson et al. 1988℄. However, the NO
2
onentration in the entire
troposphere is as low as the ozone onentration near ground. Like the ozone absorption
below 7 km a.s.l., the absorption due to NO
2
is negligible.
3.5 Cherenkov Bakground
A lot of partiles within the air shower have veloities larger than the speed of light in air,
v >

n
. This is the preondition for emitting Cherenkov light. The emission angle 

C
is
dened by
os(

C
) =
1
n  
; (3.40)
with n being the refrative index of air and  = v=. Usually, the resulting Cherenkov
one is peaked strongly into forward diretion. Only rare EAS diretly pointing at the Auger
uoresene telesope would ontaminate the measurement with diret Cherenkov light whih
is also emitted in the near UV spetrum. Due to the underlying angular distribution of harged
partiles in an EAS, the eetive Cherenkov one of the Cherenkov light produed by the EAS
is enlarged. Fig. 3.34 reets the angular emission distribution of Cherenkov light ompared
with uoresene light at several depths. For larger atmospheri depth, tantamount to lower
altitudes, the Cherenkov light is dominating up to 20
Æ
to the shower axis. Even up to 35
Æ
to the shower axis, the Cherenkov ontamination is in the order of 10%. Therefore, the
Cherenkov bakground must be known very well sine rejeting all ritial events would lead
to a large redution of the uoresene observation eÆieny.
A reently performed analytial desription of longitudinal Cherenkov proles for EAS
enables to inlude dierent atmospheri models [Nerling et al. 2003℄. The Cherenkov emission
for a single relativisti eletron an be alulated by
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 is the ne struture onstant, m the mass of the eletron,  the wavelength of the emitted
Cherenkov photons, and E the energy of the eletron. Applying this equation to an air
shower, the partile and energy distribution must be inserted. The EAS emits a number of
Cherenkov photons per traversed slant depth dX:
dN

C
dX




EAS
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Z
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E
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N
e
(X) 
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C
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e
 f(X;E)  dE; (3.43)
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Figure 3.34: Comparison of emission angles for Cherenkov and uoresene light vs. angle to the
shower axis. At lower altitudes, the uoresene light beomes dominating for angles larger than
20
Æ
to the shower axis [Perrone & Risse 2002℄.
N
e
(X) is the number of eletrons at depth X alulated by the Gaisser-Hillas formula and
f(X;E) is the energy distribution of the eletrons. The threshold energy E
t
is the lowest
energy above whih a partile emits Cherenkov light. This value and also the Æ = n   1 is
atmosphere dependent via the refrative index of air n. A simulation of Cherenkov proles in
dierent atmospheri onditions an be seen in Fig. 3.35. The example is given for a proton
slant atmospheric depth (g/cm2)
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Figure 3.35: Longitudinal prole of emitted Cherenkov photons ( = 300 - 400 nm) in the next
g/m
2
in slant depth. The absissa is also in slant depth [Engel 2003℄.
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Figure 3.36: Longitudinal prole of emitted Cherenkov photons in the next vertial metre. The
absissa represents height in km [Engel 2003℄.
indued shower with 10
19
eV and 30
Æ
zenith angle and the Cherenkov photons are alulated in
the wavelength range between 300 and 400 nm. A small suppression of Cherenkov emission
ours in summer ompared to the US-StdA and in winter more Cherenkov photons are
emitted. Both phenomena are in the order of 2%. Converting this photon proles into
emitted photons per next vertial metre vs. height, the graphs in Fig. 3.36 are obtained. The
additional inuene of the atmospheri depth proles strengthens the dierenes between the
atmospheri models. During winter, most Cherenkov photons are emitted at 3.05 km for the
exemplary EAS and the amount is higher by 9.5% ompared to the US-StdA at its maximum
at 3.13 km. During summer, the maximum is nearly at the same position as in US-StdA,
3.10 km, however the amount of emitted Cherenkov photons is redued by 7.6%.
Comparable to the emission of uoresene photons, the atmospheri eet indued by
temperature and pressure in the rst ase and by the refrative index in the seond ase
is small, well below 5%. However, the distribution of atmospheri density resulting in the
atmospheri depth prole, is deisive.
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Chapter 4
Measurements in Argentina
The evidene of various atmospheri dependenes on the development and detetion of EAS
using the uoresene tehnique demands detailed measurements of the atmospheri ondi-
tions at the loation of the Auger experiment. The disussions in Chap. 3 have revealed that
not only atmospheri data at ground are needed but omplete proles. Sine Malargue is in a
rural area, no meteorologi stations performing radio soundings exist nearby. Consequently,
the measurements had to be performed whih was done within this work.
The aim of the measurements was to obtain the atmospheri proles at the experiment
site in Argentina. How muh do they deviate from the onditions desribed in the US-StdA,
mostly applied in EAS simulations and reonstrutions, and from the onditions measured in
Germany, starting point of this investigation?
One of the subsequent measurement goals was to gure out the stability of weather on-
ditions during eah season. How muh is the development and detetion of EAS aeted by
moving front systems? Resulting in the question: How often have the radio soundings to be
performed? Another goal was to measure the stability during a night. Are the observed EAS
data biased by the temperature development during one day?
4.1 Experimental Methods
For inluding the atmospheri dependenes orretly in the reonstrution and simulation
proesses, at least the proles of temperature and pressure are needed. A ommon tehnique,
often applied by meteorologists, are radio soundings. Small, mostly full automati radiosondes
are launhed with helium lled balloons. We have adopted this tehnique by using radiosondes
of type DFM-97 with GPS option and a reeiver groundstation GK-90C produed by Dr. Graw
Messgerate [Graw℄. The system provides more information than the minimum requirements.
Additionally to the temperature and pressure proles, the humidity, wind speed and diretion,
and the GPS position are transmitted from the radiosonde to the groundstation. The auray
of the data is very good, for details see Table 4.1. The transmitting frequeny is seletable
between 402 - 406 MHz, in steps of 20 kHz. The deviation of the frequenies is smaller than
5 kHz and the transmission range is at least 250 km.
On average, the data are stored every 3 - 4 seonds, but at least every 8 seonds. This
ensures values in height steps between 3 m and 50 m, with an average step size of  20 m.
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Data Type Error Resolution Useful Range Measurable
Range
temperature < 0.2
Æ
C 0.1
Æ
C -80
Æ
C to +44
Æ
-90
Æ
C to +80
Æ
humidity < 5% 1% not speied 0% to 105%
pressure < 0.5 hPa 0.1 hPa 5 hPa to 200 hPa 2 hPa to 1100 hPa
< 1.0 hPa 0.1 hPa 200 hPa to 1080 hPa
Table 4.1: Auraies of the radio sounding system [Graw℄.
The balloon rate of limb depends strongly on pressure and wind onditions as well as the
balloon lling pressure ranging between 100 m/min and 500 m/min with an average of roughly
200 m/min. The upper limit of the measurements is given by the height of balloon burst.
Five measurement ampaigns have been performed in Argentina overing eah season.
The winter was observed twie in order to enlarge the statistis and to test possible unstable
onditions during a year aused by the ENSO eet (Chap. 2.3). Details of all ampaigns
an be found in Appendix C. In total, 52 balloon asents ould be aomplished suessfully.
The main emphasis was plaed on night measurements sine the Auger uoresene telesope
only an observe EAS at lear nights with less than 50% illuminated moon.
During the rst set of measurements in August 2002, small balloons were used. These
already burst at heights around 17 km a.s.l. The position of the groundstation, equal to the
starting plae of the radiosonde, was varied in order to gure out the optimal position for
overing entirely the surfae array (Fig. 4.1). Most balloons were driven by the typial west
wind, therefore it was deided to launh all radiosondes in the future from the uoresene
building Coihueo at the western boundary of the array.
In the seond term, still the small balloons were used. The starting point was xed at
Coihueo and nearly all paths of the balloons rossed the array. However, the spring was
marked by strong winds blowing the radiosondes far away, partly more than 100 km.
During the third ampaign, in early 2003, the radiosondes were launhed with larger
balloons. Most of them ould reah altitudes of 24 km a.s.l. The wind onditions during
this summer period were very interesting. Below  20 km a.s.l., the typial west wind was
dominating but above that height, the wind strength broke down. The balloon stopped its
lateral motion but was still rising. Around 1 km higher up, the balloon was aught from an
east drift and ame bak. This an be seen in Fig. 4.2, several balloon paths ross the array
towards East, then looping around and ying bak towards West.
In the Argentine autumn, April / May 2003, the wind was as strong as in the spring
before. The rst days of measurements were signed by northwest wind and then it turned to
a more southwest wind. Also in this term, the radiosondes were launhed with large balloons
reahing higher altitudes.
The fth ampaign took plae in July / August 2003 being early winter. The windspeeds
were quite moderate, but the diretions often hanged ranging from south wind via the more
typial west wind to northnorthwest wind, see Fig. C.38 in Appendix C.5. However, the
obtained data dier remarkable from the winter data measured in 2002. During this term,
they resemble more spring data.
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Figure 4.1: Balloon paths of all launhes in August 2002 from dierent starting positions. In
total nine launhes were performed. A kilometre sale is indiated at the frame.
Figure 4.2: Balloon paths of all launhes in January / February 2003 from the uoresene de-
tetor building Coihueo. In total 15 launhes were performed. A kilometre sale is indiated
at the frame.
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4.2 Data Obtained and Derived Models
Mainly, the data for temperature, pressure, and humidity in dependene of height are ob-
tained. Based on these data, the density and atmospheri depth as a funtion of height an
be alulated, see Chapter 2. Firstly, the diret observables are disussed, and seondly, the
derived quantities. For this disussion, only average proles of the measured data are shown.
The detailed proles of all launhes are given in Appendix C. With respet to the emphasis
on night onditions and the demand of lear sky for the uoresene observation, only seleted
launhes are used for the ts. The winter data will be distinguished in two types, I and II.
Winter type I is marked by lower temperatures and lower pressure. Winter II is very similar
to spring onditions. The underlying launhes for the averaging are the following:
 winter I: h3i, h5i, h6i, h7i, h45i, h51i, h52i
 spring: h10i, h11i, h13i, h14i, h16i
 summer: h20i - h30i, h33i
 autumn: h37i, h39i - h44i
asent h35i also fulls the requirements, however it is left out beause it is not repre-
sentative for that measuring period (ompare Fig. C.31)
 winter II: h9i, h46i - h50i.
The obtained formulas for the tted proles are given in Appendix A.4 - A.8. These derived
atmospheri models for Argentina are valid up to 25 km a.s.l.
The temperature typially has a onstant lapse rate of 6.5 K/km up to  11 km a.s.l. (in
the US-StdA). Realisti proles in Argentina seem to be quite dierent, Fig. 4.3. Exept for
winter I, all temperatures at ground (here around 1.4 km a.s.l.) are higher than in the free
atmosphere due to the mountain mass eet. Also the lapse rates are larger. The summer
temperatures are haraterised by a large lapse rate of  7.2 K/km, the winter II shows
the smallest lapse rate of 6.6 K/km whih is almost equal to the one of the US-StdA. The
lapse rate for winter I is muh larger and exeeds even the summer value with 7.3 K/km.
The expeted more or less onstant temperatures within the tropopause an hardly be found,
the lapse rates just derease. During summer, the temperatures reah a minimum of about
-70
Æ
C at 17 - 18 km. Autumn and spring also show a minimum with about -60
Æ
C at that
height. During winter, the temperatures are highest in the tropopause ompared to other
seasons. An unexpeted observation was made during autumn. Several temperature proles
show a thik inversion layer near ground, see Fig C.30. This layer exists at least up to 2.5 km,
sometimes however even up to  3 km a.s.l. The strength of the inversion an be 5 - 7 K
but also onstant temperatures ranging over 400 m within the layer our. The inversions are
not omprehended in the tted average prole. The variations of the individual temperature
proles around its seasonal average is about 5 K, only during spring it is slightly more,
7 - 8 K. Perental, this means a spread of 2%, 3% respetively.
The pressure onditions in Argentina are highly utuating, Fig. 4.4. Sine the derease
is nearly exponential, the dierenes are hardly visible. Printing the dierenes of the t-
ted pressure proles aording to the US-StdA, the large variations beome obvious, see
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Figure 4.3: Average temperature proles for Argentina.
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Figure 4.4: Average pressure proles for Argentina.
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Figure 4.5: Relative dierenes in the average pressure proles for Argentina aording to the
US-StdA.
Fig. 4.5. Most important for the EAS development are the dierenes at heights between
3 and 9 km a.s.l. During winter I, there appears a small low pressure zone but not very
distint. The milder winter II ondition has the same shape like spring even with a little bit
higher pressure values. During all other seasons, there is high pressure, very pronouned in
summer with  +20 hPa aording to the US-StdA at a large altitude range. The absolute
variations of the individual pressure proles around its seasonal average is uniformly large
up to  10 km a.s.l. and higher in the atmosphere the dierenes derease rapidly. For all
seasons, the utuations are 4 - 5 hPa at lower altitudes. However, again during spring
the onditions are less stabile with pressure variation of 8 hPa at altitudes between 5 and
10 km. The perentage variations are small near ground ( 1%) and beome larger for higher
altitudes (2% in spring and autumn) or stay roughly onstant despite dereasing absolute
variations beause of the nearly exponential pressure derease. As mentioned above, one at-
mospheri prole of a lear night is not inserted in the averaging. Asent h35i is marked by a
drop of ground pressure of 15 hPa ompared to the values measured in the nights before and
after. Consequently, the entire pressure prole is lower than all others measured during the
autumn measurement ampaign.
For alulating the air density, also the water vapour ould be taken into aount (Chap-
ter 2.1). However the eet of lowering the density indued by 100% relative humidity in
air is very small, less than 1% of the density for dry air. In Argentina, there is most of the
time and at all altitudes less than 40% relative humidity in air. Only small horizontal bands
with more water vapour an our. Therefore, for determining the average density proles
and subsequently the atmospheri depth, the relative humidity is set to zero perent. For
determining the individual density and atmospheri depth proles of eah measurement, the
data of the relative humidity are inluded. In the region of balloon data, the height interval
h = h
2
  h
1
between two adjaent measurements is suÆiently small, so that the loal
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additional atmospheri depth is dedued from:
X =
(h
1
) + (h
2
)
2
 (h
2
  h
1
), where h
2
> h
1
: (4.1)
At the upper end of the measured prole, at the height of balloon burst h
b
, it is assumed
p(h
b
) = g 
Z
1
h
b
(h)  dh , X
b
=
p(h
b
)
g(; h
b
)
; (4.2)
with g(; h
b
), the aeleration due to gravity, as dened in Chapter 2.1. The resulting atmo-
spheri depth proles for the seasonal average onditions are plotted in Figure 4.6. Like for
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Figure 4.6: Average atmospheri depth proles for the seasons in Argentina and for the US-StdA.
the pressure proles, the dierenes are hardly to disern. The dierenes of the Argentine
proles aording to the US-StdA (Fig. 4.7) reveal as large variations as for the European
onditions. The individual atmospheri depth proles alulated by the measured tempera-
ture and pressure proles are shown in Appendix C in seasonal groups. During summer, the
atmospheri depth is strongly enhaned between 3 and 15 km a.s.l., for about 15 - 20 g/m
2
ompared to the US-StdA. The onditions were very stable during that ampaign in Jan-
uary / February 2003. Nevertheless, shifts from measurement to measurement an appear in
the range of  8 g/m
2
. This number is valid up to 10 km. Compared to the European sum-
mer, the atmospheri depth prole in Argentina is a little bit more enhaned and for a muh
larger height interval. During winter I, the atmospheri depth is larger below 7 km ompared
to the US-StdA and between 7 and 11 km a.s.l. it is about 3 g/m
2
less. This behaviour is
similar to the European winter albeit not as distint. Not represented by this t are the data
of asent h1i. The launh for h1i was performed during daytime, being similar to spring or
autumn situations. Asents h9i was reorded during a night, indiating a strong hange for
the weather onditions whih is aÆrmed by the minimum and maximum temperatures taken
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Figure 4.7: Dierenes in the average atmospheri depth proles for the seasons in Argentina
aording to the US-StdA.
at Malargue airport (see Fig. C.1) and is omprehended by the t for winter II. Also asents
h2i and h4i were measured during daytime but tting very well to the obtained average prole
for winter I. The average atmospheri depth urves for spring and autumn are between the
summer and winter I proles, both tending towards summer onditions. During spring, the
atmospheri depth is onstantly enhaned by 7g/m
2
up to 11 km a.s.l. The utuations
for the individual proles are at ground as large as for summer. Higher in the atmosphere,
they even beome larger,  15 g/m
2
. The sequene of launhes h10i, h11i, h12i, and h13i
reveals again a hange in the weather onditions. Espeially h10i seems to be untypial. The
onditions during the seond winter ampaign are similar to spring. The values for atmo-
spheri depth averaged to winter II ondition are in-between spring and autumn. An already
obvious problem is that the behaviour of the proles higher up in the atmosphere an not
be dedued easily from the data at ground. During autumn and winter II, the atmospheri
depth proles are up to 3 - 5 km most enhaned ompared to the US-StdA, even exeeding
the summer onditions. Higher in the atmosphere, the autumn atmospheri depth prole is
 4 g/m
2
lower and during winter II, it is 8 g/m
2
lower than in the Argentine summer. The
variations for the individual atmospheri depth proles in autumn around its seasonal mean
are 8 - 10 g/m
2
. For winter II, the variations are also nearly 10 g/m
2
at ground but inrease
to 20 g/m
2
at 7 - 9 km. Asent h35i is the most diverging prole onerning pressure and
subsequently atmospheri depth. This prole enlarges the variation in atmospheri depth at
ground to 15 g/m
2
in autumn.
For using the obtained atmospheri depth proles in the simulation ode CORSIKA, one
has to parameterise them, see equation (2.19). This is done for the layer 1 - 4 and layer 5
is adopted as given for the US-StdA, Table B.1. Therefore, the lower limit of layer 1 is set
to 0 km a.s.l. and the upper limit of layer 4 is 100 km a.s.l. Having no data above the
balloon burst height, one has to assume some atmospheri onditions. Here the pressure
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prole for the US-StdA is utilised, whih is given up to 71 km a.s.l., but shifted aording to
the last measured pressure value of the data. At 100 km, the atmospheri depth value is xed
to 1.2829210
 3
g/m
2
, aording to the Linsley parameterisation for the US-StdA used in
CORSIKA. The obtained parameter for the Argentine seasons are given in Tables B.4 - B.8.
Furthermore, a slightly improved parameterisation for the US-StdA is presented. Its
alulation onforms to the method applied to the measured data. Based on the temperature
and pressure proles for the US-StdA (A.1), the Linsley parameterisation shows several small
deviations. Using the possibility of hoosing the layer boundaries freely, a more self-onsistent
parameterisation an be found. The values are given in Table B.9 and the dierenes of the
Argentine seasonal atmospheri depth proles aording to the new US-StdA parameterisation
are shown in Fig. 4.8. It an be seen that the new parameterisation of the US-StdA is about 2 -
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Figure 4.8: Dierenes in the average atmospheri depth proles for the seasons in Argentina
aording to the new parameterisation of the US-StdA.
3 g/m
2
smaller than the Linsley parameterisation between 1 and 11 km a.s.l. Consequently,
all Argentine atmospheres have atmospheri depth values above the new US-StdA.
The set of parameterisations for temperature, pressure, and atmospheri depth proles
for eah season are used in the following hapters as the valid atmospheri models for Ar-
gentina. However, it has to be stressed that the statistis of the data is still very low. The
models obtained are not representative, despite this restrition they are useful tools for esti-
mating the atmospheri inuenes on the EAS development and detetion with more realisti
atmospheres than the US-StdA. Anyhow, the aim of this investigation is to emphasise the
possible variability due to hanging atmospheri onditions. Eah undeteted temporary
weather apriole biases the measured EAS data and has to be taken into aount for a proper
reonstrution. In this sense, some possible systemati variations of the atmospheri proles
are disussed.
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4.3 Variability within the Data
Possible systemati variations an be aused by dierent loations of the radiosonde launh.
This was heked during August 2002, when the balloons were started at 4 dierent loations
nearby the Auger surfae array. Another aspet is the daily periodi yle of the temperature.
Details of the eets on the atmospheri depth proles are separated into day-night hanges
and variations during one night.
Dierent Loations
One of the Auger site requirements has been a at, homogeneous landsape whih is met in
Argentina at the Pampa Amarilla. The Andes are approximately 80 km away and no loal
valley onditions aet the atmosphere above the Auger array anymore. This homogeneity
is reeted in the measurements. No eets on the atmospheri proles an be found for
radiosonde launhes from the uoresene buildings Los Leones and Coihueo, nor from a
plae diretly in the Pampa at the route to La Junta, a small village near Malargue. However,
launhing the balloons from Malargue ity, whih was performed in the bakyard of a house,
an aet the measurement. Espeially during winter, a ity represents a loal heat island.
The onsequenes for the data obtained have been quite small, but the himney eet of warm
rising air ould be observed by the balloon path for the lowest 1 - 2 km.
Day-Night Eets
In eah season, one the situation appeared that the onditions at night and the following
day or vie versa has been measured. During winter, asent h4i was measured at daytime
and the temperature at ground is typially warmer by  3 K ompared to h5i, measured at
the following night. Higher in the atmosphere, the proles are nearly the same. The pressure
is 4 hPa lower at ground at day, but the dierenes merge at higher altitudes. Consequently,
also the atmospheri depth proles are separated by 4 g/m
2
at ground. At 7 - 8 km, the
day prole is only redued by 2 g/m
2
ompared to the night prole. During spring, at the
10th of November 2002, shortly after midnight a radio sounding was performed and also in
the afternoon. The temperatures at ground dier by 10 K onverging above 5 km a.s.l. The
pressure values are more or less the same, swinging by 2 hPa around eah other. Despite
the large temperature dierene, the atmospheri depth proles show analogous behaviours
to the pressure proles, therefore, being approximately the same. Asents h31i and h32i were
measured in summer. The temperatures at ground are at the end of that ampaign 10 K
less than at the beginning. However, almost no dierenes an be regarded between day and
nighttime of one day. The pressure also shows no variations during 24 h resulting in hardly
distinguishable atmospheri depth proles. The day / night measurement during autumn
oinide with the extreme pressure situation of h35i, already mentioned above (Chapter 4.2).
At that night, the pressure value at ground is 14 hPa less than at the following day or the
previous night. The temperature obtained during launh h36i is about 10 K higher near
ground than in the night. This results in quite dierent atmospheri depth proles.
Finally, one an say that the dierene from day to night are not very large. This is valid
for the pressure onditions, mainly determining the atmospheri depth proles. Consequently,
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no large dierenes in the EAS development are expeted. Only the temperature urves
may dier, whih an aet the uoresene yield. However, one ounterexample ould be
measured during autumn. The pressure was very untypial at that night, whih ould already
be observed at ground. Nevertheless, a orretion aording to the ground value by 14 hPa,
would lead to an overorretion by 6 hPa at heights around 7.5 km a.s.l.
Variations during Night
Several measurements during one night have only been performed during winter and summer.
Usually, one launh is started at late evening, another between midnight and 2 o'lok in the
morning, and sometimes a last asent for the night between four and six o'lok depending
on the season, so that the balloon bursts just before sunrise. In August 2002, one night
with two and one night with three launhes have been done. It an be stated, that the
onditions from late evening to shortly after midnight hardly hange. Just before sunrise,
the temperature at ground is lower due to the radiation of Earth. Another hange ould be
observed higher in the atmosphere. The early morning launh h7i shows a larger temperature
inversion between 10 and 13 km a.s.l. than asents h5i and h6i. This inversion is aompanied
by higher pressure ompared to the onditions earlier during that night, resulting in pressure
values very similar to the US-StdA. During summer, in several nights more than one asent
have been done. This ampaign onrms that hardly any variations from late evening to
shortly after midnight appear. However, the onditions shortly before sunrise may hange.
On February, 6th, 2003, the temperature at ground was  8 K lower just before sunrise than
during the night. The pressure values at ground are nearly the same but at late evening, the
pressure dereases more slowly with inreasing altitude ompared to just before sunrise. For
the resulting atmospheri depth prole, the values at ground are the same during the whole
night. At altitudes above 5 km, the values are 2 g/m
2
less in early morning than during
night. In the following night, three launhes have been performed. Again, the temperatures
are lowest shortly before sunrise. During this night, the pressure is about 2 hPa lower at the
midnight launh. These lower values hold up also for higher altitudes. Early in the morning,
the situation at ground has returned to the one at late evening. At higher altitudes however,
the slightly lower pressure remains. The atmospheri depth proles behave proportional to
the pressure.
The study of variations during a night reveals only small hanges for all seasons. The
atmospheri depth proles are very similar to eah other. They might only be aeted by
moving pressure fronts, an eet whih is not orrelated with the time of day. The temperature
dereases near ground towards morning. This hardly distorts the atmospheri depth proles.
A slight inrease of uoresene photon emission is to be expeted, however this is partly
ompensated by a slight derease in transmission due to Rayleigh sattering.
As a onsequene for ontinuous operation of the Auger Observatory, it an be adhered
that atual atmospheri proles should be measured for important, high energeti EAS events.
If e.g. an EAS with E
0
> 10
20
eV has been observed, the atmospheri proles should also
be obtained during the same night by launhing a radiosonde. However, it is suÆient to
perform the asent 2 or 3 hours after the EAS events has been deteted. A relevant hange
for the atmospheri onditions within this time period is unlikely and the reonstrution of
that EAS event ould be done with higher auray than by applying an averaged atmosphere
in the reonstrution proedures.
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Chapter 5
Observables of the Auger Detetors in
the Argentine Atmosphere
5.1 Fluoresene Detetor
The important observables for the Auger uoresene detetor have been studied for the US-
StdA and European atmospheri models (Chap. 3). The deisive fator turns out to be the
onversion from atmospheri depth to geometrial height. Also the emission of uoresene
light suers atmospheri dependenes as well as the transmission due to Rayleigh satter-
ing of that light. The measurements of atmospheri proles in the Pampa Amarilla have
revealed similar seasonal variations to Europe (Chap. 4). Consequently, the observables for
the uoresene detetor obtained with Argentine atmospheri models are disussed in the
following. As the data for winter II are very similar to spring, only winter I, spring, summer,
and autumn data are used for these analyses.
5.1.1 Longitudinal Energy Deposit Prole
With respet to the emission of uoresene light, the longitudinal development of an air
shower is treated in form of the energy deposit. Assuming the same longitudinal development
in terms of atmospheri depth, only the transformation to geometrial heights has to be done.
The relation between atmospheri depth and geometrial height for Argentine onditions an
be seen in Figs. 4.6 and 4.7. Again, the exemplary iron indued shower with 10
19
eV primary
energy and 60
Æ
inlination is hosen.
The shower maximum at 347.0 g/m
2
vertial atmospheri depth orresponds to 8.361 km
a.s.l. in the US-StdA, see Fig. 5.1. The larger values for the atmospheri depth in Argentine
summer lead to a shift of the position of the shower maximum higher up in the atmosphere
by nearly 400 m. The shower develops earlier than in the US-StdA and reahes its maxi-
mum already at 8.759 km a.s.l. The opposite ase ours during winter I, however muh less
distintly. The atmospheri depth prole for Argentine winter I is losest to the US-StdA
ompared to other Argentine seasons, therefore also the energy deposit proles are nearly the
same. The EAS in winter I deposits its energy deeper in the atmosphere and the maximum
is at 8.323 km a.s.l. The vertial dierene of the maximum position between summer and
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winter I onditions amounts to 436 m. Showers developing during spring or autumn lie in
between the two extrema. The iron shower in autumn resembles the summer shower. Its max-
imum is just below the summer maximum, namely at 8.679 km. The EAS in spring reahes its
maximum at 8.501 km a.s.l. The relative dierenes of the energy deposit of EAS in all four
Argentine seasons ompared to the US-StdA are plotted in Fig. 5.2. Most important for the
uoresene detetion tehnique is the altitude range from ground level up to  12 km a.s.l.
The assumption of the same energy deposit prole in terms of atmospheri depth beomes
apparent around 8.5 km. The amount of energy deposit at the shower maximum is the same
for all ases. Closer towards ground, espeially the energy deposit of summer and autumn
showers is redued, strongest at 4 - 5 km with -18%. At ground level of the Auger experiment,
1.4 km a.s.l., the EAS depose equal amounts of energy during winter, spring, and summer.
Trying to identify the type of the primary partile for a large amount of events and not on
the event-by-event basis, the standard deviation of the X
max
value an be used [Risse 2003℄.
Simulations have shown that the position of the shower maximum with respet to the at-
mospheri depth is dependent on the hadroni interation model applied to the Monte Carlo
simulation. However, the standard deviation is independent of the interation model and
furthermore, it is signiantly smaller for iron indued EAS ( 20 g/m
2
) than for proton
indued showers ( 60 g/m
2
), ompare Figure 3.3. Assuming a uniform atmosphere for
all events, the value of the standard deviation for X
max
ould reveal the omposition of the
shower sample. But the dierent atmospheri onditions itself introdue an additional stan-
dard deviation of 10 - 15 g/m
2
for the shower maximum position while using an averaged
atmospheri model all over the year. The expeted distribution of X
max
will be broadened
whih ould be misinterpreted as a lighter omposition of the shower sample.
The proles of the energy deposit of an air shower, observable by the Auger uoresene
telesopes, show large seasonal dependenes in Argentina. Despite the same development
vs. atmospheri depth, the positions of the shower maximum are shifted signiantly and
additionally, the proles are distorted. Mainly during summer and autumn, but also during
spring, a large derease in energy deposit appears.
5.1.2 Emission of Fluoresene Light
As introdued in Chap. 3.3.1, the amount of emitted uoresene photons by an EAS or a
single harged partile is proportional to its energy deposit. For separating the atmospheri
inuenes, in a rst step the uoresene emission indued by a 1.4 MeV eletron is shown,
Fig. 5.3. The overall shape of the emission prole for all uoresene photons with wavelengths
between 300 and 400 nm is like for European onditions, ompare Fig. 3.19. From ground
to heights around 10 km, the uoresene yield inreases slowly. Above, the yield dereases
dislosing the sensitivity to temperature and pressure variations. During winter I, the lower
temperatures ompared to the other atmospheri models below 9 km a.s.l. indue a higher
uoresene yield. Up to 17 km, the temperatures are omparative warm leading to a redued
uoresene yield. During spring, summer, and autumn, the temperatures are higher than in
the US-StdA and in winter I, therefore the uoresene yield is dereased mostly in summer.
Above 14 km a.s.l., the very low temperatures during summer result in a very high uoresene
yield. The dierenes of the uoresene yield for the Argentine seasons ompared to the US-
StdA are well below 3%. At Auger level, the inreased uoresene yield during winter I is
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Figure 5.3: Fluoresene yield prole for a 1.4 MeV eletron with vertial inidene in Argentine
atmospheres. The given yield is a sum of all emitted photons between 300 and 400 nm.
negligible, however the derease in summer amounts to 2.8%. At  8 km, the dierenes of
summer and winter I to the US-StdA are in the same size but with opposite signs. In winter I,
the uoresene yield is 1.4% higher than in the US-StdA, and in summer 2.2% lower.
For the uoresene yield of an EAS, these seasonal variations superpose the seasonal
variations of the energy deposit proles, Fig. 5.4. With respet to the position of the shower
maximum, the still inreasing uoresene yield at these heights for all seasons indues an ad-
ditional shift of the maximum position towards higher altitudes by approximately 45 m. For
the winter I onditions, the derease in the uoresene yield starts only some hundred metres
above the shower maximum position. Therefore, a small desent of the region with a smaller
temperature lapse rate would ause a shift of the maximum in uoresene yield loser to the
ground enlarging the dierene between summer and winter I. Nevertheless, for the assumed
averaged atmospheri onditions, the vertial dierene between the visible summer and win-
ter I shower maximum is nearly the same as for the energy deposit, 439 m. The distortion
of eah shower prole is strengthened by the atmosphere dependent uoresene emission.
In Fig. 5.5, the redution of the uoresene yield for e.g. summer and autumn around 4 -
5 km a.s.l. is about 20% ompared to the US-StdA. This value is exatly the superposition of
the derease in the energy deposit for the shower and the derease in uoresene emission.
Conluding, the emission of uoresene light suers some inuenes of atmospheri vari-
ations. The dierenes between summer and winter I onditions are 3 - 4%. The dierent
proles for the uoresene yield lead to an additional shift of the position of the shower
maximum ompared to the pure shift of the position of the shower maximum onerning the
energy deposit due to the onversion to geometrial heights. The redution of the energy
deposit for spring, summer, and autumn in Argentina below 8 km a.s.l. is strengthened by
 2% as a superposition of the energy deposit prole and the uoresene yield prole.
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Figure 5.4: Fluoresene yield prole for a iron indued, 10
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eV, 60
Æ
inlined shower in Argentine
atmospheres. The given yield is a sum of all emitted photons between 300 and 400 nm.
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Figure 5.5: Relative dierenes of the uoresene yield prole for a iron indued, 10
19
eV, 60
Æ
inlined shower in Argentine atmospheres.
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In order to test the extent of the atmosphere dependent distortions of the shower proles,
proton and iron indued showers are ompared like in Chap. 3.3.2. The dierene between
these two shower types is 783 m in vertial height for the US-StdA at shower maximum
(Fig. 3.24). Simulating a proton indued shower developing in Argentine summer onditions
and an iron indued shower in Argentine winter onditions, both with 10
19
eV and 60
Æ
inli-
nation, the uoresene yield proles in Fig. 5.6 are obtained. Even if the eet is weaker than
for the extreme European atmospheres, the proles are quite lose to eah other in the average
Argentine atmospheres. The maxima are only separated by 354 m whih annot be resolved
easily by the Auger telesopes assuming the simple resolution introdued in Chap. 3.2.
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Figure 5.6: Fluoresene yield proles for p-indued EAS in Argentine summer and F-indued
EAS in Argentine winter both with 10
19
eV and 60
Æ
inlination. The uoresene yield is the sum
of all emitted photons between 300 and 400 nm.
5.1.3 Transmission of Fluoresene Light
Underlying the argumentation of Chap. 3.4, only the transmission due to Rayleigh sattering
is treated. The geometry as shown Fig. 3.26 is again hosen and the transmission is alulated
for the Argentine seasonal atmospheri models. The result is given for the main wavelengths
337.1 nm, 357.7 nm, and 391.4 nm in Fig. 5.7. The overall tendeny of higher transmission for
longer wavelengths and lower transmission near ground is of ourse also valid in Argentina.
In summer, the transmission oeÆient is larger than in European summer and onsequently
larger than in the US-StdA. Near ground, the value for the 337.1 nm line is enlarged by
5.5% aording to US-StdA dereasing with inreasing altitude. In Argentine winter I, the
transmission is more or less onstantly redued by 1% ompared to the US-StdA.
Using the alulations of the transmission due to Rayleigh sattering for e.g. subtrating
the Cherenkov bakground, a orretion of the measured proles an be performed. The
proles are shifted parallel aording to the ground values of the US-StdA. The obtained
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Figure 5.7: Transmission due to Rayleigh sattering for the geometry shown in Fig. 3.26 and for
Argentine atmospheres.
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Figure 5.8: Transmission due to Rayleigh sattering with shifted Argentine atmospheri proles
aording to the onditions at ground in the US-StdA.
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Figure 5.9: Perent dierene in the transmission due to Rayleigh sattering of the shifted Ar-
gentine atmospheri proles to the US-StdA, for 337.1 nm.
transmissions are then hardly hanged due to atmospheri variations, see Fig. 5.8. The
perent dierenes for the orreted ase are plotted in Fig. 5.9 for the 337.1 nm wavelength.
In all Argentine seasons, the orretion would lead to a small underestimation being largest
for summer. Above viewing angles of 20
Æ
, the dierene is about 1%.
5.1.4 Observed Photon Prole at the Telesope
With the knowledge of all single ontributing eets whih are atmosphere dependent, a
resulting photon prole at the diaphragm of the telesope an be alulated. The iron indued,
10
19
eV, 60
Æ
shower is again hosen with a geometry like the one used for the disussion of
the Rayleigh sattering, ompare Fig. 3.26. However, it has to be mentioned that the 60
Æ
inlined EAS passes two adjaent single telesopes of one telesope station, see Fig. 1.7. The
photons at the diaphragm are given for eah of the 19 uoresene wavelengths, but for
larity only two wavelengths, 337.1 nm and 391.4 nm, are plotted in Fig. 5.10. The number
of photons emitted at 337.1 nm is more than three times higher than for the 391.4 nm, see
Figure 3.17. However, the transmission of these photons is strongly redued. Therefore, the
longer wavelengths beome more important. Also learly visible is the shift of the shower
maximum due to dierent atmospheres. Summer and autumn showers reah their maximum
higher in the atmosphere but emit less photons ompared to the US-StdA. The similarity of
the Argentine winter onditions to the US-StdA are reeted in this Figure, too. The perent
dierenes for the 337.1 nm photons is visualised in Fig. 5.11. The enhaned transmission
during summer and autumn auses only some more photons ompared to the pure eet of
the uoresene emission whih is strongly suppressed during these seasons.
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Figure 5.10: Photons at the diaphragm of the Auger telesope vs. elevation angle. The underlying
EAS is iron indued, 10
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eV with 60
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lination and the geometry of the Rayleigh sattering is
hosen, ompare Fig. 3.26. Only the wavelength 337.1 nm and 391.4 nm are shown.
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Figure 5.11: Perent dierene in the number of photons at the diaphragm for 337.1 nm wave-
length.
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5.2 Surfae Detetor
A large advantage of the Auger observatory is its hybrid tehnique (Chap. 1.3). Water
Cherenkov tanks at ground measure the primary energy and the type of the primary partile
independently of the uoresene telesopes. However, these two values are only obtained
dependently on eah other like for the uoresene detetors. The important observable is
the ratio of e
+
+ e
 
and 
+
+
 
hanging with shower development and inlination angle of
the EAS. Thus, the reonstrution proedures will extrat the number of (e
+
+ e
 
), further
on shortly named eletrons, and (
+
+ 
 
), further on muons, from the raw data. A rough
estimation of atmospheri eets on these observables of the Auger surfae detetors is given
in the following.
Like for the alulations of the observables for the uoresene detetor, usually the atmo-
spheri onditions of the US-StdA are taken. For estimating the largest atmospheri eets,
the Argentine summer and winter I models are hosen. The average Auger surfae level is
at 1450 m a.s.l., meaning 870 g/m
2
in US-StdA. The atmospheri depth values for summer
and winter I are a little bit higher than for the US-StdA but amongst eah other nearly the
same, 878 g/m
2
. The shower partile numbers are simulated with CORSIKA. The average
longitudinal development stage of 100 Fe-indued, 10
19
eV showers with vertial inidene
is analysed for eletrons and muons. No lateral partile distribution is inluded. For these
simulations, the height of rst interation is xed at 11 g/m
2
in all three atmospheri models
for reduing the intrinsi shower-to-shower utuations.
During summer and winter, the surfae detetors would reord 2 - 2.5% less eletrons than
expeted for the US-StdA. This is oherent with the fat that the atmospheri depth is 8 g/m
2
higher at ground. The number of eletrons is asertained by the stage of the longitudinal
development whih is given by the atmospheri depth. Thus for summer and winter in
Argentina, the showers have developed further than in the US-StdA at 1450 m resulting in an
advaned eletron number derease. However, the eletron number an partly be orreted
by onsidering the air pressure at ground. Sine pressure and atmospheri depth are roughly
proportional, an equal value for the atmospheri depth at ground, the value given in the
US-StdA, is assumed in the following. Then the lak of eletrons diminishes. At 870 g/m
2
,
the number of eletrons in the shower is only 0.1% less for the winter atmosphere and 0.3%
less for the summer atmosphere ompared to the US-StdA. The number of muons depends
on the fration of 

and K

mesons deaying higher in the atmosphere, see Chap. 1.2. The
probability relation between hadroni interation and deay of the 

and K

mesons is shown
in Fig. 5.12 for the US-StdA. Partiles with less energy than given by the lines in the plot
prefer the deay and ontribute to the muoni omponent of the shower. Also the dependene
on atmospheri depth an be seen, indued by the density distribution of air. The dierent
atmospheri depth proles for Argentine summer and winter I hange the deay probability.
This might be deteted by slightly more (+0.4%) muons in winter and less (-2.1%) muons
in summer at 1450 m a.s.l. than in the US-StdA. The summer onditions emerge as higher
density above 8 km a.s.l., ompare Fig. C.25, and higher atmospheri depth values over the
total altitude range. This indues a higher interation probability of 

mesons. During
winter, the situation is lose to the US-StdA. The number of muons at 1450 m is nearly the
same, however during winter slightly inreased due to less atmospheri depth between 7 and
11 km. A orretion aording to the ground value of atmospheri depth ould not redue
the total dierene between summer and winter of 2.5%. At 870 g/m
2
, there are 0.7% more
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Figure 5.12: The upper line is the energeti boundary between hadroni interation and de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of K

in the US-StdA. The lower line is the analogue urve for 
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ay results in almost 100% 

[Knapp 1997℄.
muons during winter and 1.8% less muons during summer.
The observed eletron to muon ratio at 1450 m a.s.l. would be redued for both situations,
summer and winter, ompared to US-StdA. The slightly enhaned muon number and redued
eletron number during winter result in a 2.7% smaller ratio. During summer, the number
of eletrons has dereased already a little bit more but also the number of muons is redued.
This ombination leads to a 0.5% smaller eletron to muon ratio. A orretion to 870 g/m
2
would not improve the situation as the ratio would be lower by 0.8% during winter and during
summer 1.6% higher than in the US-StdA. Therefore, a orretion aording to the ground
value of atmospheri depth ould orret the number of eletrons suÆiently, however the
number of muons depends more on the prole of atmospheri depth.
Another eet on the surfae detetors indued by pressure, atmospheri depth ondi-
tions respetively, is the trigger eÆieny. Higher ground values for these quantities indue
an enhaned shower development stage. The inuene of the atmospheri details on the trig-
ger eÆieny is largest for low energeti showers. These just reah the ground level with a
detetable size before dying out. A slightly inreased path would make these shower unde-
tetable. Sine the Auger experiment is still in its onstrution phase, a detailed study of the
orrelation of trigger eÆieny and ground pressure is impossible. Nevertheless, this eet
has been observed at other ground based experiments like KASCADE. This experiments mea-
sures EAS with primary energies in the region of 10
15
eV [Antoni et al. 2003℄. In Fig. 5.13,
the anti-orrelation between the trigger rate and ground pressure an be seen.
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Figure 5.13: Anti-orrelation between trigger eÆ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The lower panel displays the pressure at the experiment altitude (110 m a.s.l.) for the same period
of time [Antoni et al. 2003℄.
Chapter 6
Alternative Data Soures for the
Argentine Atmosphere
The previous hapters have shown that the model of the US-StdA is inadequate to desribe
the data measured in the Pampa Amarilla with the preision level required by the Auger
experiment. The atmospheri proles obtained by radio soundings are the exat solution for
the appliation of atmospheri dependenes. However, performing these measurements is an
exhausting business. Therefore, in this hapter two alternatives are gured out to redue the
neessity of radio soundings. Dierent soures of atmospheri data are presented whih may
omplement the information obtained by less frequently performed radio soundings.
6.1 Comparison with other Atmospheri Models
Several other models of the Earth's atmosphere exist, more detailed in terms of zonal and
annual variations. One of them is the COSPAR
1
International Referene Atmosphere 1986
(CIRA 1986). It is given for every 5
Æ
latitude in the range 80
Æ
N to 80
Æ
S and for every
month. The provided tables ontain data for temperature, pressure, geopotential height, and
geometrial height [CIRA 1986℄. For the omparison with the measured data, the value for
35
Æ
S are seleted.
The temperature proles of the model over a broad band of variation during a year,
Fig. 6.1. At Auger ground level, the values for all month are higher than in the US-StdA
dereasing with a slightly larger lapse rate than in the standard atmosphere. At altitudes
between 16 and 17 km a.s.l., the temperatures are lowest espeially for summer months with
 -65
Æ
C. These onditions represent the measured data above the Pampa Amarilla exept for
the obtained winter I.
The pressure onditions are outlined by monthly dierenes aording to the US-StdA,
see Fig. 6.2. The generally higher pressure values found in Malargue are reeted by the
CIRA model but the large variations measured are not overed entirely. The low pressure
zone higher up in the atmosphere observed during winter is not desribed by the model as
well as the strength of the high pressure zone higher up in the atmosphere during summer.
1
Committee on Spae Researh
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Figure 6.1: Temperature proles of atmospheri model CIRA 1986 for 35
Æ
S and all 12 months.
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Figure 6.2: Dierene in pressure proles of atmospheri model CIRA 1986 for 35
Æ
S and all 12
months aording to the US-StdA.
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Based on these proles, the density for eah month is alulated as introdued in Chap. 2.1
with no humidity in air. Subsequently, the atmospheri depth proles are derived. In Fig. 6.3,
the dierenes of these values to the US-StdA are shown. Like for the pressure proles, the
average shape of atmospheri depths of the model are in agreement with Argentine data but
not as pronouned. For diret omparison, the months during whih the measurements were
performed are plotted together with the average Argentine models, Fig. 6.4. The summer
months given by the CIRA model desribe the measured summer data quite well. Nearly at
all altitudes, the CIRA data are < 3 g/m
2
lower than the measured values. However for all
other seasons, the CIRA model annot reprodue the Argentine onditions. The CIRA winter
months are in-between the two measured winter types, not reeting the real large variations.
CIRA winter is nearly idential with Argentine spring. CIRA spring is similar to the two
CIRA autumn month. The spring model desribes the high pressure onditions measured
during November 2002 (ompare Fig. C.18), but not the lower pressure situations whih lead
to the quite at average urve for measured spring. The CIRA autumn months indiate
larger variations during this season like it an be found for the measurements. However, the
radiosonde values are on average 3 - 7 g/m
2
higher than the CIRA values.
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Figure 6.3: Dierene in atmospheri depth proles of atmospheri model CIRA 1986 for 35
Æ
S
and all 12 months aording to the US-StdA.
Conluding, it an be stated that the CIRA monthly models are loser to the data than
the US-StdA. Nevertheless, the data measured in the present study annot be reprodued by
the CIRA mean values. For an aurate shower event reonstrution, it is neessary to edue
the atmospheri onditions in more detail. For general shower simulations however, the CIRA
model might be suitable and only smaller orretions remain to be done.
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Figure 6.4: Dierene in atmospheri depth proles of atmospheri model CIRA 1986 for 35
Æ
S
and the months during whih the measurements were performed aording to the US-StdA. For
omparison, also the seasonal averaged proles for Argentina are plotted.
6.2 Conlusions from Ground-based Weather Stations
For several reasons, the Auger observatory is operating ground-based weather stations. The
aim is to reord ontinously temperature and pressure values near the Earth's surfae. For
an appraisal if these data are suÆient for onlusions on the atmospheri proles, a weather
station loated at 1750 m a.s.l. is assumed. This assumption is onsistent with the situation
at the uoresene detetor building Coihueo.
The most important fator on the air shower development is the atmospheri depth pro-
le, derived from the air density prole. As known from Chapter 2, atmospheri depth is
only approximately proportional to pressure. Thus, four dierent sets of atmospheri depth
proles measured in Argentina are ompared. The underlying pressure proles are not shown
expliitly but an be found in Appendix C. Within eah set, the same ground pressure values
have been obtained by the radio sonde, stritly speaking the value at 1750 m a.s.l. whih
would be given by the ground-based weather station. The four sets over eah at least two
dierent measurement ampaigns. The rst set is a omparison of atmospheri depth proles
with ground pressure values of 825.0  0.2 hPa, see Figure 6.5. The seond is for ground
pressure of 826.0  0.2 hPa (Figure 6.6), the third for 829.0  0.2 hPa (Figure 6.7), and
the fourth for 834.5  0.2 hPa (Figure 6.8). The Figures always show the dierene of the
measured atmospheri depth to the values of the US-StdA. The three atmospheri depth
proles of the rst set are measured during Argentine winter, spring, and summer. Eah
shows a typial behaviour aording to its season, ompare Figure 4.7. The same ground
pressure value is reeted by the same atmospheri depth value at ground. Nevertheless, the
shape of the proles are totally dierent and at around 8 km a.s.l., the atmospheri depth
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Figure 6.5: Dierene of three atmospheri
depth proles, all of them with the same ground
pressure value of 825.0  0.2 hPa, to the US-
StdA.
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Figure 6.6: Dierene of four atmospheri
depth proles, all of them with the same ground
pressure value of 826.0  0.2 hPa, to the US-
StdA.
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Figure 6.7: Dierene of four atmospheri
depth proles, all of them with the same ground
pressure value of 829.0  0.2 hPa, to the US-
StdA.
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Figure 6.8: Dierene of two atmospheri
depth proles, all of them with the same ground
pressure value of 834.5  0.2 hPa, to the US-
StdA.
diers by 25 g/m
2
for prole h5i and h29i. The seond set ontains four proles, two of
them are measured during Argentine spring and the others during summer. The two summer
proles, h22i and h24i, are typial for summer onditions and are hardly distinguishable from
eah other. Thus in this ase, the same ground pressure value leads to the same atmospheri
depth proles. However, the two spring proles dier from eah other. h10i is a bit more
similar to winter I type onditions than to spring and h14i resembles Argentine autumn pro-
les. The dierene appeared during spring amounts to  15 g/m
2
at around 8 km whih
is larger than the dierene between the two summer proles and asent h14i of spring. The
third set shows an example, where the same ground pressure values result in nearly the same
atmospheri depth proles independent of the season. Proles of asents h15i, h28i, and h39i
are measured during spring, summer, and autumn respetively. The dierenes are negligible
below 5 km a.s.l. and still very small, less than 4 g/m
2
, at higher altitudes. Only proles h9i,
obtained during winter, is dierent. The fourth set ontains two proles with high ground
pressure values of 834.5 hPa. The data are reorded during autumn and the seond winter
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ampaign. The overall shape of these atmospheri depth proles is nearly the same, however
dierene of 6 g/m
2
our depending on altitude.
At this stage, no possibility is seen to onlude from ground pressure data on the at-
mospheri depth proles. Dierent seasons do not demand neessarily dierent atmospheri
depth proles as shown in the third set. Sometimes, the same ground pressure within one
season denotes the same atmospheri depth proles but sometimes not (Figure 6.6). Thus,
no regular sheme is spotted.
A further point of investigation is the inuene of temperature proles on the uores-
ene yield. For this, data with the same ground temperature, again at 1750 m a.s.l.,
are ompared. The uoresene yield is exemplarily alulated for a 1.4 MeV eletron
with vertial inidene, for details see Chapter 3.3.1. Again, the underlying temperature
and pressure proles are not given expliitly but an be found in Appendix C. In total,
three sets of data are given with ground temperatures of 3.0  0.5
Æ
C, 12.0  0.5
Æ
C, and
16.0  0.5
Æ
C respetively. The proles for the rst set are measured during both winter
ampaigns and autumn, see Figure 6.9. The ground temperature is reorded to 3.0
Æ
C,
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Figure 6.9: Dierene of uoresene yield pro-
les, all of them with the same ground tempera-
ture value of 3.0  0.5
Æ
C, to the US-StdA.
however the orresponding pressure data
may dier whih turned out to be not very
important. The dierene in uoresene
yield to the values for the US-StdA given in
perent are not very large but worth men-
tioning. The uoresene prole alulated
with the data of asent h5i is quite dierent
to the other winter proles h49i and h51i,
obtained approximately one year later. The
largest dierene ours at 6 km a.s.l. be-
tween h5i and h49i with 4% in the uores-
ene yield. The seond set, shown in Fig-
ure 6.10, is based on data of spring, summer,
and autumn. The overall shape of the uo-
resene yield proles is nearly the same, the
dierenes are in the order of 1%. The third
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Figure 6.10: Dierene of uoresene yield
proles, all of them with the same ground tem-
perature value of 12.0  0.5
Æ
C, to the US-StdA.
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Figure 6.11: Dierene of uoresene yield
proles, all of them with the same ground tem-
perature value of 16.0  0.5
Æ
C, to the US-StdA.
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set is marked by ground temperature values of 16.0
Æ
C. The data are eah a ouple of spring,
h13i and h15i, and summer, h32i and h33i, given in Figure 6.11. Up to 6 km a.s.l., the uores-
ene yield shows no variation by the individual proles. However higher in the atmosphere,
the uoresene yield of h13i hanges mostly and diers by 2% ompared to the summer
urves.
Thus, like for the atmospheri depth behaviour based on equal ground pressure, the u-
oresene yield prole is not preditable by the ground temperature value. However, the
utuations are not as large as for the atmospheri depth. All proles have a main uo-
resene yield shape in ommon, exept for h5i. Having a loser look to the exat values of
temperature and uoresene yield, it an be extrated that an inrease of roughly 5
Æ
C results
in a derease in uoresene yield of approximately 1% and vie versa for reversed signs.
For the following analysis, a seond, higher loated weather station is assumed, perhaps
build on the top of a nearby mountain. Its altitude is hosen to 2500 m a.s.l. The question is
if there exists a ombination of data from both weather stations adopted for onluding to the
orret atmospheri depth proles as measured by the radio sondes. A further restrition is
imposed sine only proles obtained during nights are taken into aount. For these pressure
proles, the gradient of derease between these two altitudes is alulated by
dp
dh
=
p
2500
  p
1750
0:75 km
: (6.1)
The values are between 91.2 hPa/km and 100.0 hPa/km. Smaller values of pressure derease
are orrelated with summer onditions, thus high pressure zones at higher altitudes. Larger
values indiate onditions like in Argentine spring or winter I. The boundaries between the
dierent behaviours are weak and a safe approximation an only be done for the border
areas. A pressure derease gradient between the two given heights of the weather stations of
 98.0 hPa/km indiates a winter I or spring type ondition for the atmospheri depth prole.
In Figure 6.12 the dierene in the atmospheri depth to the US-StdA is plotted for the seven
andidates fullling the required ondition. All of these proles have in ommon that the
dierene to the US-StdA is at around 8 km a.s.l. 10 g/m
2
smaller than at ground. The
seond safe indiator for a predition of the atmospheri depth prole is a pressure derease
gradient of  94.0 hPa/km. The ontemplable 13 andidates of all measured proles are
shown in Figure 6.13, again as the dierene in atmospheri depth aording to the US-StdA.
These proles represent the Argentine summer onditions and at 7 - 8 km a.s.l., the dierene
to the US-StdA is about 10 g/m
2
larger than at ground.
A seond weather station at higher altitudes may help to redue the neessity of radio
soundings. However for a safe predition of atmospheri proles based on the data of ground-
based weather stations, more detailed analyses of ombined information have to be done.
The rst rough test presented shows a possibility using pressure values but an impliation
of temperature data may advane the result sine the appliation of the pressure derease
gradient leads to preditions for the atmospheri depth proles of only 38.5% of all launhes
performed during one year. A further information, whih ould be onsulted, is the Southern
Osillation Index, see Chapter 2.3. This value may help to identify the spaious weather
situation. It is possible, that the remarkable dierene between the two performed winter
ampaigns is reeted by the SOI, ompare Figure 2.12. Espeially for the eld of ENSO
eets on the weather onditions above the Auger array, long term studies remain to be done.
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Figure 6.12: Dierene in atmospheri depth for all measured proles with a pressure derease
gradient  98.0 hPa/km.
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Figure 6.13: Dierene in atmospheri depth for all measured proles with a pressure derease
gradient  94.0 hPa/km.
Chapter 7
Summary & Outlook
Within this thesis, the atmospheri inuenes on the development of extensive air showers
(EAS) indued by ultrahigh energy osmi rays have been examined. The work was a-
omplished within the Pierre Auger Observatory. Consequently, also the variations of the
observables of the Auger detetor omponents, uoresene and surfae detetors, have been
studied for hanging atmospheri onditions mainly due to seasons. For this, the possible
eets have been quantied rst of all on the basis of the US standard atmosphere 1976 (US-
StdA) usually applied in the data analyses and two extreme atmospheri models for summer
and winter onditions in south Germany. Having revealed the signiant inuenes of the at-
mosphere, measurements in Argentina for aquiring atmospheri proles have been performed.
Afterwards, the obtained Argentine atmospheres have been applied to the alulations of air
shower development and their observables by the Auger Observatory.
The ruial role of the atmosphere is aused by its various inuenes on dierent parts of
the experiment. The air showers develop in the atmosphere, thus it provides as a alorimeter.
Indued by ionisation proesses, uoresene light is emitted. The atmosphere represents
at this point a sintillator medium. Finally, the dierent atmospheri onditions aet the
transmission of the light from the site of emission towards the telesopes. For studying these
inuenes in detail, emphases have been plaed on the seasonal variability of the atmosphere
and on the height dependent variation of the state variables of the atmosphere. For obtaining
the relevant atmospheri proles, the meteorologial tehnique of radio soundings has been
applied. Within this thesis, automati radiosondes have been launhed on helium lled bal-
loons above the Pampa Amarilla, Argentina. They reahed altitudes of 20 - 25 km a.s.l. and
in height steps of about 20 m data were stored. The rst measurement ampaign has been
performed during winter and the plaes of launh have been varied. Four further ampaigns
followed whereby the last ampaign took plae in the ensuing winter. The reeiver ground-
station was installed permanently at the uoresene detetor building Coihueo during the
seond ampaign. In total, 52 launhed have been performed suessfully. The prominent
attributes of the seasons, the variations during seasons, and also night-to-night utuations
have been xed. Five seasonal average atmospheri models have been worked out, extremely
dierent winter onditions demanded two winter models. These Argentine atmospheres are
from now on available in the air shower simulation program CORSIKA.
From the physial point of view, the amount of traversed matter is most relevant for the
air shower development. Thus, EAS are desribed by means of atmospheri depth in air
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shower simulation programs and reonstrution proedures. However, the uoresene dete-
tor setup emphasises the geometrial point of view. The uoresene telesopes observe the
longitudinal shower development in dark nights with a xed eld of view. The air shower
desription an no longer be done in terms of atmospheri depth but in terms of geometrial
height. The transformation of these two quantities into eah other is based on air density
proles. Sine the air density is determined by air pressure and temperature, seasonal varia-
tions are obvious. With respet to the US-StdA, the largest dierenes in atmospheri depth
for summer and winter our between 4 and 10 km a.s.l. The optial observation of EAS
is made by deteting the uoresene light with telesopes. The partiles in the EAS exite
nitrogen moleules in the atmosphere via ionisation and part of the de-exitation happens
by emission of uoresene light. The uoresene eÆieny depends on air temperature and
pressure, onsequently showing a height dependent, temporal varying prole. The subse-
quent uoresene yield is proportional to the loal energy deposit of the EAS and the air
density prole. This indues a further small distortion. The shower proles, detetable in
the uoresene data, deviate slightly from the EAS proles by harged partiles or energy
deposit. The last point of atmospheri inuene results from the fat that the atmosphere
also serves as light propagation medium. On its passage from emission towards the telesopes
of the Auger experiment, the light suers absorption and sattering. The sattering an be
separated into two parts, one is due to sattering on air moleules, Rayleigh sattering, and
the other due to sattering on aerosols, Mie sattering. The Rayleigh sattering is exatly
alulable, whereas the Mie sattering utuates for dierent sizes and shapes of aerosols.
Thus, the Mie sattering will be measured within the Auger projet several times a night.
The Rayleigh sattering depends on air temperature, pressure, and density induing an al-
titude dependent and seasonal variation. The aspet of light absorption is negligible for the
observed wavelength region of 300 - 400 nm sine ontemplable absorbers like ozone or NO
2
have only low onentrations in the lower atmosphere and not suÆiently high ross setions
in this wavelength region.
For EAS indued by ultrahigh energy osmi rays with an inidene angle of > 30
Æ
, the
range of the shower maximum position oinides with the height interval of largest seasonal
variation for the atmospheri depth. This is the region of substantial interest beause the
type of the primary partile of EAS is derived from the position of the shower maximum
while using the uoresene tehnique. The total, visible shift of the position of the shower
maximum due to summer and winter onditions is approximately as large as the shift of the
maximum indued by proton showers instead of iron showers for example.
In the following, the results of the measurements in Argentina are summarised and these
data have been applied to the alulations of air shower development and their observation
with the Auger detetors. Putting an emphasis on atmospheri depth proles, it an be stated
that the largest variation between averaged summer and winter in Argentina also ours at
altitudes between 5 and 10 km a.s.l., however being not as pronouned as for hosen German
onditions. The dierenes between summer and winter in Argentina are around the position
of the shower maxima in the order of 20 - 30 g/m
2
. The older winter type is very similar to
the US-StdA while the Argentine summer exeeds the onditions in German summer. Also
Argentine autumn is quite dierent to the US-StdA whih leads to strongly distorted air
shower proles in the lower atmosphere (0 - 7 km a.s.l.). This is very important for the EAS
energy reonstrution. The atmosphere dependent uoresene yield varies the visible EAS
proles in omparison to the energy deposit prole slightly. Higher air temperatures result
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in redued uoresene yield, a temperature inrease of +5
Æ
C onnotes 1% less uoresene
photons. Thus, in ombination with the deit in energy deposit in the lower atmosphere
during summer and autumn, the EAS energy would be systematially underestimated during
these seasons while applying the US-StdA within the reonstrution proedures. The shift of
the shower maximum position ould feign a heavier omposition of the inoming osmi rays
during summer. The variation of the Rayleigh transmission during seasons is quite small. The
atmospheri eets on the observables of the surfae detetors of the Auger Observatory have
been studied only briey. The trigger eÆieny is expeted to be orreted by the ground
pressure. However the inuene on the eletron to muon ratio an not simply be orreted
by the parameters measured at ground. The muon number is aeted by the longitudinal
shower development, thus dierenes in the eletron to muon ratio due to seasonal variation
are expeted in the order of several perent.
Introduing seasonal average atmospheri models, the variability and the therefore implied
unertainties in the simulation and reonstrution an be redued espeially for the atmo-
spheri depth. Within eah season, the dierenes in the atmospheri depth at the position
of the shower maxima remain to 10 g/m
2
. This is a lear improvement ompared to the
US-StdA, however unertainties still exist. Thus, further radio soundings are neessary in
future.
Though, ontinuous measurements of atmospheri proles indue large nanial and
manned eort. Therefore, possibilities for reduing the neessity of frequent radio sound-
ings have been studied. For this, further atmospheri models have been tested. The most
promising one is a model providing atmospheri proles every 5
Æ
in latitude and every month.
A omparison with the measured data leads to the onlusion that the general behaviour of the
atmosphere in Argentina an be desribed by this model muh better than by the US-StdA.
However on a monthly basis, inonsistenies still exist. Another possibility is to use ground
based weather stations with ontinuous data taking. This ould be a suitable omplement
for less frequent radio soundings (three or four nights per dark period of a month) if at least
two weather stations at two dierent altitudes (e.g. 1750 and 2500 m a.s.l.) are installed.
First indiating parameters have been gured out but more detailed studies remain to be
done. Espeially within this respet, possible eets due to the El Ni~no Southern Osillation
(ENSO) have been viewed. However, this topi might also help in terms of providing detailed
atmospheri information in a spaious sale sine this is a eld of high priority in limatology.
Long-term observations have to reveal if the Argentine atmospheri models worked out in
this thesis are representative and how large the variations are due to real ENSO events.
A next step is the exible implementation of varying atmospheri proles in the reon-
strution proedures mainly for the Auger uoresene detetor as well as the implementation
of the Argentine model atmospheres. The eets on the EAS energy reonstrution have to
be quantied whih seems to be very important partiularly for those EAS of whih only a
small part of the longitudinal development has been observed by the uoresene telesopes.
For EAS simulation programs it ould furthermore be reasonable to implement one averaged
Argentine models apart from the already existing seasonal parameterisations.
However for important, high energeti EAS events, e.g. EAS with E
0
> 10
20
eV, it seems
to be neessary that the atmospheri proles have to be measured during the same night. It
is suÆient to perform the launh of the radiosonde 2 or 3 hours later, but the high degree of
auray in the reonstrution obtained by these additional information should not missed.
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A further point of investigation has to be the expressiveness of atmospheri ground para-
meter. Operating ground-based weather stations provides ontinuous data and is muh more
omfortable than performing radio soundings during nights. First studies have shown that
two stations at two dierent altitudes ould help to redue the neessity of radio soundings.
A quantifying analysis on the remaining variability of the atmospheri proles has still to be
done. The rst indiating variable for atmospheri depth proles derived from ground-based
pressure values leads to a predition on the shape of the atmospheri depth prole. However,
this variable only ts for nearly 40% of all the launhes performed during one year. Another
possibility is to ombine existing atmospheri models like CIRA 1986 with the data obtained
by the radio soundings. This ould also be a way for ahieving quite realisti atmospheri
models, e.g. on a monthly basis.
Appendix A
Formulas for Standard Atmospheres
A.1 US-StdA
For alulations h must be put in unit m.
0 - 11 km:
T (K) = 288:15   0:0065  h (A.1)
p(hPa) = 1013:272684  (1:0   2:255771988  10
 5
 h)
5:255876
(A.2)
(kg/m
3
) = 1:22467  (1:0   2:255771988  10
 5
 h)
4:255876
(A.3)
11 - 20 km:
T (K) = 216:65 (A.4)
p(hPa) = 226:3256  exp(1:734547727   1:576872006  10
 4
 h) (A.5)
(kg/m
3
) = 0:3638204069  exp(1:734547727   1:576872006  10
 4
 h) (A.6)
20 - 32 km:
T (K) = 196:65 + 0:001  h (A.7)
p(hPa) = 1013:272684  (0:988626 + 0:5027336647  10
 5
 h)
 34:16319
(A.8)
(kg/m
3
) = 1:224671151  (0:978261 + 0:4974625134  10
 5
 h)
 35:16319
(A.9)
32 - 47 km:
T (K) = 139:05 + 0:0028  h (A.10)
p(hPa) = 1013:272684  (0:898309 + 1:808891012  10
 5
 h)
 12:20144
(A.11)
(kg/m
3
) = 1:224671151  (0:857003 + 1:725713329  10
 5
 h)
 13:20144
(A.12)
47 - 51 km:
T (K) = 270:6500742 (A.13)
p(hPa) = 110:9087749  exp(5:932594645   1:262249883  10
 4
 h) (A.14)
(kg/m
3
) = 0:001427146032  exp(5:932594645   1:262249883  10
 4
 h) (A.15)
II Formulas for Standard Atmospheres
51 - 71 km:
T (K) = 413:4500105   0:002799996493  h (A.16)
p(hPa) = 1013:272684  (0:838263   0:5676959685  10
 5
 h)
12:20114
(A.17)
(kg/m
3
) = 1:224671151  (0:79899   0:5410980646  10
 5
 h)
11:20114
(A.18)
A.2 European summer
For alulations h must be put in unit m.
0 - 11 km:
T (K) = 302:0237894   0:00714454889  h (A.19)
p(hPa) = 1011:651649   0:114178254  h+ 0:505036457  10
 5
 h
2
(A.20)
 0:948519838  10
 10
 h
3
(kg/m
3
) = 2:896 (A.21)
1011:651649   0:114178254  h+ 0:505036457  10
 5
 h
2
  0:948519838  10
 10
 h
3
2511:179817   0:05940342319  h
11 - 12.724 km:
T (K) = 302:0237894   0:00714454889  h (A.22)
p(hPa) = 1054:415556   0:1192343998  h+ 0:489389176  10
 5
 h
2
(A.23)
 0:712603376  10
 10
 h
3
(kg/m
3
) = 2:896 (A.24)
1054:415556   0:1192343998  h+ 0:489389176  10
 5
 h
2
  0:712603376  10
 10
 h
3
2511:179817   0:05940342319  h
12.724 - 20 km:
T (K) = 201:3748154 + 7:658647  10
 4
 h (A.25)
p(hPa) = 1054:415556   0:1192343998  h+ 0:489389176  10
 5
 h
2
(A.26)
 0:712603376  10
 10
 h
3
(kg/m
3
) = 2:896 (A.27)
1054:415556   0:1192343998  h+ 0:489389176  10
 5
 h
2
  0:712603376  10
 10
 h
3
1674:332916 + 0:006367789707  h
20 - 35 km:
T (K) = 179:2557608 + 0:00384280733  h  0:1468413652  10
 6
 h
2
(A.28)
+0:2571584941  10
 11
 h
3
p(hPa) = 500:3627886   0:04069189531  h+ 0:1144781831  10
 5
 h
2
(A.29)
 0:1101926725  10
 10
 h
3
(kg/m
3
) = 2:896 (A.30)
500:3627886   0:04069189531  h+ 0:1144781831  10
 5
 h
2
  0:1101926725  10
 10
 h
3
1490:423816 + 0:03195105997  h  0:1220913999  10
 5
 h
2
+ 0:2138146871  10
 10
 h
3
A.3 European winter III
A.3 European winter
For alulations h must be put in unit m.
0 - 11 km:
T (K) = 269:5470817   0:00714596976  h+ 0:1999036281  10
 6
 h
2
(A.31)
p(hPa) = 1022:913383   0:1288058047  h+ 0:62479976  10
 5
 h
2
(A.32)
 0:114947958  10
 9
 h
3
(kg/m
3
) = 2:896 (A.33)
1022:913383   0:1288058047  h+ 0:62479976  10
 5
 h
2
  0:114947958  10
 9
 h
3
2241:151906   0:05941523703  h  0:1662100715  10
 5
 h
2
11 -20 km:
T (K) = 269:5470817   0:00714596976  h+ 0:1999036281  10
 6
 h
2
(A.34)
p(hPa) = 889:6568501   0:09838580521  h+ 0:392968395  10
 5
 h
2
(A.35)
 0:557567304  10
 10
 h
3
(kg/m
3
) = 2:896 (A.36)
889:6568501   0:09838580521  h+ 0:392968395  10
 5
 h
2
  0:557567304  10
 10
 h
3
2241:151906   0:05941523703  h  0:1662100715  10
 5
 h
2
20 - 35 km:
T (K) = 269:5470817   0:00714596976  h+ 0:1999036281  10
 6
 h
2
(A.37)
p(hPa) = 483:2118004   0:04118594969  h+ 0:1214012445  10
 5
 h
2
(A.38)
 0:1223043465  10
 10
 h
3
(kg/m
3
) = 2:896 (A.39)
483:2118004   0:04118594969  h+ 0:1214012445  10
 5
 h
2
  0:1223043465  10
 10
 h
3
2241:151906   0:05941523703  h  0:1662100715  10
 5
 h
2
IV Formulas for Standard Atmospheres
A.4 Argentine winter, type I
For alulations h must be put in unit m.
0 - 8.6 km:
1
T (K) = 288:874   0:00733746  h (A.40)
p(hPa) = (1002:85 + 0:0778668  h  2:10941  10
 6
 h
2
+ 4:8057  10
 11
 h
3
)
 exp( 1:815298  10
 4
 h) (A.41)
(kg/m
3
) = 2:896  exp( 1:815298  10
 4
 h) (A.42)
1002:85 + 0:0778668  h  2:10941  10
 6
 h
2
+ 4:8057  10
 11
 h
3
8:31451  (288:874   0:00733746  h)
8.6 - 12.5 km:
T (K) = 231:974   0:000721185  h (A.43)
p(hPa) = (1002:85 + 0:0778668  h  2:10941  10
 6
 h
2
+ 4:8057  10
 11
 h
3
)
 exp( 1:815298  10
 4
 h) (A.44)
(kg/m
3
) = 2:896  exp( 1:815298  10
 4
 h) (A.45)
1002:85 + 0:0778668  h  2:10941  10
 6
 h
2
+ 4:8057  10
 11
 h
3
8:31451  (231:974   0:000721185  h)
12.5 - 18 km:
T (K) = 243:717   0:00166067  h (A.46)
p(hPa) = (1002:85 + 0:0778668  h  2:10941  10
 6
 h
2
+ 4:8057  10
 11
 h
3
)
 exp( 1:815298  10
 4
 h) (A.47)
(kg/m
3
) = 2:896  exp( 1:815298  10
 4
 h) (A.48)
1002:85 + 0:0778668  h  2:10941  10
 6
 h
2
+ 4:8057  10
 11
 h
3
8:31451  (243:717   0:00166067  h)
18 - 25 km:
T (K) = 213:825 (A.49)
p(hPa) = (1002:85 + 0:0778668  h  2:10941  10
 6
 h
2
+ 4:8057  10
 11
 h
3
)
 exp( 1:815298  10
 4
 h) (A.50)
(kg/m
3
) = 2:896  exp( 1:815298  10
 4
 h) (A.51)
1002:85 + 0:0778668  h  2:10941  10
 6
 h
2
+ 4:8057  10
 11
 h
3
8:31451  213:825
1
Sine the data on whih these ts rely on are measured at altitude above  1700 m a.s.l., the parameter-
isations should not be overstrained for height below roughly 1500 m a.s.l. Espeially the pressure formulas,
mainly for winter, show quite low values towards ground whih must not be taken for granted. Subsequently,
also the density formulas might underestimate the real onditions below 1500 m a.s.l.
A.5 Argentine winter, type II V
A.5 Argentine winter, type II
For alulations h must be put in unit m.
0 - 11.5 km:
1
T (K) = 292:955   0:00658613  h (A.52)
p(hPa) = (1010:55 + 0:00944127  h  2:78278  10
 6
 h
2
+ 6:28386  10
 11
 h
3
)
 exp( 1:177247  10
 4
 h) (A.53)
(kg/m
3
) = 2:896  exp( 1:177247  10
 4
 h) (A.54)
1010:55 + 0:00944127  h  2:78278  10
 6
 h
2
+ 6:28386  10
 11
 h
3
8:31451  (292:955   0:00658613  h)
11.5 - 17.5 km:
T (K) = 229:277   0:00104889  h (A.55)
p(hPa) = (1010:55 + 0:00944127  h  2:78278  10
 6
 h
2
+ 6:28386  10
 11
 h
3
)
 exp( 1:177247  10
 4
 h) (A.56)
(kg/m
3
) = 2:896  exp( 1:177247  10
 4
 h) (A.57)
1010:55 + 0:00944127  h  2:78278  10
 6
 h
2
+ 6:28386  10
 11
 h
3
8:31451  (229:277   0:00104889  h)
17.5 - 25 km:
T (K) = 204:383 + 0:000373608  h (A.58)
p(hPa) = (1010:55 + 0:00944127  h  2:78278  10
 6
 h
2
+ 6:28386  10
 11
 h
3
)
 exp( 1:177247  10
 4
 h) (A.59)
(kg/m
3
) = 2:896  exp( 1:177247  10
 4
 h) (A.60)
1010:55 + 0:00944127  h  2:78278  10
 6
 h
2
+ 6:28386  10
 11
 h
3
8:31451  (204:383 + 0:000373608  h)
A.6 Argentine spring
For alulations h must be put in unit m.
0 - 11.5 km:
1
T (K) = 295:638   0:00697773  h (A.61)
p(hPa) = (1006:28   0:00235474  h  2:5759  10
 6
 h
2
+ 6:64777  10
 11
 h
3
)
 exp( 1:066242  10
 4
 h) (A.62)
(kg/m
3
) = 2:896  exp( 1:066242  10
 4
 h) (A.63)
1006:28   0:00235474  h  2:5759  10
 6
 h
2
+ 6:64777  10
 11
 h
3
8:31451  (295:638   0:00697773  h)
VI Formulas for Standard Atmospheres
11.5 - 17.5 km:
T (K) = 229:839   0:00125607  h (A.64)
p(hPa) = (1006:28   0:00235474  h  2:5759  10
 6
 h
2
+ 6:64777  10
 11
 h
3
)
 exp( 1:066242  10
 4
 h) (A.65)
(kg/m
3
) = 2:896  exp( 1:066242  10
 4
 h) (A.66)
1006:28   0:00235474  h  2:5759  10
 6
 h
2
+ 6:64777  10
 11
 h
3
8:31451  (229:839   0:00125607  h)
17.5 - 25 km:
T (K) = 175:929 + 0:0018245  h (A.67)
p(hPa) = (1006:28   0:00235474  h  2:5759  10
 6
 h
2
+ 6:64777  10
 11
 h
3
)
 exp( 1:066242  10
 4
 h) (A.68)
(kg/m
3
) = 2:896  exp( 1:066242  10
 4
 h) (A.69)
1006:28   0:00235474  h  2:5759  10
 6
 h
2
+ 6:64777  10
 11
 h
3
8:31451  (175:929 + 0:0018245  h)
A.7 Argentine summer
For alulations h must be put in unit m.
0 - 11.5 km:
1
T (K) = 305:577   0:00719682  h (A.70)
p(hPa) = (1003:17   0:0172454  h  1:81458  10
 6
 h
2
+ 5:22625  10
 11
 h
3
)
 exp( 9:6620  10
 5
 h) (A.71)
(kg/m
3
) = 2:896  exp( 9:6620  10
 5
 h) (A.72)
1003:17   0:0172454  h  1:81458  10
 6
 h
2
+ 5:22625  10
 11
 h
3
8:31451  (305:577   0:00719682  h)
11.5 - 18.5 km:
T (K) = 257:831   0:00304497  h (A.73)
p(hPa) = (1003:17   0:0172454  h  1:81458  10
 6
 h
2
+ 5:22625  10
 11
 h
3
)
 exp( 9:6620  10
 5
 h) (A.74)
(kg/m
3
) = 2:896  exp( 9:6620  10
 5
 h) (A.75)
1003:17   0:0172454  h  1:81458  10
 6
 h
2
+ 5:22625  10
 11
 h
3
8:31451  (257:831   0:00304497  h)
A.8 Argentine autumn VII
18.5 - 25 km:
T (K) = 141:145 + 0:003262232  h (A.76)
p(hPa) = (1003:17   0:0172454  h  1:81458  10
 6
 h
2
+ 5:22625  10
 11
 h
3
)
 exp( 9:6620  10
 5
 h) (A.77)
(kg/m
3
) = 2:896  exp( 9:6620  10
 5
 h) (A.78)
1003:17   0:0172454  h  1:81458  10
 6
 h
2
+ 5:22625  10
 11
 h
3
8:31451  (141:145 + 0:003262232  h)
A.8 Argentine autumn
For alulations h must be put in unit m.
0 - 12 km:
1
T (K) = 300:614   0:00711149  h (A.79)
p(hPa) = (1005:49 + 0:00111054  h  2:65891  10
 6
 h
2
+ 6:39959  10
 11
 h
3
)
 exp( 1:071743  10
 4
 h) (A.80)
(kg/m
3
) = 2:896  exp( 1:071743  10
 4
 h) (A.81)
1005:49 + 0:00111054  h  2:65891  10
 6
 h
2
+ 6:39959  10
 11
 h
3
8:31451  (300:614   0:00711149  h)
12 - 17 km:
T (K) = 238:255   0:00191483  h (A.82)
p(hPa) = (1005:49 + 0:00111054  h  2:65891  10
 6
 h
2
+ 6:39959  10
 11
 h
3
)
 exp( 1:071743  10
 4
 h) (A.83)
(kg/m
3
) = 2:896  exp( 1:071743  10
 4
 h) (A.84)
1005:49 + 0:00111054  h  2:65891  10
 6
 h
2
+ 6:39959  10
 11
 h
3
8:31451  (238:255   0:00191483  h)
17 - 25 km:
T (K) = 179:081 + 0:00156597  h (A.85)
p(hPa) = (1005:49 + 0:00111054  h  2:65891  10
 6
 h
2
+ 6:39959  10
 11
 h
3
)
 exp( 1:071743  10
 4
 h) (A.86)
(kg/m
3
) = 2:896  exp( 1:071743  10
 4
 h) (A.87)
1005:49 + 0:00111054  h  2:65891  10
 6
 h
2
+ 6:39959  10
 11
 h
3
8:31451  (179:081 + 0:00156597  h)
VIII Formulas for Standard Atmospheres
Appendix B
Parameterisation of the Atmospheri
Depth
Layer i Altitude h (km) a
i
(g/m
2
) b
i
(g/m
2
) 
i
(m)
1 0 ... 4 -186.5562 1222.6562 994186.38
2 4 ... 10 -94.919 1144.9069 878153.55
3 10 ... 40 0.61289 1305.5948 636143.04
4 40 ... 100 0.0 540.1778 772170.16
5 > 100 0.01128292 1. 10
9
Table B.1: Parameters of the US-StdA [Hek et al. 1998℄.
Layer i Altitude h (km) a
i
(g/m
2
) b
i
(g/m
2
) 
i
(m)
1 0 ... 4 -195.837264 1240.48 933697.
2 4 ... 10 -50.4128778 1117.85 765229.
3 10 ... 40 0.345594007 1210.9 636790.
4 40 ... 100 5.4620710
 4
608.2128 733793.8
5 > 100 0.01128292 1. 10
9
Table B.2: Parameters of the AT223 atmosphere (February 23, 1993) [Hek et al. 1998℄.
Layer i Altitude h (km) a
i
(g/m
2
) b
i
(g/m
2
) 
i
(m)
1 0 ... 4 -77.875723 1103.3362 932077.
2 4 ... 10 -214.96818 1226.5761 1109960.
3 10 ... 40 0.3721868 1382.6933 630217.
4 40 ... 100 5.530981610
 4
685.6073 726901.3
5 > 100 0.01128292 1. 10
9
Table B.3: Parameters of the AT822 atmosphere (August 22, 1993) [Hek et al. 1998℄.
X Parameterisation of the Atmospheri Depth
For CORSIKA versions 5.8 (release August 1998) and higher, it is possible to read in
external atmospheri models. This option enables not only the hange of the parameters but
also the variable seletion of the boundaries for the four lowest layers.
Layer i Altitude h (km) a
i
(g/m
2
) b
i
(g/m
2
) 
i
(m)
1 0 ... 8 -150.247839 1198.5972 945766.30
2 8 ... 18.1 -6.66194377 1198.8796 681780.12
3 18.1 ... 34.5 0.94880452 1419.4152 620224.52
4 34.5 ... 100 4.896655722310
 4
730.6380 728157.92
5 > 100 0.01128292 1. 10
9
Table B.4: Parameters of the average Argentine winter I atmosphere.
Layer i Altitude h (km) a
i
(g/m
2
) b
i
(g/m
2
) 
i
(m)
1 0 ... 8.3 -126.110950 1179.5010 939228.66
2 8.3 ... 12.9 -47.6124452 1172.4883 787969.34
3 12.9 ... 34 1.00758296 1437.4911 620008.53
4 34 ... 100 5.104618089910
 4
761.3281 724585.33
5 > 100 0.01128292 1. 10
9
Table B.5: Parameters of the average Argentine winter II atmosphere.
Layer i Altitude h (km) a
i
(g/m
2
) b
i
(g/m
2
) 
i
(m)
1 0 ... 5.9 -159.683519 1202.8804 977139.52
2 5.9 ... 12 -79.5570480 1148.6275 858087.01
3 12 ... 34.5 0.98914795 1432.0312 614451.60
4 34.5 ... 100 4.8719128910
 4
696.42788 730875.73
5 > 100 0.01128292 1. 10
9
Table B.6: Parameters of the average Argentine spring atmosphere.
Layer i Altitude h (km) a
i
(g/m
2
) b
i
(g/m
2
) 
i
(m)
1 0 ... 9 -136.562242 1175.3347 986169.72
2 9 ... 14.6 -44.2165390 1180.3694 793171.45
3 14.6 ... 33 1.37778789 1614.5404 600120.97
4 33 ... 100 5.0658336510
 4
755.56438 725247.87
5 > 100 0.01128292 1. 10
9
Table B.7: Parameters of the average Argentine summer atmosphere.
XI
Layer i Altitude h (km) a
i
(g/m
2
) b
i
(g/m
2
) 
i
(m)
1 0 ... 8 -149.305029 1196.9290 985241.10
2 8 ... 13 -59.771936 1173.2537 819245.00
3 13 ... 33.5 1.17357181 1502.1837 611220.86
4 33.5 ... 100 5.0328717910
 4
750.89705 725797.06
5 > 100 0.01128292 1. 10
9
Table B.8: Parameters of the average Argentine autumn atmosphere.
Layer i Altitude h (km) a
i
(g/m
2
) b
i
(g/m
2
) 
i
(m)
1 0 ... 7 -149.801663 1183.6071 954248.34
2 7 ... 11.4 -57.932486 1143.0425 800005.34
3 11.4 ... 37 0.63631894 1322.9748 629568.93
4 37 ... 100 4.3545369010
 4
655.67307 737521.77
5 > 100 0.01128292 1. 10
9
Table B.9: Parameters of the US-StdA obtained with the method applied in this work.
XII Parameterisation of the Atmospheri Depth
Appendix C
Details of all Data Obtained
C.1 Measurement ampaign August 2002
 9 launhes
 all asents with small (100 g) balloons
 3 launhes in the daytime, 6 launhes in the nighttime
 on August 20th, 2002, 3 launhes per night
 on August 21st, 2002, 2 launhes per night
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Figure C.1: Minimum and maximum temperatures measured at Malargue airport, 1425 m a.s.l.,
35.3
Æ
S, 69.35
Æ
W.
XI
V
D
e
t
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l
s
o
f
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b
t
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i
n
e
d
Asent Date Time Loation of Height of Maximum of Moon
No. (dd.mm.yyyy) (hh:mm:ss) Ground Station Ground Station reahed Altitude < 50%
in m a.s.l. in m a.s.l.
1 17.08.2002 19:14:43 route to La Junta 1446 17263 no
2 18.08.2002 17:14:45 FD Coihueo 1709 17269 no
3 19.08.2002 06:46:40 FD Coihueo 1709 17930 no
4 19.08.2002 19:39:06 Malargue 1420 20113 no
5 20.08.2002 00:41:04 Malargue 1420 17101 no
6 20.08.2002 03:53:05 Malargue 1420 17422 no
7 20.08.2002 09:19:39 Malargue 1420 16918 no
8 21.08.2002 01:23:40 FD Los Leones 1450 14669 no
9 21.08.2002 03:54:30 FD Los Leones 1450 13332 no
Table C.1: Measurement ampaign August 2002. The dates and times are given in UTC, the altitudes are geopotential heights; FD =
uoresene detetor building.
C.1 Measurement ampaign August 2002 XV
Figure C.2: Balloon paths of all launhes in August 2002 from dierent starting positions. In
total nine launhes were performed. A kilometre sale is indiated at the frame.
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Figure C.3: All temperature
proles measured during Au-
gust 2002, near Malargue,
Argentina.
XVI Details of all Data Obtained
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Figure C.4: Dierene in
all pressure proles aord-
ing to the US-StdA mea-
sured during August 2002,
near Malargue, Argentina.
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Figure C.5: All windspeed
proles measured during Au-
gust 2002, near Malargue,
Argentina.
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Figure C.6: All relative
humidity proles measured
during August 2002, near
Malargue, Argentina.
C.1 Measurement ampaign August 2002 XVII
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Difference-Plot for the density profiles
Figure C.7: Perent dif-
ferene in all density pro-
les aording to the US-
StdA measured during Au-
gust 2002, near Malargue,
Argentina.
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Figure C.8: All atmo-
spheri depth proles mea-
sured during August 2002,
near Malargue, Argentina.
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Figure C.9: Dierene in
all atmospheri depth pro-
les aording to the US-
StdA measured during Au-
gust 2002, near Malargue,
Argentina.
XVIII Details of all Data Obtained
C.2 Measurement ampaign November 2002
 9 launhes
 all asents with small (100 g) balloons, exept for asent number h13i ! testing new
balloons with 200 g
 2 launhes in the daytime, 7 launhes in the nighttime
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Figure C.10: Minimum and maximum temperatures measured at Malargue airport, 1425 m a.s.l.,
35.3
Æ
S, 69.35
Æ
W.
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X
Asent Date Time Loation of Height of Maximum of Moon
No. (dd.mm.yyyy) (hh:mm:ss) Ground Station Ground Station reahed Altitude < 50%
in m a.s.l. in m a.s.l.
10 09.11.2002 02:02:22 FD Coihueo 1700 16385 yes
11 10.11.2002 03:46:08 FD Coihueo 1730 14918 yes
12 10.11.2002 17:54:11 FD Coihueo 1730 18935 yes
13 13.11.2002 02:04:42 FD Coihueo 1725 25078 yes
14 14.11.2002 02:22:43 FD Coihueo 1725 14729 no
15 15.11.2002 02:35:09 FD Coihueo 1725 14597 no
16 18.11.2002 03:04:19 FD Coihueo 1725 15736 no
17 19.11.2002 02:30:42 FD Coihueo 1725 18937 no
18 20.11.2002 13:36:42 FD Coihueo 1725 16914 no
Table C.2: Measurement ampaign November 2002. The dates and times are given in UTC, the altitudes are geopotential heights; FD =
uoresene detetor building.
XX Details of all Data Obtained
Figure C.11: Balloon paths of all launhes in November 2002 from the uoresene detetor
building Coihueo. In total nine launhes were performed. A kilometre sale is indiated at the
frame.
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Figure C.12: All tempera-
ture proles measured dur-
ing November 2002, near
Malargue, Argentina.
C.2 Measurement ampaign November 2002 XXI
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Figure C.13: Dierene
in all pressure proles a-
ording to the US-StdA
measured during November
2002, near Malargue, Ar-
gentina.
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Figure C.14: All wind-
speed proles measured dur-
ing November 2002, near
Malargue, Argentina.
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Figure C.15: All relative
humidity proles measured
during November 2002, near
Malargue, Argentina.
XXII Details of all Data Obtained
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Figure C.16: Perent dif-
ferene in all density proles
aording to the US-StdA
measured during November
2002, near Malargue, Ar-
gentina.
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Figure C.17: All atmo-
spheri depth proles
measured during Novem-
ber 2002, near Malargue,
Argentina.
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Figure C.18: Dierene
in all atmospheri depth
proles aording to the
US-StdA measured dur-
ing November 2002, near
Malargue, Argentina.
C.3 Measurement ampaign January / February 2003 XXIII
C.3 Measurement ampaign January / February 2003
 15 launhes
 only number h19i was launhed on a small balloon, all others were aomplished with
new 200 g balloons for reahing higher altitudes
 2 asents in the daytime, 13 in the nighttime
 on February, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, and 12th of 2003, 2 launhes per night
 on February, 7th 2003, 3 launhes per night
 very stabile onditions over a long period of time
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Figure C.19: Minimum and maximum temperatures measured at Malargue airport, 1425 m a.s.l.,
35.3
Æ
S, 69.35
Æ
W.
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Asent Date Time Loation of Height of Maximum of Moon
No. (dd.mm.yyyy) (hh:mm:ss) Ground Station Ground Station reahed Altitude < 50%
in m a.s.l. in m a.s.l.
19 31.01.2003 19:17:58 FD Coihueo 1725 17894 no
20 03.02.2003 01:46:49 FD Coihueo 1725 23131 yes
21 03.02.2003 03:58:47 FD Coihueo 1725 26203 yes
22 04.02.2003 02:29:23 FD Coihueo 1725 22743 yes
23 04.02.2003 05:13:43 FD Coihueo 1725 20828 yes
24 05.02.2003 02:43:50 FD Coihueo 1725 22440 yes
25 05.02.2003 04:57:10 FD Coihueo 1725 22640 yes
26 06.02.2003 01:07:47 FD Coihueo 1725 18440 yes
27 06.02.2003 07:25:14 FD Coihueo 1725 26055 yes
28 07.02.2003 02:22:39 FD Coihueo 1725 25846 yes
29 07.02.2003 04:54:18 FD Coihueo 1725 25982 yes
30 07.02.2003 07:13:09 FD Coihueo 1725 25674 yes
31 11.02.2003 13:55:33 FD Coihueo 1725 24050 no
32 12.02.2003 04:38:55 FD Coihueo 1725 26093 no
33 12.02.2003 06:49:38 FD Coihueo 1725 25866 no
Table C.3: Measurement ampaign January / February 2003. The dates and times are given in UTC, the altitudes are geopotential heights;
FD = uoresene detetor building.
C.3 Measurement ampaign January / February 2003 XXV
Figure C.20: Balloon paths of all launhes in January / February 2003 from the uoresene
detetor building Coihueo. In total 15 launhes were performed. A kilometre sale is indiated
at the frame.
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Figure C.21: All tem-
perature proles measured
during January / February
2003, near Malargue, Ar-
gentina.
XXVI Details of all Data Obtained
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Figure C.22: Dierene
in all pressure proles a-
ording to the US-StdA
measured during Jan-
uary / February 2003, near
Malargue, Argentina.
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Figure C.23: All wind-
speed proles measured dur-
ing January / February
2003, near Malargue, Ar-
gentina.
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Figure C.24: All relative
humidity proles measured
during January / February
2003, near Malargue, Ar-
gentina.
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Figure C.25: Perent dif-
ferene in all density pro-
les aording to the US-
StdA measured during Jan-
uary / February 2003, near
Malargue, Argentina.
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Figure C.26: All atmo-
spheri depth proles
measured during Jan-
uary / February 2003, near
Malargue, Argentina.
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Figure C.27: Dierene in
all atmospheri depth pro-
les aording to the US-
StdA measured during Jan-
uary / February 2003, near
Malargue, Argentina.
XXVIII Details of all Data Obtained
C.4 Measurement ampaign April / May 2003
 11 launhes
 all asents with large (200 g) balloons
 3 launhes in the daytime, 8 in the nighttime
 on May, 7th 2003, 2 launhes per night
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Figure C.28: Minimum and maximum temperatures measured at Malargue airport, 1425 m a.s.l.,
35.3
Æ
S, 69.35
Æ
W.
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Asent Date Time Loation of Height of Maximum of Moon
No. (dd.mm.yyyy) (hh:mm:ss) Ground Station Ground Station reahed Altitude < 50%
in m a.s.l. in m a.s.l.
34 25.04.2003 16:34:22 FD Coihueo 1709 23990 no
35 26.04.2003 02:51:28 FD Coihueo 1734 23784 yes
36 26.04.2003 20:18:24 FD Coihueo 1725 24899 yes
37 28.04.2003 01:34:49 FD Coihueo 1725 24255 yes
38 01.05.2003 18:41:43 FD Coihueo 1725 17646 yes
39 03.05.2003 01:09:15 FD Coihueo 1725 23160 yes
40 05.05.2003 02:15:55 FD Coihueo 1725 21134 yes
41 06.05.2003 02:08:16 FD Coihueo 1725 26855 yes
42 07.05.2003 01:36:21 FD Coihueo 1725 27457 yes
43 07.05.2003 04:33:11 FD Coihueo 1725 22869 yes
44 09.05.2003 03:49:45 FD Coihueo 1725 19930 yes
Table C.4: Measurement ampaign April / May 2003. The dates and times are given in UTC, the altitudes are geopotential heights; FD =
uoresene detetor building.
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Figure C.29: Balloon paths of all launhes in April / May 2003 from the uoresene detetor
building Coihueo. In total eleven launhes were performed. A kilometre sale is indiated at the
frame.
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Figure C.30: All tempera-
ture proles measured dur-
ing April / May 2003, near
Malargue, Argentina.
C.4 Measurement 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Figure C.31: Dierene in
all pressure proles aord-
ing to the US-StdA mea-
sured during April / May
2003, near Malargue, Ar-
gentina.
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Figure C.32: All wind-
speed proles measured dur-
ing April / May 2003, near
Malargue, Argentina.
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Figure C.33: All relative
humidity proles measured
during April / May 2003,
near Malargue, Argentina.
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Figure C.34: Perent dif-
ferene in all density proles
aording to the US-StdA
measured during April / May
2003, near Malargue, Ar-
gentina.
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Figure C.35: All atmo-
spheri depth proles mea-
sured during April / May
2003, near Malargue, Ar-
gentina.
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Figure C.36: Dierene
in all atmospheri depth
proles aording to the
US-StdA measured during
April / May 2003, near
Malargue, Argentina.
C.5 Measurement ampaign July / August 2003 XXXIII
C.5 Measurement ampaign July / August 2003
 8 launhes
 all asents with large (200 g) balloons
 all launhes in the nighttime
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Figure C.37: Minimum and maximum temperatures measured at Malargue airport, 1425 m a.s.l.,
35.3
Æ
S, 69.35
Æ
W.
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Asent Date Time Loation of Height of Maximum of Moon
No. (dd.mm.yyyy) (hh:mm:ss) Ground Station Ground Station reahed Altitude < 50%
in m a.s.l. in m a.s.l.
45 24.07.2003 03:51:52 FD Coihueo 1725 24331 yes
46 26.07.2003 02:31:32 FD Coihueo 1725 21514 yes
47 27.07.2003 02:48:31 FD Coihueo 1725 26775 yes
48 29.07.2003 04:18:13 FD Coihueo 1725 26019 yes
49 30.07.2003 02:49:39 FD Coihueo 1725 25490 yes
50 31.07.2003 05:18:19 FD Coihueo 1725 26048 yes
51 04.08.2003 03:06:50 FD Coihueo 1725 25730 yes
52 05.08.2003 03:53:56 FD Coihueo 1725 24078 yes
Table C.5: Measurement ampaign July / August 2003. The dates and times are given in UTC, the altitudes are geopotential heights; FD
= uoresene detetor building.
C.5 Measurement ampaign July / August 2003 XXXV
Figure C.38: Balloon paths of all launhes in July / August 2003 from the uoresene detetor
building Coihueo. In total eight launhes were performed. A kilometre sale is indiated at the
frame.
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Figure C.39: All tempera-
ture proles measured dur-
ing July / August 2003, near
Malargue, Argentina.
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Figure C.40: Dierene in
all pressure proles aord-
ing to the US-StdA mea-
sured during July / August
2003, near Malargue, Ar-
gentina.
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Figure C.41: All wind-
speed proles measured dur-
ing July / August 2003, near
Malargue, Argentina.
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Figure C.42: All relative
humidity proles measured
during July / August 2003,
near Malargue, Argentina.
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Figure C.43: Perent dif-
ferene in all density proles
aording to the US-StdA
measured during July / Au-
gust 2003, near Malargue,
Argentina.
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Figure C.44: All atmo-
spheri depth proles mea-
sured during July / August
2003, near Malargue, Ar-
gentina.
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Figure C.45: Dierene
in all atmospheri depth
proles aording to the
US-StdA measured during
July / August 2003, near
Malargue, Argentina.
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